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ABSTRACT 

Due to the excess heat loss of steam assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) processes 

and low oil production rate of solvent-based processes, the expanding solvent SAGD 

(ES-SAGD) process has been considered as a promising technique for enhancing heavy 

oil/bitumen recovery. The main ES-SAGD mechanisms include the heat transferred and 

dissolution of solvents into the heavy oil/bitumen to swell it and reduce its viscosity, 

which is closely related to the phase behaviour of solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water 

systems. Thus, it is of fundamental and practical importance to accurately quantify the 

phase behaviour and physical properties of the aforementioned systems. 

A pragmatic technique has been developed to optimize the reduced temperature for 

acentric factor for the Peng-Robinson equation of state (PR-EOS) and Soave-Redlich-

Kwong equation of state (SRK-EOS) by minimizing the deviation between the measured 

and calculated vapour pressures. The reduced temperature has its optimum value of 0.59 

for the two EOSs, while 0.60 is recommended for practical use.  

The mutual solubility for n-alkanes/n-alkylbenzenes-water pairs is correlated using 

the PR-EOS together with the two newly modified alpha functions. The binary 

interaction parameters (BIPs) for both aqueous phase and liquid hydrocarbon phase are 

generalized as functions of reduced temperatures and carbon numbers of hydrocarbons, 

reproducing the experimental measurements well. Then, the modified PR-EOS model is 

successfully applied to predict the multi-phase compositions and three-phase upper 

critical ending points (UCEPs) for n-alkane-CO2-water mixtures.  

A new correlation has been developed to calculate the redefined acentric factor for 

pseudocomponents (PCs), while new BIP correlations are proposed respectively for 
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toluene-water pair and heavy oil/bitumen-water pairs. The BIP correlation for heavy 

oil/bitumen-water pairs is validated by the measured water solubility in other oils. The 

newly developed model is found to accurately predict the measured ALV/AL (A is the 

aqueous phase, L represents the oleic phase, and V denotes the vapour phase) and LV/L 

boundaries with an overall average absolute relative deviation (AARD) of 4.5% and 

solvent solubility in the oleic phase with an overall AARD of 9.4%, respectively.  

Two new methods have been proposed to predict the density/swelling factor for 

solvents-heavy oil/bitumen/water mixtures, i.e., one is a new volume translation (VT) 

strategy for PR-EOS, while the other is the ideal mixing rule with effective density (IM-

E) calculated using a newly developed tangent-line method. It is found that both of these 

two methods are accurate enough, while the IM-E is better than the VT PR-EOS.  

Experiments for C3H8/CO2-Lloydminster heavy oil/water systems have been 

performed in a temperature range of 328.7-432.3 K. A dynamic volume analysis method 

is proposed to simultaneously simulate the total volume and height of vapour/oleic phase 

interface, while a new framework incorporated with the modified PR-EOS can be used to 

accurately predict the solvent solubility, phase boundary, and phase density for the 

aforementioned systems. Also, six widely used mixing rules have been respectively 

evaluated, while water is incorporated using the ideal mixing rule. The order of the best 

ones in their accuracy is the volume-based power law > the weight-based power law > 

the weight-based Cragoe’s mixing rule. The effective density rather than real density of 

dissolved gas should be used for all the volume-based mixing rules.   
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NOMENCLATURE 

Notations 

A = aqueous phase 

a
 
= attraction parameter in PR-EOS 

AQa  = attraction parameter in aqueous phase
 

NON AQa   = attraction parameter in non-aqueous phase 

ia
 
= attraction parameter of component i

 

ja
 
= attraction parameter of component j 

1 2 3 4, , ,a a a a
  

= coefficients of Equation [2-4d] 

b
 
= van der Waals volume, m

3
/kmol

 

ib
 
= van der Waals volume of component i, m

3
/kmol

 

AQBIP
 
= BIP between hydrocarbon and water in aqueous phase

 

4CH HOBIP   
= BIP between methane and heavy oil/bitumen

 

2 6C H HOBIP   
= BIP between ethane and heavy oil/bitumen
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3 8C H HOBIP   
= BIP between propane and heavy oil/bitumen

 

4 10C H HOBIP   
= BIP between n-butane and heavy oil/bitumen 

2CO HOBIP   
= BIP between CO2 and heavy oil/bitumen 

2CO WBIP   
= BIP between CO2 and water 

2

aq

CO WBIP   
= BIP between CO2 and water in aqueous phase 

2

non aq

CO WBIP 

  
= BIP between CO2 and water in non-aqueous phase 

HCBIP
 
= BIP between hydrocarbon and water in hydrocarbon phase

 

2HC COBIP   
= BIP between alkane and CO2  

HC WBIP   
= BIP between alkane and water 

 

HC waterBIP   
= BIP between hydrocarbon and water 

aq

HC WBIP   
= BIP between alkane and water in aqueous phase

 

non aq

HC WBIP 

  
= BIP between alkane and water in non-aqueous phase

 

HO waterBIP   
= BIP between heavy oil/bitumen and water 
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S HOBIP   
= BIP between solvent and heavy oil/bitumen 

solvent HOBIP   
= BIP between solvents (CO2) and heavy oil/bitumen 

toluene waterBIP   
= BIP between toluene and water 

C
 
= volume correction factor of a component 

iC
 
= volume correction factor of the ith component 

nC
 
= carbon number of alkane 

waterC
 
= volume correction factor of water 

A LH   
= Height of the vapour/oleic phase interface of the solvent-heavy oil-water system 

inside the PVT cell, cm 

LH
 
= Height of the vapour/oleic phase interface of the solvent-heavy oil system inside 

the PVT cell, cm 

tH
 
= total height of the fluid system inside the PVT cell, cm 

1tH
 
= total height of the solvent-heavy oil system inside the PVT cell, cm 

2tH
 
= total height of the solvent-heavy oil-water system inside the PVT cell, cm 

K = ratio of the molar fraction of a component in one phase to that in another phase 
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L1 = heavy oil/bitumen-rich liquid phase 

L2 = solvent-rich liquid phase 

wM  = molecular weight, g/mol 

n = adjustable parameter in the power law mixing rule 

P  = pressure, MPa
 

cP  = critical pressure, MPa
 

rP  = reduced pressure, MPa
 

vP
 
= vapour pressure of a pure substance at the two-phase region, MPa

 

aP  = atmosphere pressure, MPa  

1stP  = saturation pressure of solvent-heavy oil systems, MPa  

2stP  = upper three-phase bubble point of solvent-heavy oil-water systems, MPa  

R  = universal gas constant, 8.314 J/(mol·K) 

2R  = regression coefficient 

SG  = specific gravity 

T = temperature, K 
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cT  = critical temperature, K 

rT = reduced temperature 

2rCOT = reduced temperature of CO2 

rHCT
 
= reduced temperature of alkane 

rwT  = reduced temperature of water 

bT  = normal boiling point 

V
*
 = corrected molar volume, m

3
/kmol 

 V = molar volume calculated by PR-EOS without volume correction, m
3
/kmol 

V = vapour phase 

1V  = molar volume of heavy oil/bitumen at atmospheric pressure and saturation 

temperature 

2V  = molar volume of solvent and water saturated heavy oil/bitumen at saturation 

pressure and temperature 

HOw = weight fraction of heavy oil/bitumen 

R Aw   = total mass fraction of resin and asphaltene in heavy oil/bitumen 
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sw  = weight fraction of dissolved gas 

waterw  = weight fraction of water 

X = solubility (for binary mixtures) 

HCX  = hydrocarbon solubility in aqueous phase (for binary mixtures) 

WX  = water solubility in hydrocarbon phase (for binary mixtures) 

x
 
= molar fraction of a component in a phase 

 

2COx
 
= CO2 molar fraction in a phase 

SHOx = molar fraction of diluted heavy oil/bitumen in oleic phase of a solvents-heavy 

oil/bitumen-water system 

HCx
 
= alkane molar fraction in a phase  

sx  = molar fraction of solvent in a phase 

Wx  = water molar fraction in a phase
 

aq

HCx
 
= alkane molar fraction in the aqueous phase (i.e., water-rich phase)

 

2

1non aq

COx 

 
= CO2 molar fraction in the alkane-rich phase 

2non aq

HCx 

 
= alkane molar fraction in the CO2-rich phase 
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iy  = molar fraction of the ith component in a given phase 

jy  = molar fraction of the jth component in a given phase 

( )g

I H T  = vaporization enthalpy of a pure substance at saturation temperature  

RAZ  = Rackett parameter 

Greek Letters 

2H O
 
=   function for water in PR-EOS 

  =   function in PR-EOS 

  = acentric factor
 

HC = acentric factor of alkane 

  = BIP 

aq

ij  
= BIP between components i and j in aqueous phase

 

non aq

ij


 
= BIP between components i and j in non-aqueous phase 

b  = dynamic viscosity of heavy oil/bitumen, mPa·s 

HC  = viscosity of diluted heavy oil/bitumen in oleic phase of a solvents-heavy 
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oil/bitumen-water system, mPa·s 

cal

i  = the ith calculated oleic phase viscosity, mPa·s 

exp

i  = the ith measured oleic phase viscosity, mPa·s 

m  = viscosity of mixture, mPa·s 

s  = dynamic viscosity of solvent, mPa·s 

SHO  = dynamic viscosity of diluted heavy oil/bitumen in oleic phase of a solvents-

heavy oil/bitumen-water system 

w  = viscosity of water, mPa·s 

b  = heavy oil/bitumen volume fraction under ambient conditions 

s  = solvent volume fraction under ambient conditions 

bv  = kinematic viscosity of heavy oil/bitumen, m
2
/s 

vm = kinematic viscosity of solvents-heavy oil/bitumen mixtures, m
2
/s 

sv  = kinematic viscosity of solvent, m
2
/s  

b  = intermediate quantity for heavy oil/bitumen in Lobe’s mixing rule 

s  = intermediate quantity for solvent in Lobe’s mixing rule
 

  = adjustable parameter in Shu’s mixing rule which is in the range of 0 to 1 

b  = heavy oil/bitumen density, kg/m
3 
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m  = density of the liquid mixture, kg/m
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s  = solvent density, kg/m
3
 

2

eff

CO  = effective density of CO2, kg/m
3
 

eff

HO  = effective density of heavy oil/bitumen, kg/m
3
 

eff

s = effective density of dissolved gas, kg/m
3
 

eff

water  = effective density of water, kg/m
3
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Heavy Oil Recovery  

Heavy oil and bitumen resources are becoming more and more important with the 

increasingly high energy demand and the gradual depletion of conventional reserves. 

Heavy oil resources all over the world are roughly estimated to be ten trillion barrels, 

about three times of the conventional oil (Lie et al., 2014). The great heavy oil/bitumen 

resources in western Canada, mainly in Albert and Saskatchewan, comprise the world’s 

largest petroleum basin. The most popular primary technique for heavy oil/bitumen in 

Canada is cold production due to its low investment and convenient operations (Zhao 

and Gates, 2015). This method is found to only recover about 10% of original oil in 

place (OOIP), though it can be elevated to 15% when allowing sand production with oil, 

i.e., the cold heavy oil production with sand (CHOPS).  

In Canada, the main techniques for improving the recovery factor of heavy 

oil/bitumen after primary production include water flooding and polymer flooding due to 

their low costs (Zhao and Gates, 2015). In practice, these methods are found to suffer 

with low recovery factor because of the adversary mobility ratio. The most effective 

enhanced oil recovery (EOR) techniques for heavy oil/bitumen are thermal methods such 

as steam assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) (Mohammadzadeh et al., 2012) and cyclic 

steam stimulation (CSS) (Zhao and Gates, 2015). However, thermal methods are found 

to be uneconomic for thin pay zones because of the significant heat losses, whereas the 

reservoir thicknesses of about 24% of the Albert heavy oil/bitumen reserves (Gates, 
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2010) and 55% of the Saskatchewan heavy oil reserves (Srivastava et al., 1999) are 

found to be less than 10 m and 5 m, respectively. 

Although the pure solvent-aided processes are not economically feasible, addition 

of solvents to steam can be highly beneficial to the thermal-based processes. Typical 

case is the expanding-solvent steam assisted gravity drainage (ES-SAGD) process (Nasr 

et al., 2003) where a small amount of solvent(s) is co-injected with steam into the vapour 

chamber with a lower temperature compared with that of a SAGD process (Al-Murayri 

et al., 2016). The viscosity of heavy oil/bitumen can be significantly reduced with the 

heat transferred and solvent dissolved into it. It is found that the ES-SAGD process is 

much more energy efficient, while it leads to a higher heavy oil/bitumen production rate 

and ultimate oil recovery factor (can be as high as 30%, depending on cases) compared 

with the SAGD (Nasr et al., 2003).   

The phase behaviour together with physical properties (e.g., density and viscosity) 

of the solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water systems are of significance to the performance 

of the ES-SAGD process. The phase behaviour lays a foundation for determining the 

mixture density (Mehrotra and Svrcek, 1988; Li et al., 2013b; c) and the mixture 

viscosity (Mehrotra and Svrcek, 1988; Nourozieh et al., 2015a; d; e; 2016a; b) because 

such physical properties are closely related to the phase compositions, while they dictate 

the flow behaviour and distribution of oil-gas-water systems in porous media (Whitson 

and Brule, 2000). Frequently, water is excluded for quantifying the phase behaviour of 

the solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water systems due to the complexity and difficulty in 

both experimental measurements and theoretical modeling (Jia et al., 2011; Gao et al., 
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2017). However, effects of water on phase behaviour and physical properties of such 

systems can be significant, especially at high temperatures (Amani et al., 2013; 2014a; 

b). Thus, it is of fundamental and practical importance to accurately quantify the phase 

behaviour and physical properties for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen systems in the presence 

of water in a large temperature range. 

1.2 Objective of This Study 

The major objective of this research is to provide a pragmatic method and 

correlations/theoretical models to accurately quantify the phase behaviour and physical 

properties including density and viscosity for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen systems in the 

presence of water, which is closely related to the ES-SAGD processes. The detailed tasks 

are listed as follows: 

(1) To optimize the reduced temperature for acentric factor in both the Peng-Robinson 

equation of state (PR-EOS) and the Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of state (SRK-

EOS) while developing new alpha functions for improving the vapour pressure 

prediction for pure heavy hydrocarbon compounds; 

(2) To develop correlations and/or theoretical models to predict the mutual solubility 

between n-alkanes/n-alkylbenzenes and water and the phase behaviour for n-alkane-

CO2-water systems; 

(3) To develop correlations and/or theoretical models to predict the AL1V (A is the 

aqueous phase, L1 is the heavy oil/bitumen-rich oleic phase, and V is the vapour 

phase) and L1V phase behaviour for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water systems;  
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(4) To develop correlations and/or theoretical models to comparatively predict the 

density and viscosity for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water systems; and 

(5) To develop a new framework to experimentally and theoretically quantify the phase 

and density behaviour of solvent-heavy oil/water systems using dynamic volume 

analysis.  

1.3 Outline of The Dissertation 

There are 10 chapters in this dissertation. Chapter 1 introduces the research topic 

and the corresponding objectives. Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive and updated 

literature review on phase behaviour of n-alkane/n-alkylbenzene/CO2-water systems and 

solvents-heavy oil/bitumen/water systems as well as density and viscosity of solvents-

heavy oil/bitumen/water systems, together with the corresponding modeling approaches 

for the aforementioned systems and/or properties. Chapter 3 presents the optimum 

temperatures for acentric factor in PR-EOS and SRK-EOS and the corresponding new 

alpha functions to more accurately predict the vapour pressures for pure heavy 

hydrocarbon compounds, respectively. As detailed in Chapter 4, a theoretical framework 

is developed to predict mutual solubility for n-alkanes/n-alkylbenzenes-water pairs using 

modified alpha functions and generalized BIP correlations. Chapter 5 predicts phase 

equilibria and three-phase upper critical ending point (UCEP) for n-alkane-CO2-water 

systems with consideration of mutual solubility. Chapter 6 quantifies phase behaviour for 

solvents-heavy oil/bitumen systems in the presence of water at high pressures and 

elevated temperatures. Chapter 7 presents a comparative quantification of the 

density/swelling behaviour of solvents-heavy/bitumen/water systems at high pressures 
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and elevated temperatures. Chapter 8 provides new experimental measurements of the 

phase behaviour (i.e., phase volumes) of propane/CO2-Lloydminster heavy oil/water 

systems to develop a new framework using dynamic volume analysis to simultaneously 

quantify the phase equilibria and density. Chapter 9 quantifies the viscosity of solvents-

heavy oil/bitumen/water systems at high pressures and elevated temperatures. Finally, 

scientific findings of the current research are summarized and recommendations are 

made in Chapter 10. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) 

There are two kinds of EOR processes pertaining to water for a heavy oil/bitumen 

reservoir, i.e., hot water/steam injection and water-solvents hybrid injection. For the 

former, hot water or steam is injected into a heavy oil/bitumen reservoir to significantly 

reduce the heavy oil/ bitumen viscosity, leading to an improved mobility ratio (Luo and 

Barrufet, 2005; Mohammadzadeh et al., 2012). The hot water/steam injection processes 

include hot water flooding (Zhao and Gates, 2015), steam flooding (Huang et al., 2018), 

cyclic steam simulation (CSS) (Bao et al., 2016), and SAGD (Butler, 1998; 

Mohammadzadeh et al., 2012). Although such thermal methods can improve heavy oil/ 

bitumen production significantly over the conventional waterflooding, their drawbacks 

are obvious. The mobility ratio is still unsatisfactory for CSS and steam flooding due to 

the low viscosity of steam, while large heat loss to overburden and underburden is 

encountered. Previous efforts indicate that the SAGD process cannot be used in a pay 

zone with a thickness smaller than 6 m due to the large heat loss (Zhao and Gates, 2015). 

It is worthwhile noting that the water solubility in heavy oil/bitumen can be high at 

elevated temperatures and thus reduce the heavy oil/bitumen viscosity further and swell 

them, possibly leading to a noticeable recovery factor (Venkatramani and Okuno, 2016). 

Recently, water-solvents/CO2 hybrid injection has seen its promising potential for 

enhancing oil recovery in hydrocarbon reservoirs. This includes co-injection of 

water/steam and solvents as the case of ES-SAGD (Al-Murayri et al., 2016) in heavy oil 

reservoirs, or the injection can be alternated with water and gas, such as the water-
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alternating-gas (WAG) processes in conventional oil reservoirs. The ES-SAGD process 

is found to significantly reduce the temperature of the injected fluid(s) and the heat loss 

to overburden and underburden, resulting in a relatively high energy efficiency. Less 

energy consumption in ES-SAGD to produce the steam than in SAGD also means less 

CO2 emission. Although the ES-SAGD process exhibits a lower temperature than 

SAGD, the injected solvents can dissolve into the heavy oil/bitumen to further reduce its 

viscosity and swell it. Thus, the ES-SAGD leads to higher production rate and recovery 

factor than SAGD.  

The WAG process finds its extensive applications in conventional oil reservoirs 

than heavy oil/bitumen reservoirs (Zheng and Yang, 2013). As for the former, the 

injected gas can dissolve into the crude oil to reduce its viscosity and swell it, while it 

can simultaneously extract some light components from the crude oil, leading to a 

reduction in interfacial tension (IFT). When the phase composition of gas phase is 

equivalent to that of liquid phase, miscibility is achieved (i.e., IFT =0 mN/m) and the 

recovery factor can theoretically approach to 100% (Willhite, 1986; Green and Willhite, 

1998; Yang et al., 2015). During a WAG process, the water is injected to control the 

mobility ratio because the injected gas is found to easily break through due to its low 

viscosity and high mobility (Zheng and Yang, 2013). On the contrary, when using WAG 

in a heavy oil/bitumen reservoir, the injected gas is mainly used to reduce the viscosity 

of heavy oil/bitumen through its dissolution.   
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2.2 Phase Behaviour  

The phase behaviour of solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water systems is crucial to the 

aforementioned EOR processes since it is directly associated with the physical properties 

including density and viscosity of such systems. The phase composition in mole fraction 

is equivalent to solubility when there are only two components in the feed. Physically, 

density plays an important role in SAGD and ES-SAGD processes where gravity is the 

main force to drive the diluted heavy oil/bitumen to a production well. The existence of 

water can make the phase behaviour and density/viscosity behaviour more complicated, 

while L1V (L1 is the heavy oil/bitumen-rich liquid phase, while V is the vapour phase) 

equilibria, AL1V (A is the aqueous phase) equilibria, and AL1L2V (L2 is the solvent-rich 

liquid phase) equilibria are observed in previous experiments for the solvents-heavy 

oil/bitumen-water systems under different conditions.  

2.2.1 n-alkane/n-alkylbenzene-water systems 

(1) Experimental observations 

A good understanding of the mutual solubility of n-alkane-water pairs lays a 

foundation for research on the multi-phase behaviour for the n-alkane/CO2-water 

systems. The n-alkanes in such systems exist in gas, liquid, or supercritical states under 

different conditions. The methane solubility in water is found to be increased with 

pressure at a given temperature (Culberson and Mcketta, 1951), while, at a given 

pressure, the methane solubility in water is firstly decreased, and then increased with 

temperature for most pressures, leading to concave curves (Culberson and Mcketta, 

1951). The curve shape becomes milder with the decrease of pressure. At low pressures 
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(e.g., at 1.5 MPa in (Culberson and Mcketta, 1951)), the methane solubility is decreased 

with temperature. Propane shares similar patterns with methane on their solubility in 

water as functions of pressure and temperature (Kobayashi and Katz, 1953). The 

equilibria include vapour-aqueous, liquid (propane-rich)-aqueous, and vapour-liquid-

aqueous equilibria. At the three-phase upper critical ending point (UCEP), the vapour 

phase composition is equal to that of the propane-rich liquid phase. On the contrary, the 

water solubility in propane is found to be decreased with pressure at a given temperature 

(Kobayashi and Katz, 1953). The orders of magnitude of the solubility of alkane gases 

(i.e., methane, ethane, propane, and n-butane) in water and water solubility in alkane 

gases are approximately found to be 5 210 10   and 4 110 10   (in molar fraction), 

respectively (Søreide and Whitson, 1992). 

For a liquid hydrocarbon-water system, the hydrocarbon solubility in water exhibits 

a concave curve as a function temperature where there is an obvious solubility minimum 

(Tsonopoulos and Wilson, 1983; Heidman et al., 1985; Economou et al., 1997). 

Contrarily, water solubility in hydrocarbon shows an increasing trend as a function of 

temperature. The ranges of liquid hydrocarbon solubility in water and water solubility in 

liquid hydrocarbon are approximately found to be 10 310 10   and 4 110 10   (in molar 

fraction), respectively (Tsonopoulos and Wilson, 1983; Heidman et al., 1985; Economou 

et al., 1997; Maczynski et al., 2005a; b; c; d; e). 

The classification scheme for phase behaviour types, which is proposed by van 

Konynenburg and Scott (1980), is based on their unique features of critical points and 

locus in the P-T diagram. According to van Konynenburg and Scott (1980), a 
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hydrocarbon-water system falls in Type II or Type III phase behaviour classes as shown 

in Figure 2-1. Type II has no subcategories, whereas Type III has two (i.e., Type IIIa and 

Type IIIb). As for Type II, a continuous vapour-liquid critical locus connects the pure 

component critical points. 

Vapour, liquid, liquid-liquid, and liquid-liquid-vapour phase behaviours emerge, 

and accordingly, a second critical locus is observed in the P-T diagram for Type II at low 

temperatures, whereas only vapour, liquid, and vapour-liquid phase behaviour is formed 

at high temperatures. Also, the liquid-liquid critical locus intersects the liquid-liquid-

vapour three-phase line at the UCEP where the two liquid phases become critically 

identical in the presence of a vapour phase.  

As for Type III, there are two vapour-liquid critical loci which are not connected 

with each other. One originates from one of the pure components (i.e., water for Type 

IIIa, hydrocarbon for Type IIIb, depending on the relative critical temperatures of the 

components) and extends to high pressures. The second one extends from the other 

components (i.e., hydrocarbon for Type IIIa and water for Type IIIb) and intersects the 

L-L-V three-phase line at the UCEP.  

For Type II, Type IIIa and Type IIIb, the LLV curve emerges at pressures above the 

water vapour pressure. Type IIIa phase behaviour is formed for various n-alkane-water 

binary mixtures where the alkane carbon number is in the range of 3-26 (Amani et al., 

2013) and for one-ring aromatics (e.g., benzene (Tsonopoulos and Wilson, 1983), 
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Figure 2-1.  Schematic pressure-temperature projections for (a) Type II, (b) IIIa, and (c) 

IIIb phase behaviour (Modified from Amani et al., 2013). Pure component vapor 

pressure curves (—), liquid-gas (LV) and liquid-liquid (LL) critical locus (----), liquid-

liquid-vapour lines (.....), pure component critical points (●), and critical end points (○).   
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toluene, o-xylene, and p-xylene). Type II and Type IIIb phase behaviours are formed 

when the critical temperature of the hydrocarbon is larger than that of water. Water + 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons with up to 4 rings exhibit Type II phase behaviour, 

examples are tetralin-water pair and naphthalene-water pair (Amani et al., 2013). On the 

contrary, water + large n-alkanes and aromatics hydrocarbons where the critical 

temperatures of the hydrocarbon are much larger than that of water basically show Type 

IIIb phase behaviour, e.g., water + n-C30. 

(2) Theoretical models 

Since their inceptions, cubic equations of state (CEOSs), such as PR-EOS and SRK-

EOS, have been extensively applied to quantify phase behaviour for hydrocarbon and 

non-hydrocarbon mixtures due to their simplicity and reasonable accuracy (Joffe et al., 

1970; Zudkevitch and Joffe, 1970; Soave, 1972; Peng and Robinson, 1976a; Søreide and 

Whitson, 1992; Whitson and Brule, 2000; Li and Yang, 2013; Li et al., 2013a; b; c; 

Lopez-Echeverry, 2017). Physically, the CEOSs find their limits when dealing with a 

mixture containing water due to the existence of hydrogen bonding and the associating 

behaviour of water (Neau et al., 2011; Mohebbinia et al., 2013; Ibrahim et al., 2014), 

though such mixtures are frequently encountered in many fields, e.g., environmental 

sciences as well as chemical and petroleum industries (Tsonopoulos and Wilson, 1983; 

Heidman et al., 1985; Zheng and Yang, 2013; Yang et al., 2015; Zirrahi et al., 2015; 

2017c; Letinski et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2016a; b; Lopez-Echeverry, 2017; Mirazimi et 

al., 2017). Therefore, it is of practical and fundamental importance to accurately predict 

phase behaviour for water-containing systems at the corresponding pressures and 

temperatures. 
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To more accurately predict the phase behaviour for water-containing mixtures, a 

CEOS has been incorporated with different models, such as the Henry’s law (Beutier and 

Renon, 1978; Tsonopoulos and Wilson, 1983; Schotte, 1985; Li and Nghiem, 1986) and 

thermodynamic perturbation theory (TPT), e.g., cubic-plus-association (CPA) EOS 

(Kontogeorgis et al., 1996; Economou and Tsonopoulos, 1997; Zirrahi et al., 2015; 

2017c). Physically, combining the Henry’s law with a CEOS violates the fundamentals 

of thermodynamic theory, leading to an inconsistency of the theoretical models (Søreide 

and Whitson, 1992), though it is commonly used for predicting the hydrocarbon 

solubility in water. Also, due to the high water solubility in hydrocarbon, the Henry’s 

law fails to represent the water distribution in vapour-liquid equilibrium (Tsonopoulos 

and Wilson, 1983). On the other hand, the statistical associating fluid theory (SAFT) 

(Chapman et al., 1989; 1990) and its modified versions, including SAFT-VR (variable 

range) (Galindo et al., 1998) and PC-SAFT (i.e., perturbed chain-SAFT) (Gross and 

Sadowski, 2000; 2001), have been applied to the water-associated systems.  

The advantage of the CPA-EOS and SAFT over a CEOS is that they can yield much 

better predictions of hydrocarbon solubility in aqueous phase using a single set of binary 

interaction parameters (BIPs), which makes such associating models consistent. Still, the 

reproduction of hydrocarbon solubility in aqueous phase with a CPA-EOS is not very 

satisfactory, e.g., an AARD of 30.0% and 25.8% is respectively yielded for the predicted 

hydrocarbon solubility in aqueous phase and water solubility in hydrocarbon phase by 

using the CPA-EOS (Oliveira et al., 2007). Also, the existing SAFTs are found to yield 

prediction deviations for hydrocarbon solubility in aqueous phase as high as several 

orders of magnitude (Forte et al., 2011; Al Ghafri et al., 2015). The major drawback of 
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the CPA-EOS and SAFT is that they cannot capture the solubility minimum for 

hydrocarbon solubility in aqueous phase i.e., deviation can be several orders of 

magnitude (Galindo et al., 1996; Aparicio-Martínez and Hall, 2007; Qian et al., 2013). 

Plus, such associating models tend to overpredict the pure-component critical properties 

(Galindo et al., 1996; Aparicio-Martínez and Hall, 2007; Qian et al., 2013). Both the 

CPA-EOS and SAFT (or its modified versions) need molecular structure of a substance 

for quantifying its phase behaviour (Kontogeorgis et al., 1996; Chapman et al., 1989; 

1990). The molecular structure can be easily obtained for a well-defined substance; 

however, it is difficult to be accurately determined for complicated materials, such as 

crude oil (especially heavy oil). Both the CPA-EOS and SAFT (or its modified versions) 

increase the computational expenses, which constrain their wide applications in 

industries (Qian et al., 2013). In addition, specific temperature-dependent equations have 

been widely used to fit the experimental solubility data (Tsonopoulos and Wilson, 1983; 

Heidman et al., 1985).  

More importantly, all the aforementioned models (except for pure CEOSs) are too 

specific to a given pair, i.e., their coefficients must be re-tuned for a new pair, which 

constrain their extensive applications. Thus, it is still desirable to predict the mutual 

solubility of water-containing pairs by using a CEOS if its accuracy can be elevated to a 

reasonable level due to its simplicity and the fact that a generalized model can be 

obtained. This advantage may not be easily achieved by the associated models such as 

CPA-EOS and SAFT.  
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2.2.2 CO2-water systems 

As for the water solubility in CO2, it is increased with temperature at a given 

pressure, while it can be either decreased or increased with pressure, depending on 

temperatures (Coan and King, 1971; Li and Yang, 2013). Similar with the cases for 

methane and propane, the CO2 solubility in water is increased with pressure at a given 

temperature (Zhao et al., 2015). In addition, the increasing rate is reduced with pressure. 

Also, similar with methane and propane, the CO2 solubility in water is first decreased, 

and then increased with temperature at high pressures, leading to concave curves (Wiebe 

and Gaddy, 1940). The curve shape becomes milder with the decrease of pressure. As 

pressure becomes lower, the CO2 solubility in water is decreased with temperature all the 

way at a given pressure (Wiebe and Gaddy, 1940). The approximate ranges of CO2 

solubility in water and water solubility in CO2 are 0.001-0.050 and 0.001-0.800 (in mole 

fraction), respectively (Li and Yang, 2013). For describing the phase behaviour of CO2-

water systems, potential models include CEOSs (Søreide and Whitson, 1992) with 

conventional or modified mixing rules (Ibrahim et al., 2014), Henry’s law (Li and 

Nghiem, 1986), as well as association models such as CPA-EOS (Moortgat, 2018) and 

SAFT (Islam et al., 2012).  

2.2.3 Heavy oil/bitumen-water systems 

Unlike the solvents such as methane, propane whose solubility is significantly 

reduced with temperature, water solubility in heavy oil/bitumen is greatly increased with 

temperature (Glandt and Chapman, 1995). It is found that water solubility in Athabasca 

bitumen can be as high as 30 mol% at a temperature of 500 K (Amani et al.,
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2013). In addition, the water solubility is increased with the resin and asphaltene 

concentration in heavy oil/bitumen, while it is higher than the solubility of water in an n-

alkane or n-alkylbenzene under the same conditions (Tsonopoulos and Wilson, 1983; 

Heidman et al., 1985; Glandt and Chapman, 1995). This is ascribed to the fact that there 

are many polar groups in resin and asphaltene, which exhibit a higher compatibility with 

water than n-alkanes and n-alkylbenzenes.  

2.2.4 Solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water systems 

(1) Experimental observations 

The phase behaviour of solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water systems can be much 

more complicated than that of solvents-heavy oil/bitumen systems, especially at high 

temperatures. As found by Amani et al. (2014), the L1V/L1 boundary is transformed to 

AL1V/AL1 boundary as the water concentration in feed is increased to a certain point at a 

given temperature. Such a water concentration for phase boundary transition is found to 

be increased with temperature. This is because the water solubility becomes larger with 

temperature. In addition, both the AL1V/AL1 boundary and the L1V/L1 boundary are 

increased with temperature. 

Under certain conditions, a solvent-rich liquid phase can be detected in the presence 

of water. Such a liquid phase is formed when solvents cannot completely be dissolved 

into the heavy oil/bitumen even if the pressure is high. As such, a four-phase (including 

the A, L1, L2, and V phases) equilibrium can be observed (see Figure 2-2). In addition, an 

AL1L2 equilibrium and AL2 equilibrium can be observed for the same system as the 
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Figure 2-2. Digital images of multiphase equilibria observed for (54.66 wt% n-butane + 

16.97 wt% Athabasca bitumen + 28.37 wt% water): (a) AL2 equilibrium at 159.9°C and 

27.687 MPa, (b) AL1L2 equilibrium at 159.9°C and 8.258 MPa, and (c) AL1L2V 

equilibrium at 159.9°C and 4.576 MPa (Modified from Gao et al., 2017).  
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pressure is increased continuously at a fixed temperature. As observed in Figure 2-3, the 

AL1L2/AL2 boundary and AL1L2V/AL1L2 boundaries are observed. It is found that the 

AL1L2V/AL1L2 boundary is close to but above the extension of the n-butane’s vapour 

pressure line, while addition of water is found to increase the corresponding phase 

boundary. In addition, a second asphaltene-rich heavy liquid phase may emerge under 

certain conditions when asphaltene precipitation occurs. The effects of asphaltene 

precipitation on phase behaviour of solvents-heavy oil/water systems are still not clear 

(Díaz et al., 2011).  

Addition of water is also found to affect the solvent solubility in heavy oil/ bitumen. 

The addition of water can reduce the solvent solubility in bitumen, while the solubility 

reduction is increased with the carbon number of alkanes (Zirrahi et al., 2017b). The 

solubility reduction is mainly due to the reduced partial pressure (in vapour phase) of 

solvents with addition of water, i.e., the solvent and water compete for the partial 

pressure in vapour phase. Usually, a substance with a higher volatility yields a higher 

partial pressure (in vapour phase) under the same conditions. Thus, a heavier solvent is 

found to exhibit a larger partial pressure reduction (in vapour phase) with addition of 

water under the same conditions, showing a larger solubility reduction in bitumen. 

(2) Theoretical models 

To overcome such insufficiency of the CEOSs, different models, such as Henry’s 

law (Li and Nghiem, 1986), unconventional mixing rule (Huron and Vidal, 1979; Michel 

et al., 1989), thermodynamic perturbation theory (i.e., CPA-EOS) (Kontogeorgis et al., 

1996; Oliveira et al., 2007; Li and Firoozabadi 2009; Zirrahi et al., 2015; 2017c) and the 
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Figure 2-3. Measured and predicted multiphase boundaries for (54.66 wt% n-butane + 

16.97 wt% Athabasca bitumen + 28.37 wt% water) (Modified from Gao et al., 2017).   
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SAFT (Chapman et al., 1989; 1990; Economou and Tsonopoulos, 1997), have been 

incorporated into them with desirable performances. The advantages and disadvantages 

of these models have been well discussed in previous sections. It is worthwhile noting 

that, for a solvent-heavy oil/bitumen system, it is not necessary to accurately reproduce 

the hydrocarbon molar fraction in aqueous phase because it is in a very small order of 

magnitude and hardly exerts a noticeable effect on the behaviour of non-aqueous phase, 

which is of interest to solvents and thermal-based EOR processes. Thus, using a CEOS 

can be a possibility for accurately describing the phase behaviour for the solvents-heavy 

oil/bitumen-water systems, providing that the tunable parameters for the CEOS 

especially the BIPs are reliable (Gao et al., 2017). More importantly, some 

improvements have been achieved to more accurately predict phase behaviour for 

solvents-heavy oil systems by modifying alpha functions, BIPs, and physical properties 

of PCs (Li and Yang, 2011; Li et al., 2013b; 2016; Sánchez-Lemus et al., 2016; Lopez-

Echeverry et al., 2017). Such modifications may be applicable to the solvents-heavy oil-

water systems at elevated temperatures. 

The association models such as CPA-EOS and SAFT together with their modified 

versions are the most popular ones for water-containing systems in addition to the 

CEOSs. The use of the CPA-EOS for correlating the phase behaviour for solvents-heavy 

oil/bitumen-water systems has been reported elsewhere (Zirrahi et al., 2015; Jia and 

Okuno, 2018). In addition to the increased computational expenses of such association 

models, it is difficult to define the association schemes (i.e., 4C or 3B or other schemes) 

due to the complicated compositions of a heavy oil/bitumen sample. It is easily to induce 

incorrect interactions between components by adjusting the BIPs, though reasonable 
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accuracy may be yielded for predicting the phase boundaries. Plus, all these association 

models are too specific to a given pair or ternary mixture, which means that the 

parameters must be retuned for a new mixture (Zirrahi et al., 2015). Since their 

applications are undermined as it is difficult to achieve model generalization, it is still 

desirable to model the phase behaviour for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water systems 

using a CEOS with a high accuracy due to its simplicity and the possibility to achieve a 

generalized method. 

2.3 Density/Swelling Behaviour 

2.3.1 Solvents-heavy oil/bitumen systems 

Viscosity reduction and swelling of heavy oil/bitumen due to solvent dissolution/ 

heat transfer are two important mechanisms of the solvents and thermal-based EOR 

processes (Glandt and Chapman, 1995; Upreti et al., 2007; Venkatramani and Okuno, 

2016). Oil swelling has the following two benefits for its production, i.e., 1) direct 

volume expansion makes its volume available for production increase; and 2) a large oil 

volume fraction in porous media is resulted, and thus a high oil relative permeability is 

achieved (Yang et al., 2015; Zheng and Yang, 2013; 2017; Chen and Zhao, 2017; Huang 

et al., 2018). Density and swelling factor (i.e., the volume of solvent-saturated heavy oil 

at saturation pressure and temperature divided by the volume of the heavy oil at 

atmospheric pressure and saturation temperature) can be associated with each other using 

a simple equation; however, density plays a totally different role from oil swelling in 

affecting its production, i.e., density exerts an effect on oil flow through gravity. As for 

the aforementioned processes, effects of gravity/density can be significant whenever 
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vertical flow is involved. Especially, for processes including vapour extraction 

(VAPEX), SAGD, and ES-SAGD where a solvent/steam chamber is formed and gravity 

is the main driving force, density plays an even more important role (Upreti et al., 2007; 

Mohammadzadeh et al., 2012). The injection of solvents such as n-alkanes, CO2, and 

toluene can be significant for oil swelling, while there are numerous publications dealing 

with swelling factor and density for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen systems either 

experimentally or theoretically (Jha, 1986; Li et al., 2013a; b; c; Nourozieh et al., 2015d; 

e; 2016a; b; 2017; Zirrahi et al., 2017a; b). 

The density/swelling behaviour of solvents-heavy oil/bitumen systems can affect 

the performances of the solvent-based EOR processes in that the oil density and swelling 

factor is closely related to the gravity drainage and the oil relative permeability, 

respectively. For a light solvent-heavy oil/bitumen system at the vapour-liquid 

equilibrium, the mixture density is found to be decreased with pressure at a given 

temperature (Nourozieh et al., 2016b). This is mainly due to the fact that the solvent 

solubility is increased with pressure, while such a solvent has a lower density than that of 

the heavy oil/bitumen. On the contrary, for a heavy solvent-heavy oil/bitumen systems 

with a single liquid phase, the mixture density is found to be increased with pressure at a 

given temperature (Nourozieh et al., 2016a), this is similar with the variation pattern of 

the density of a pure heavy oil/bitumen (Mehrotra and Svrcek, 1987).   

As for the swelling behaviour, it is found that addition of solvents to a heavy 

oil/bitumen can increase its swelling factor to a certain extent. The increased swelling 

factor is favourable for EOR in the solvent-based processes such as VAPEX through 
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directly increasing the oleic phase volume (i.e., expansion energy) and its relative 

permeability. In addition, the addition of n-alkanes such as propane can increase the 

swelling factor of the CO2-heavy oil/bitumen system due to its larger solubility and 

lower density (Li et al., 2013b). Different solvents may exert very different effects on oil 

swelling due to their different densities, molecular weights, and solubilities in heavy 

oils/bitumens (e.g., propane has a much higher capacity in swelling heavy oil/bitumen 

than CO2 mainly because it has a higher solubility (Li et al., 2013b)), though comparison 

among them is found to be scarce. 

Experimentally, a densitometer or a PVT cell can be used to determine the diluted 

oil volume for calculating its density or swelling factor (Li et al., 2013a; b; c; Zirrahi et 

al., 2017b). Theoretically, a volume-translated (VT) EOS is widely used to reproduce 

density/swelling factor due to its simplicity and reasonable accuracy (Li et al., 2013a; b; 

c), though a CEOS without volume translation is found to be accurate enough to predict 

gas-phase densities for both pure substances and their mixtures. The challenge of volume 

translation lies in the difficulty in achieving generalization (Miqueu et al., 2003). This is 

because the volume correction factor is a complicated function of not only temperature 

but also pressure for a given substance (Laugier et al., 2007). The correction factor 

obtained along the saturation line is not necessarily reliable under other conditions such 

as near the two-phase region, near the critical point, and at very high pressures. Many of 

the existing VT correlations are not reliable due to the difficulty either in achieving 

generalization or in including effects of components and/or compositions (Laugier et al., 

2007). For example, the correction factor for a heavy oil/bitumen can be reliably 

obtained through tuning to match its density under given conditions. However, great 
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deviations may be yielded with the existing VT correlations because they are developed 

using the density data of pure substances rather than those of crude oils (Kokal and 

Sayegh, 1990; Nourozieh et al., 2015b; 2017). In tuning an EOS for a multi-component 

system, other parameters such as BIPs, critical properties, and acentric factors may be 

simultaneously tuned to match the corresponding properties (e.g., the measured 

saturation pressures and phase densities). This can induce uncertainty or inconsistency 

easily to the EOSs (Turek et al., 1984). 

Another method for calculating mixture density is to use the mixing rule. The 

simplest version is the ideal mixing rule with real density, which is expressed as follows 

(Saryazdi, 2012): 
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                                                         [2-1] 

where
 
 m  is the density of a mixture, kg/m

3
, and iw

 
and i  are the weight fraction and 

real density of the ith component in the mixture, respectively. 

Mixtures containing a subcooled liquid (i.e., a liquid substance at a temperature 

much lower than its critical temperature where its density shows an almost linear and a 

slight increase with pressure, e.g., the density of n-C6 at 298 K) and a heavier 

hydrocarbon almost follow this mixing rule, e.g., the n-C6‒n-C16 (Finkers et al., 2011) 

and toluene-heavy oil/bitumen mixtures (Nourozieh et al., 2016a). The excess molar 

volume is commonly used to quantify the deviation of a mixture from the ideal mixing 

with real density. In moderate cases where the excess molar volume becomes larger and 
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needs to be considered, an excess-volume mixing rule has been proposed to improve 

mixture density prediction by adding a binary interaction factor (BIF) to Equation [2-1] 

and is written as follows (Motahhari et al., 2011): 

1 1 1
(1 )s s
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s HO s HO

w w
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                               [2-2] 

where sw  is the solvent weight fraction. s  and HO  are the real densities of a solvent 

and heavy oil/bitumen, respectively, kg/m
3
. ij  is the BIF which needs to be tuned for a 

specific mixture. The prediction accuracy of the excess-volume mixing rule is still not 

satisfactory (Nourozieh et al., 2014). In the cases where a gas component such as C1, C2, 

CO2, and N2 is involved, the excess molar volume (i.e., its absolute value) is much 

higher (Zúñiga-Moreno et al., 2005), while accurate mixing rules have not been proposed 

for such systems. 

Recently, Tharanivasan et al. (2011) introduced the concept of effective density for 

gas components to replace their real density in the ideal mixing rule, i.e., 
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where eff

s  is the effective density of a solvent, kg/m
3
. For convenience, the ideal mixing 

rule with real density is denoted as “IM-R” and the ideal mixing rule with effective 

density is denoted as “IM-E”, respectively.  

The effective density of a gas component is a hypothetical density, indicating that 
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the gas molecule may behave like a liquid with a higher density in the mixture. The idea 

of Tharanivasan et al. (2011) is to extrapolate the liquid molar volume of heavy n-

alkanes to determine the effective liquid molar volumes for lighter n-alkanes which 

physically exist as gases. Such an extrapolation is based on the fact that the liquid molar 

volumes of n-alkanes can be correlated well with a quadratic function of their molecular 

weights at a given temperature and pressure. There are no theoretical justifications for 

such an extrapolation according to the authors, but the extrapolated molar volumes of C1 

and C2 at 20°C and 101 kPa are in a good agreement with the experimental 

measurements. Then, the extrapolated molar volume is converted to density, which is 

regressed as a function of temperature and pressure with the following format: 

  0 1 2exp 1 exp( )eff

s P P                                              [2-4a] 

where 0  is the density at 101 kPa, kg/m
3
. 1  is the compressibility at a high pressure, 

2 /    , where 1   is the compressibility at a low pressure,   is the decay 

rate from low to high-pressure compressibility. P is pressure in kPa. The parameters 0 , 

1 , and 2 were found to be functions of temperature and were regressed using the 

following expressions: 

2

0 0 0 0a b T c T                                                        [2-4b] 

2 11

za T                                                               [2-4c] 

where 0a , 11a , 0b , 0c , and z are fit parameters. T is temperature in K. IM-E does not 
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need a BIF to tune for a specific mixture. Such correlations are tested by a black oil 

sample in a temperature range of 80-120°C and a pressure range of 25-100 MPa. 

According to the authors, the correlations are only valid at or above 10 MPa, which is 

beyond the pressure range of most solvent-based processes for heavy oil/bitumen 

development (Nourozieh et al., 2014; 2015a; b; d; 2016a; b). 

Saryazdi (2012) found that the extrapolation by Tharanivasan et al. (2011) yields 

higher molar volumes for light n-alkanes due to the fact that the molar volume of C3 can 

deviate upward from the linear trend. Such a deviation is initiated when the critical point 

of C3 is approached. Then, Saryazdi (2012) extrapolated the molar volumes for n-C7 

through n-C16 linearly rather than quadraticly, i.e., the developed correlations for 

effective densities are written as follows: 

1 2 3 4( )eff

s a a T a a T P                                              [2-4d] 

where
 

1a , 2a , 3a , and 4a  are regressed coefficients, and T and P are temperature and 

pressure in K and MPa, respectively. These correlations are found to work very well for 

solvents-heavy oil/bitumen systems and are even more accurate than the VT PR-EOS 

(Nourozieh et al., 2014; 2015b; 2016b; 2017). As for the limitation of IM-E, Saryazdi 

(2012) stated that it is only reliable in the liquid region of a mixture and that it is not 

valid near the mixture critical point, for which both Tharanivasan et al. (2011) and 

Saryazdi (2012) have not provided justifications. Note that the aforementioned 

extrapolations for molar volume can only be used for homologues with a broad range of 

carbon numbers but not for substances such as CO2, N2, and H2S.  
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For calculating the effective density of CO2, Saryazdi et al. (2013) developed a 

correlation based on the comparison between the real densities and effective densities of 

C3 with the following assumptions: 

1) For temperatures well below the critical temperature (i.e., T < 240 K, Tc = 304 K), 

the effective density and liquid density of the CO2 are the same;  

2) For temperatures between 240 and 308 K, the effective density of CO2 approaches its 

real density at high pressures (i.e., P > 200 MPa). 

Then, the CO2 effective density is correlated using the following format: 
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where
 
 

2

eff

CO  is the effective density of CO2, kg/m
3
. It is worthwhile noting that this 

correlation has been developed with a procedure that is very different from their previous 

work for C1 through n-C7 (Saryazdi, 2012). 

2.3.2 Solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water systems 

The addition of water to a solvent-heavy oil/bitumen system is found to increase or 

decrease the oleic phase density, depending on the solvent type and the temperature as 

well as pressure. This is especially true for a solvent with a larger carbon number. The 

addition of water is found to slightly affect the density of methane-bitumen system but 

largely increase that of a n-butane-bitumen system (Zirrahi et al., 2017b). This can be 

ascribed to the fact that the addition of water can significantly reduce the n-butane 
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dissolution in bitumen by reducing its partial pressure in vapour phase, while the n-

butane exhibits an obviously lower density than both water and bitumen under the same 

conditions. 

2.4 Viscosity 

2.4.1 Heavy oil/bitumen-water systems 

Similar with the solvents which can be dissolved into a heavy oil/bitumen and 

reduce its viscosity, the dissolved water can also reduce the viscosity of the heavy 

oil/bitumen. As shown in Figure 2-4, the reduction of viscosity of the heavy oil/bitumen 

with dissolved water can be significant, while such an effect is enhanced with 

temperature. In addition, as indicated by Venkatramani and Okuno (2016), such an effect 

for viscosity reduction of heavy oil/bitumen cannot be neglected in the thermal processes 

such as SAGD.  

2.4.2 Solvents-heavy oil/bitumen systems 

The viscosity behaviour of solvents-heavy oil/bitumen systems is significant to the 

solvent-based EOR processes in that the oil mobility can be improved greatly when oil 

viscosity is significantly reduced. For a light solvent-heavy oil/bitumen system at the 

vapour-liquid equilibrium, the mixture viscosity is found to be decreased with pressure at 

a given temperature (Nourozieh et al., 2016b). This is mainly attributed to the fact that 

the solvent solubility is increased with pressure, while such a solvent has a lower 

viscosity than that of the heavy oil/ bitumen. On the contrary, for a heavy alkane solvent 

(i.e., solvents with carbon number larger than 5)-heavy oil/bitumen systems with a single 
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(a) 
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Figure 2-4. Water-free and -saturated (a) Peace River and (b) Cat Canyon bitumen as a 

function of temperature (Glandt and Chapman, 1995).  
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liquid phase, the mixture density is found to be increased with pressure at a given 

temperature (Nourozieh et al., 2015e), this is similar with the variation pattern of the 

viscosity of a pure heavy oil/bitumen (Mehrotra and Svrcek, 1987). 

2.4.3 Solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water systems 

The addition of water to a solvent-heavy oil/bitumen system is found to increase or 

decrease viscosity of the oleic phase, depending on the solvent type and conditions 

including temperature and pressure. The addition of water is found to decrease the 

viscosity of methane-bitumen systems but increase that of n-butane-bitumen systems 

(Zirrahi et al., 2017b). This is because the water dissolution in bitumen can also reduce 

the bitumen viscosity in addition to its viscosity reduction due to solvent dissolution, 

while methane solubility reduction with addition of water cannot offset the viscosity 

reduction effect of water. On the contrary, although the water dissolution in bitumen can 

reduce its viscosity, this cannot offset the effect of reduced n-butane dissolution in 

bitumen with addition of water.   

Numerous models have been proposed to predict the viscosity for light oils or those 

of solvents-light oil mixtures but much less for solvent/heavy oil/bitumen systems. Such 

viscosity models can be divided into three categories: Correlations (Simon and Graue, 

1965; Ramos-Pallares et al., 2017), mixing rules (Centeno et al., 2011), and semi-

empirical models (e.g., corresponding states (CS) model (Pedersen and Fredenslund, 

1984), friction theory (f-theory) (Quiñones-Cisneros et al., 2000; 2005), expanded fluid 

model (Ramos-Pallares et al., 2015), and free-volume theory (FVT) (De La Porte and 

Kossack, 2014)). Although the theory-based models are more theoretically sound, they 
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are much more complicated than the simple correlations/mixing rules, which limits their 

extensive applications in practice. This is especially true for heavy oil/bitumen-

containing mixtures due to the fact that the very complicated compositions and structures 

of heavy oils/bitumens not only make their accurate characterization difficult, but also 

increase the corresponding uncertainties in viscosity modeling (Ramos-Pallares et al., 

2017).  

On the contrary, simple correlations/mixing rules are very convenient to use and 

thus they have been extensively used in field applications (Gates, 2007). The main 

drawbacks of such correlations/mixing rules are that they may yield a large deviation for 

the predicted viscosity and they are usually used for a specific sample/mixture under 

certain conditions (Nourozieh et al., 2016b). This is especially true for correlations as 

functions of temperature, pressure or other parameters such as molecular weight because 

the coefficients must be re-tuned for a new sample or mixtures (Mehrotra and Svrcek, 

1987). Still, some simple mixing rules with one or without any adjustable parameters are 

found to be sufficiently accurate for estimating viscosities for heavy alkane/toluene-

heavy oil/bitumen mixtures under a wide range of conditions (Glandt and Chapman, 

1995; Nourozieh et al., 2015d; e; Gao et al., 2018). Previous studies in this regard mainly 

focused on heavy oil/bitumen viscosity diluted with heavy alkanes of carbon number 

larger than 5 where a single liquid phase is achieved because of the high solubility of 

such solvents (Nourozieh et al., 2015d; e; Gao et al., 2018). However, such heavy 

alkanes are found to be too expensive to be applied in oilfields (a single phase is also 

difficult to achieve under real field conditions) especially when they are in liquid states, 

while a vapour-liquid equilibrium with a lighter solvent such as propane is more 
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commonly encountered in practice (Li et al., 2013a; b; c; 2017a; b; Al-Murayri et al., 

2016). Accordingly, it is desirable to accurately predict the viscosity of light solvents-

heavy oil/bitumen mixtures with a vapour-liquid equilibrium by using simple mixing 

rules if the prediction accuracy can be increased significantly and generalization can be 

achieved. Also, water effect on the viscosity of solvents-heavy oil/bitumen mixture 

cannot be ignored because its solubility in such a mixture can be high at elevated 

temperatures and obvious oil viscosity reduction can be induced under such conditions 

(Venkatramani and Okuno, 2016). Thus, it is of significance to include water in simple 

mixing rules to accurately predict viscosity of solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water mixtures 

and examine effects of solvents/water on the mixture viscosity under various conditions.  

2.5 Summary 

A comprehensive and updated literature review on the phase behaviour as well as 

density and viscosity of solvents-heavy oil/bitumen/water systems has been conducted. 

The following summary can be made: 

(1) The water solubility in heavy oil/bitumen is greatly increased with temperature. In 

addition, the water solubility is increased with the resin and asphaltene concentration 

in heavy oil/bitumen, while it is higher than the solubility of water in a n-alkane or n-

alkylbenzene under the same conditions. The L1V/L1 boundary is transformed to 

AL1V/AL1 boundary for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water systems as the water 

concentration in feed is increased to a certain point at a given temperature. Such a 

water concentration for phase boundary transition is found to be increased with 
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temperature due to the fact that the water solubility in heavy oil/bitumen becomes 

larger with temperature. In addition, both the AL1V/AL1 boundary and the L1V/L1 

boundary are increased with temperature.  

(2) The addition of water can reduce the solvent solubility in bitumen, while the 

solubility reduction is increased with the carbon number of alkanes. The solubility 

reduction is mainly due to the reduced partial pressure of solvents with addition of 

water. A heavier solvent is found to exhibit a larger partial pressure reduction with 

addition of water under the same conditions, showing a larger solubility reduction in 

bitumen. 

(3) The most popular options alternative for CEOSs to predict the phase behaviour for 

water-associated mixtures is the association models such as CPA-EOS and SAFT, 

though they are much more complicated. The advantage of the CPA-EOS and SAFT 

over a CEOS is that they can yield much better predictions of hydrocarbon solubility 

in aqueous phase using a single set of BIPs, which makes such associating models 

consistent. Still, the reproduction of hydrocarbon solubility in aqueous phase with the 

association models is not very satisfactory. The major drawback of the CPA-EOS 

and SAFT is that they cannot capture the solubility minimum for hydrocarbon 

solubility in aqueous phase, while they tend to overpredict the pure-component 

critical properties so that the gas-gas equilibria of the second type cannot be 

reproduced correctly. Both the CPA-EOS and SAFT need molecular structure of a 

substance for quantifying its phase behaviour, which can be difficult to be accurately 

determined for complicated materials, such as heavy oil.  

(4) Modifications of alpha functions and BIPs are potential options to predict the phase 
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behaviour for water-associated systems. Modifications of physical properties (e.g., 

critical pressures and temperatures) of heavy oils/pseudocomponents (PCs) can be 

another way to improve phase behaviour prediction. Either hydrocarbon or CO2 

solubility in aqueous phase can be accurately predicted by using a second set of BIPs 

for the aqueous phase. It is still desirable to use a CEOS to model the phase 

behaviour for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water systems if its accuracy can be 

elevated to a high level. 

(5) For a light solvent-heavy oil/bitumen system at the vapour-liquid equilibrium, the 

mixture density is found to be decreased with pressure at a given temperature. On the 

contrary, for a heavy solvent-heavy oil/bitumen system with a single liquid phase, the 

mixture density is found to be increased with pressure at a given temperature. The 

addition of water to a solvent-heavy oil/bitumen system is found to increase or 

decrease the oleic phase density, depending on the solvent type and the temperature 

as well as pressure. Volume translations for an EOS or simple equations with ideal or 

un-ideal mixing are the most popular methods for density prediction. 

(6) Similar with the solvents which can be dissolved into a heavy oil/bitumen and reduce 

its viscosity, the dissolved water can also reduce the viscosity of the heavy 

oil/bitumen. For a light solvent-heavy oil/bitumen system at the vapour-liquid 

equilibrium, the mixture viscosity is found to be decreased with pressure at a given 

temperature. On the contrary, for a heavy solvent-heavy oil/bitumen system with a 

single liquid phase, the mixture density is found to be increased with pressure at a 

given temperature. The addition of water to a solvent-heavy oil/bitumen system is 

found to increase or decrease viscosity of the oleic phase, depending on the solvent 
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type and conditions including temperature and pressure. Viscosity models can be 

divided into three categories: correlations, mixing rules, and theory-based models. 

Simple mixing rules can be a potential option due to their simplicity and reasonable 

accuracy.  
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CHAPTER 3 OPTIMIZATION OF THE REDUCED 

TEMPERATURE ASSOCIATED WITH PENG-

ROBINSON EQUATION OF STATE AND SOAVE-

REDLICH-KWONG EQUATION OF STATE TO 

IMPROVE VAPOUR PRESSURE PREDICTION FOR 

HEAVY HYDROCARBON COMPOUNDS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The CEOS plays a significant role in simulating phase behaviour pertaining to EOR 

processes, such as CO2 huff-and-puff (Monger and Coma, 1988), vapour extraction 

(VAPEX) (Yazdani and Maini, 2010), and ES-SAGD (Gao et al., 2017). Such EOR 

processes are directly associated with the mixture of the injected gas/liquid (e.g., CO2, 

propane, butane, hexane, and diluents) and crude oil (Li and Yang, 2011; Li et al., 2013a; 

b; c). As for heavy oil, its components are mainly composed of heavy-saturated 

hydrocarbons and aromatic compounds (Kok and Karacan, 2000), the vapour pressures 

of which cannot be accurately reproduced by using the existing CEOS due mainly to the 

limitations of the alpha function which is used to characterize the deviation of a pure 

substance from its ideal behaviour, though critical properties also matter to the vapour 

pressure prediction. Physically, the alpha function depends on the acentric factor which 

is a measure of the non-sphericity or centricity of a molecule. So far, no explicit efforts 

have been made to examine the effect of the reduced temperature for the acentric factor 

on the prediction of vapour pressure for a pure substance. It is of practical and 

fundamental importance, therefore, to develop an accurate representation of the vapour 

pressures for pure substances pertaining to heavy hydrocarbon compounds, allowing for 

more accurate modeling the phase behaviour for their mixtures under various conditions. 
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The two-parameter CEOSs have been extensively used to predict phase behaviour 

for the petroleum and chemical industries due to their simplicity and good accuracy. In 

particular, the PR-EOS (Peng and Robinson, 1976a) and the SRK-EOS (Soave, 1972) 

have been widely used in the petroleum industries, while numerous efforts have been 

made to modify the original alpha function in the attractive term for more accurate 

vapour pressure prediction for either pure substances or their mixtures (Peng and 

Robinson, 1978; Heyen, 1981; Stryjek and Vera, 1986; Trebble and Bishnoi, 1987; Twu 

et al., 1991; 1995a; b; Gasem et al., 2001; Nji et al., 2009; Li and Yang, 2011). All 

modifications on the alpha function pertain to changes in either the alpha function 

formulation or databases used for developing the alpha functions.  

The Soave-type alpha function has been found to be the most widely used one for 

the two-parameter CEOSs; however, its original version does not provide accurate 

vapour pressure prediction for heavy hydrocarbon compounds because limited data were 

made available for both critical properties and vapour pressures of heavy hydrocarbon 

compounds, i.e., only those properties and vapour pressures of hydrocarbon compounds 

lighter than C10 were used for developing the original alpha function pertaining to both 

the SRK-EOS and PR-EOS (Gasem et al., 2001). On the basis of the 6000 vapour 

pressure data points of 237 diverse hydrocarbon compounds, including heavy alkanes up 

to n-hexacosane (n-C26H54), Nji et al. (2009) modified the Soave-type alpha function for 

the PR-EOS, allowing for more accurate prediction of vapour pressures of heavy 

hydrocarbon compounds. Although the Soave-type alpha function is the most popular 

one, it fails to yield a finite and positive value as temperature approaches infinity (Gasem 
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et al., 2001), which is one of the three basic criteria for the alpha function (Heyen, 1981; 

Twu et al., 1991).  

Alternatively, a logarithm-type alpha function was developed by Heyen (1981) and 

later modified by other researchers (Trebble and Bishnoi, 1987; Twu et al., 1991; 1995a; 

b). Twu et al. (1995a) pointed out that the relationship between alpha function and 

acentric factor is a linear function instead of a high-order polynomial one. Subsequently, 

Gasem et al. (2001) confirmed that the linear acentric factor dependence of the alpha 

function for n-paraffins can be extended to C28. This is another reason why the 

logarithmic-type alpha functions are used to replace the Soave-type alpha functions in 

the literature. In addition to expanding the database by adding heavy alkanes up to 

C28H58, Gasem et al. (2001) proposed a modified logarithmic-type alpha function to 

reproduce vapour pressures of 1100 data points with an absolute average relative 

deviation (AARD) of 1.10%, which is more accurate than other alpha functions. 

Recently, Li and Yang (Li and Yang, 2011) has developed a modified alpha function 

which combines the advantages of both the Soave-type alpha function and the logarithm-

type alpha function by using a comprehensive database (with 1163 data points) 

comprising 59 hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbon compounds, including heavy alkanes 

up to n-tritetracontane (n-C43H88). This modified alpha function has been successfully 

used to more accurately predict the phase behaviour of both pure substances (Li and 

Yang, 2011) and solvents-heavy oil systems by treating heavy oil as one 

pseudocomponent (Li et al., 2012; 2013a; b) and multiple pseudocomponents (Li et al., 

2013c; 2017a; b).  
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By definition, the alpha function includes two important parameters, i.e., acentric 

factor and reduced temperature. The acentric factor is originally defined at the reduced 

temperature of 0.70 by Pitzer (1955), and such a definition is still the most widely used 

one. However, a generalized vapour pressure equation with this definition yields a good 

accuracy at reduced temperatures from 0.70 and 1.00, but a lower accuracy at a lower 

reduced temperature (Twu et al., 1994; 1995a; b). Thus, the reduced temperature at 

which the acentric factor is defined can impose a significant impact on the vapour 

pressure prediction for a pure substance, especially for heavy hydrocarbon compounds.  

To improve its prediction accuracy, Twu et al. (1994) empirically redefined the 

acentric factor for the alpha function at a reduced temperature of 0.50 which leads to a 

more accurate vapour pressure prediction compared with the original acentric factor, 

especially at low reduced temperatures; however, such an improvement was made by 

generalizing vapour pressure correlations based on the Pitzer’s corresponding states 

rather than by regressing a new alpha function.  

Recently, Li and Yang (2011) empirically redefined the acentric factor at a reduced 

temperature of 0.60 for their modified alpha function, resulting in a  maximum absolute 

relative deviation (MARD) of 21.22% for vapour pressure predictions for the 1163 data 

points, compared with a MARD of 40.56% resulting from the original acentric factor. 

Although the reduced temperature for the acentric factor shows a great impact on vapour 

pressure prediction, few attempts have been made to systematically examine the effects 

of reduced temperature for the acentric factor on the vapour pressure prediction for pure 
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substances by CEOSs, especially for substances associated with heavy hydrocarbon 

compounds.  

In this chapter, a pragmatic techniquehas been developed to optimize the reduced 

temperature for the acentric factor for both the PR-EOS and SRK-EOS by minimizing 

the deviation between the measured and calculated vapour pressures for hydrocarbon and 

non-hydrocarbon compounds including heavy alkanes up to n-tritetracontane (n-C43H88) 

(Chen and Yang, 2017). Using the optimum reduced temperature for acentric factor, new 

alpha functions are developed. As for the existing database of 1163 data point (Li and 

Yang, 2011), an expansion has been made by adding an extra 717 data points, which 

include vapour pressures of heavy alkanes at low reduced temperatures and those of 

aromatic compounds. By redefining the reduced temperature, different alpha functions 

are obtained to predict the vapour pressure for a given hydrocarbon compound. Three 

existing alpha functions and the newly developed alpha functions for the PR-EOS as 

well as one existing alpha function and the newly developed alpha functions for the 

SRK-EOS are then used to evaluate their respective accuracy of predicting vapour 

pressures for pure substances. Also, the effects of different compounds on the prediction 

of vapour pressure are examined, while sensitivity analysis is performed to identify the 

influence of different parameters on the calculated alpha functions. Finally, the 

respective prediction accuracy of vaporization enthalpy by the newly developed alpha 

function and the existing alpha functions is examined and compared.  
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3.2 Mathematical Formulations 

3.2.1 EOS 

Both PR-EOS (Peng and Robinson, 1976a) and SRK-EOS (Soave, 1972) have been 

widely used in the petroleum and chemical industries, they can be respectively expressed 

as follows: 

PR-EOS: 
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where α(Tr, ω) is the alpha function, which is the function of both the reduced 

temperature Tr and the acentric factor ω, T is the temperature, P is the pressure, V is the 

molar volume, R is the universal gas constant, Tc is the critical temperature, and Pc is the 

critical pressure.  

3.2.2 Vapour pressure database 

In this study, the existing database (Li and Yang, 2011), which is composed of 59 

hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbon compounds, including heavy alkanes up to n-

tritetracontane (n-C43H88), has been expanded with the available data collected from 

literature (see Table 3-1).  

As can be seen, heavy oil components are closely associated with heavy alkanes and 

aromatic compounds according to the SARA analysis (Kok and Karacan, 2000). Thus, 

the existing database has been expanded by adding vapour pressures of heavy alkanes at 

lower reduced temperatures and vapour pressures of aromatic compounds. In total, there 

are 90 compounds in the newly expanded database. It should be noted that 7 aromatic 

compounds and 16 heavy alkanes (carbon number is larger than 9) are included in the 

existing database (Li and Yang, 2011) and that the reduced temperatures of the heavy 

alkanes are in the range of 0.58-0.74. More specifically, the Tr range of the C10-C20, C20-

C30, and C30+ are 0.55-0.82, 0.59-0.71, and 0.63-0.66, respectively. As for the expanded 

database, there are 34 aromatic compounds and 20 heavy alkanes and the reduced 

temperatures of the heavy alkanes are in the range of 0.53-0.71 (i.e., the Tr range of C10- 
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Table 3-1 Vapour pressure database 

Name Formula Tr Pv
exp

 (kPa) NPTS Reference 

pyridine C5H5N 0.557-0.585 23.890-44.260 10 Blanco et al., 1994 

y-picoline C6H7N 0.593-0.633 26.340-59.380 7 Blanco et al., 1994 

toluene C7H8 0.497-0.881 3.090-1683.700 24 
Natarajan and Viswanath, 1985; Lee and Holder,  

1993; Mokbel et al., 1998;  

thianaphthene C8H6S 0.563-0.836 15.380-1059.550 30 Wleczorek and Kobayash, 1980 

ethylbenzene C8H10 0.534-0.665 6.413-103.990 20 Forziati et al., 1949 

o-xylene C8H10 0.496-0.728 2.006-270.000 33 Chirico et al., 1997 

quinoline C9H7N 0.605-0.861 42.120-1489.000 19 Klara et al., 1987; Mahmood et al., 2001 

cumene C9H12 0.544-0.663 6.402-83.753 15 Forziati et al., 1949 

2-ethyltoluene C9H12 0.543-0.661 6.402-83.753 15 Forziati et al., 1949 

3-ethyltoluene C9H12 0.539-0.655 6.402-83.753 15 Forziati et al., 1949 

1,2,3-trimethylbenzene C9H12 0.547-0.678 6.402-103.980 20 Forziati et al., 1949 

pseudocumene C9H12 0.493-0.637 0.933-45.543 16 Smith and Lund, 1930 

naphthalene C10H8 0.472-0.819 1.001-854.300 45 
David and Frederick, 1955; Fowler et al., 1968;  

Lee and Holder, 1993 

tetralin C10H12 0.436-0.478 0.153-0.868 4 Mokbel et al., 1998 

tetralin C10H12 0.626-0.809 48.250-684.500 8 Klara et al., 1987 

n-butylbenzene C10H14 0.444-0.693 0.107-103.980 13 Forziati et al., 1949; Mokbel et al., 1998;  

sec-butylbenzene C10H14 0.442-0.562 0.186-10.790 9 Mokbel et al., 1998 

l ,2-diethylbenzene C10H14 0.546-0.675 6.402-103.980 20 Forziati et al., 1949 

cis-Deca-hydronaphthalene C10H18 0.53-0.667 5.529-102.730 19 David and Frederick, 1955 

trans-Deca-hydronaphthalene C10H18 0.532-0.671 5.529-102.730 19 David and Frederick, 1955 

1-methylnaphtalene C11H10 0.380-0.670 0.006-102.760 27 David and Frederick, 1955; Sasse et al., 1988 

1:3:5-trimethyl-ethylbenzene C11H16 0.516-0.900 1.573-1059.550 45 Buck et al., 1949 

cyclohexylbenzene C12H16 0.465-0.531 0.250-2.733 6 Mokbel et al., 1998 
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Table 3-1 Vapour pressure database (Cont’d) 

Name Formula Tr Pv
exp

 (kPa) NPTS Reference 

5-ter-butyl-m-xylene C12H18 0.463-0.654 0.112-37.782 14 Mokbel et al., 1998 

n-hexylbenzene C12H18 0.479-0.664 0.185-40.695 14 Mokbel et al., 1998 

bicyclohexyl C12H22 0.594-0.808 9.591-346.750 23 Wleczorek and Kobayash, 1980 

fluorene C13H10 0.464-0.518 0.213-1.683 7 Sasse et al., 1988 

diphenylmethane C13H12 0.513-0.852 0.879-670.230 35 Wleczorek and Kobayash, 1980; Chirico, 2005 

phenanthrene C14H10 0.430-0.543 0.028-2.912 9 Abou-Naccoul et al., 2014 

n-nonylbenzene C15H24 0.502-0.630 0.155-10.100 12 Mokbel et al., 1998 

n-undecylbenzene C17H28 0.512-0.565 0.117-0.908 6 Mokbel et al., 1998 

1,3,5-tri-ter-butyl-benzene C18H30 0.497-0.651 0.150-18.825 14 Mokbel et al., 1998 

n-eicosane n-C20H42 0.462-0.550 0.001-0.135 10 Piacente et al., 1994; Mokbel et al., 2007 

n-heneicosane n-C21H44 0.478-0.595 0.002-0.611 9 Sawaya et al., 2006 

n-docosane n-C22H46 0.478-0.522 0.001-0.030 12 Piacente et al., 1994 

n-tricosane n-C23H48 0.519-0.582 0.013-0.242 7 Sawaya et al., 2006 

n-tetracosane n-C24H50 0.489-0.566 0.001-0.089 18 Piacente et al., 1994; Mokbel et al., 2007 

n-pentacosane n-C25H52 0.496-0.570 0.002-0.094 12 Sawaya et al., 2006 

n-octacosane n-C28H58 0.512-0.575 0.001-0.044 15 Piacente et al., 1994; Mokbel et al., 2007 

n-nonacosane n-C29H60 0.517-0.541 0.002-0.008 5 Sawaya et al., 2006 

n-triacontane n-C30H62 0.515-0.578 0.001-0.080 20 Piacente et al., 1994 

n-hentriacontane n-C31H64 0.518-0.557 0.001-0.019 16 Piacente et al., 1994 

n-tetratriacontane n-C34H70 0.528-0.576 0.001-0.031 16 Piacente et al., 1994 

n-hexatriacontane n-C36H74 0.537-0.592 0.001-0.052 14 Piacente et al., 1994 
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C20, C20-C30, and C30+ are 0.55-0.82, 0.50-0.64, and 0.57-0.66, respectively). In addition, 

some polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons have been added in the expanded database, such 

as naphthalene, 1-methylnaphtalene, fluorine, and phenanthrene. Such aromatic 

compounds can be more closely related to resin and asphaltene which are found to be 

composed of condensed aromatic rings (Groenzin and Mullins, 1999). For convenience 

of analysis, however, heavy fractions of heavy oil such as resin and asphaltene are not 

included in the database, while effects of heteroatoms are  not considered either.  

To facilitate the corresponding analysis, all the compounds are divided into 4 

categories i.e., light-saturated hydrocarbons (alkanes with carbon number < 10), heavy-

saturated hydrocarbons (alkanes with carbon number ≥ 10), aromatic compounds 

(compounds with a benzene ring or multiple benzene rings), and other compounds, 

among which the heavy-saturated hydrocarbons and aromatic compounds are found to be 

more closely related to heavy oil components. In this study, the carbon number ranges of 

the light-saturated hydrocarbons and heavy-saturated hydrocarbons are distributed as C1-

C9 and C10-C43, respectively. 

3.2.3 Alpha function 

The acentric factor defined at a certain Tr for each component is calculated using 

the following equation (Pitzer, 1955; Pitzer et al., 1955): 

 log 1
r

r T
P   

                                                [3-5]
 

where Pr is the reduced pressure at the certain Tr and is calculated as follows: 
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where vP  is the vapour pressure of a pure substance at the two-phase region at the certain 

Tr, and vP  is calculated by using the Wagner equation for each substance (Wagner, 

1973). 

The value of the alpha function for each data point can be calculated by using an 

iterative method. Due to its complicated procedure together with its corresponding 

accuracy, however, Soave (1986) proposed an alternative, direct, and convenient method 

(i.e., an explicit correlation) for calculating the alpha function for a given substance, 

provided that its Pr and Tr are already known. The acentric factor of each substance is 

calculated using Equations [3-5] and [3-6]. Thus, the generalized correlation of alpha 

function for each acentric factor (defined at a certain reduced temperature) is obtained by 

regressing the relationship between the calculated alpha functions, the calculated acentric 

factors, and the reduced temperatures for all the substances in the database. Similar with 

the convenient method for calculating the alpha function, Soave (1986) also proposed a 

direct and convenient method for calculating the vapour pressure for a pure substance, 

provided that its Pc, Tr, and the alpha function are already known. The direct calculation 

of alpha function and vapour pressure makes the development of a new alpha function 

and prediction of vapour pressure both expedient and accurate. All the regression is 

performed using the SigmaPlot software (version 2013).  

In this study, the newly developed alpha function takes the form as defined earlier 

(Li and Yang, 2011) because all the three required criteria can be satisfied 
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simultaneously. More specially, the alpha function yields a finite and positive value as 

temperature approaches to infinity (i.e., the third criterion) which is not easily satisfied 

by the existing alpha functions, while the other two criteria can be easily met, i.e., the 

alpha function is positive for all the temperatures and it is equal to unity at the critical 

point of a substance (Li and Yang, 2011). It should be noted that all the new alpha 

functions are regressed using the expanded database. The AARD is used as the objective 

function to evaluate the prediction accuracy of each alpha function, i.e., 
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where n is the number of data points, cal

vP  is the calculated vapour pressure, and exp

vP  is 

the measured vapour pressure. 

To compare the superiority of the newly developed alpha functions, three existing 

alpha functions for the PR-EOS and one existing alpha function for the SRK-EOS are 

used to predict vapour pressures for pure substances, respectively. The alpha functions 

used for evaluation are listed in Table 3-2.  

3.2.4 Enthalpy of vaporization  

As an important thermodynamic property, the enthalpy of vaporization is also used 

to further validate the alpha function developed in this study with corresponding 

vaporization enthalpy data available in the literature.  

A specific expression of the fundamental enthalpy departure equation by using PR-  
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Table 3-2 Alpha functions 

Model 

number 
Functions EOS Reference 

#1 

 

PR Peng and Robinson, 1976a 

#2 PR Nji et al., 2009 

#3 PR Gasem et al., 2001 

#4 PR and SRK Li and Yang, 2011 and this work 

#5 SRK Soave, 1972 

  
20.134+0.508 -0.0467exp 2 0.836 1r rT T      
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EOS and SRK-EOS can be respectively written as follows (Soave, 1972; Li and Yang, 

2011):  
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Then, the vaporization enthalpy at saturation temperature can be respectively 

expressed for the PR-EOS and SRK-EOS as follows: 
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The vaporization enthalpy data of n-alkanes and aromatic compounds collected 

from the literature is listed in Table 3-3. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Reduced temperature 

In this section, the optimum reduced temperatures for both the PR-EOS and SRK-

EOS are determined. Figure 3-1 shows the variation of AARDs with reduced 

temperature at which the acentric factor is defined. As can be seen from Figure 3-1, the 

AARD has an obvious minimum value of 4.04% and 4.08% for the PR-EOS and SRK-

EOS, respectively, both at the reduced temperature of 0.59. As for both the PR-EOS and 

SRK-EOS, the AARDs change slowly when the reduced temperature approaches its 

optimum value of 0.59 and changes relatively quickly when the reduced temperature 

moves far away from it. In other words, the curves for AARD variation have two 

sections, i.e., the placid section near the optimum reduced temperature and the steep 

section far away from its optimum value. When the reduced temperature moves far away 

from the placid section, the total AARD is high and increases quickly. Also, when the 

reduced temperature is larger than 0.80 or smaller than 0.45, the AARD can be as large 

as 17.00%. By definition, the acentric factor at the optimum reduced temperature for 

pure substances especially for the heavy hydrocarbon compounds can better represent 

their non-sphericity, minimizing the difference between the measured and calculated 

vapour pressure.  
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Table 3-3 Vaporization enthalpy data 

Name T (K) 

( )g

I H T  

(kJ/mol) NPTS Reference 

methane 112.00-180.00 4.0-8.2 4 Hestermans and White, 1961 

n-pentane 298.15 26.4 1 Li and Yang, 2011 

n-hexane 298.15-498.00 8.9-31.5 8 Majer et al., 1979; Wormald and Yerlett, 1985; Li and Yang, 2011 

n-heptane 298.15-353.00 33.1-36.6 4 Majer et al., 1979; Li and Yang, 2011 

n-octane 298.15-353.00 37.8-41.6 4 Majer et al., 1979; Li and Yang, 2011 

n-nonane 298.15-358.00 42.1-46.6 4 Majer et al., 1979; Li and Yang, 2011 

n-decane 298.15-334.00 49.2-51.4 4 Viton et al., 1996; Li and Yang, 2011 

n-dodecane 298.15-344.00 57.4-61.5 3 Viton et al., 1996; Li and Yang, 2011 

n-tetradecane 298.15-359.00 65.7-71.7 6 Viton et al., 1996; Li and Yang, 2011 

n-hexadecane 298.15-383.00 64.2-81.4 6 Nováková and Novák, 1977; Li and Yang, 2011 

n-eicosane 440.00 80.8 1 Li and Yang, 2011 

n-tetracosane 481.75 90.2 1 Li and Yang, 2011 

n-octacosane 515.15 93.7 1 Li and Yang, 2011 

n-triacontane 531.65 100.0 1 Li and Yang, 2011 

n-hentriacontane 539.35 105.0 1 Li and Yang, 2011 

n-tetratriacontane 558.55 107.9 1 Li and Yang, 2011 

n-pentatriacontane 565.45 111.5 1 Li and Yang, 2011 

n-hexatriacontane 571.55 114.8 1 Li and Yang, 2011 

n-tritetracontane 605.15 131.4 1 Li and Yang, 2011 

benzene 307.00-353.00 30.6-33.4 6 Dong et al., 1988 

toluene 380.00-505.00 24.0-33.5 5 Natarajan and Viswanath, 1985 

ethylbenzene 328.00-358.00 38.6-40.5 3 Svoboda et al., 1982 

tetralin 498.00-604.00 32.0-41.3 5 Natarajan and Viswanath, 1985 

naphthalene 400.00-520.00 41.5-48.7 4 Chirico et al., 1993 
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Figure 3-1. Variation of AARDs with reduced temperature for both the PR-EOS and 

SRK-EOS.   
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3.3.2 Effects of compounds 

(1) AARDs for different categories 

As mentioned previously, the entire database has been divided into four groups, i.e., 

the light-saturated hydrocarbons, heavy-saturated hydrocarbons, aromatic compounds, 

and other compounds.  

As for the heavy-oil recovery processes (Monger and Coma, 1988; Kok and 

Karacan, 2000; Yazdani and Maini, 2010; Gao et al., 2017), the light-saturated 

hydrocarbons are related to the light-components in heavy oil and injected solvents, the 

heavy-saturated hydrocarbons are related to the heavy paraffins in heavy oil, and the 

aromatic compounds are related to the aromatics, resins, and asphaltenes in heavy oil. To 

examine the effects of these three categories on the optimum reduced temperature and 

vapour pressure predictions for which the PR-EOS is used as the example, the variation 

of AARDs for the light-saturated hydrocarbons, heavy-saturated hydrocarbons, and 

aromatic compounds with reduced temperature are respectively plotted in Figure 3-2. As 

can be seen, the variations of the AARDs for both the heavy-saturated hydrocarbons and 

aromatic compounds follow the similar concave shape as that of Figure 3-1 for the entire 

database.  

The AARDs for the light-saturated hydrocarbons, heavy-saturated hydrocarbons, 

and aromatic compounds yield their minimum values at their optimum reduced 

temperatures of 0.70, 0.59, and 0.57, respectively. The optimum reduced temperatures 

for different categories are also listed in Table 3-4. As can be seen, compared with the 

optimum reduced temperature (i.e., 0.59) for the entire database, the heavy-saturated 
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Table 3-4 Optimum and average reduced temperatures of different categories for the PR-

EOS 

Category 

Optimum 

reduced 

temperatures 

Average 

reduced 

temperatures 

A 0.70 0.78 

B 0.59 0.61 

C 0.57 0.61 

D 0.59 0.68 

Note: A: light-saturated hydrocarbons; B: heavy-saturated hydrocarbons; C: aromatic 

compounds; D: entire database. 
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Figure 3-2. Variation of AARDs with reduced temperature for the three categories. 
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hydrocarbons and aromatic compounds both yield a similar optimum reduced 

temperature. In addition, the light-saturated hydrocarbons yield a larger optimum 

reduced temperature than the entire database. In total, the optimum reduced temperature 

for the heavy-saturated hydrocarbons is closer to that for the entire database than those 

for the light-saturated hydrocarbons and aromatic compounds. 

As shown in Figure 3-2, similar to the AARD curve for the entire database, for all 

three categories, the variation of the AARDs has the placid section and steep section, 

indicating that the lighter the hydrocarbon compound is, the less sensitive the AARDs to 

the reduced temperature for the accentric factor will be. The heavy-saturated 

hydrocarbons have the shortest placid section and the most drastically steep section, 

while the light-saturated hydrocarbons have the longest placid section and mildest 

steepsection. Also, the heavy-saturated hydrocarbons have the highest AARD, while the 

light-saturated hydrocarbons yield the lowest AARD as a whole. Thus, the heavy-

saturated hydrocarbons contribute the most to the AARD for the entire database and the 

aromatic compounds take the second place. This is why the optimum reduced 

temperature for the entire database is closer to that for the heavy-saturated hydrocarbons 

than that for the aromatic compounds (see Table 3-4). However, the optimum reduced 

temperature for the entire database is not closely related to that for the light-saturated 

hydrocarbons (see Table 3-4) because the AARD for the light-saturated hydrocarbons is 

much smaller than those for the heavy-saturated hydrocarbons and aromatic compounds. 

It should be noted that the variation of the AARDs for the light-saturated hydrocarbons 

does not show an absolute concave shape. The AARD fluctuates in some reduced 

temperature ranges, though it still increases quickly when the reduced temperature is too 
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high or too small. This is because the value of the AARD for the light-saturated 

hydrocarbon is very small and it can be easily influenced by different coefficients in the 

alpha functions due to different regression constraints. The AARDs for the light-

saturated hydrocarbons are all below 0.80% in the reduced temperature range of 0.50-

0.70, indicating that it is not very significant for this category to find its optimum 

reduced temperature.  

(2) Measured and optimum reduced temperature  

Through further observation, it is found that the optimum reduced temperature for 

acentric factor is related to the average reduced temperatures of the data points for the 

heavy-saturated hydrocarbons, aromatic compounds, and entire database. This finding 

has also been documented elsewhere (Twu et al., 1994) and is also supported by the 

following facts (see Table 3-4): 1) The average reduced temperatures of the measured 

data points of the heavy-saturated hydrocarbons and aromatic compounds are both 0.61, 

which are near their optimum reduced temperatures (i.e., 0.59 and 0.57), respectively; 

and 2) The light-saturated hydrocarbons not only have a higher average reduced 

temperature for the measured data points, but also simultaneously have a higher 

optimum reduced temperature for the acentric factor than the heavy-saturated 

hydrocarbons and aromatic compounds. 

Thus, it seems that the larger the reduced temperature value of the data points is, the 

larger the optimum reduced temperature for acentric factor will be. To illustrate this 

phenomenon, the AARDs for vapour pressure predictions for n-hexane, n-eicosane, and 

n-butylbenzene are respectively presented in Figure 3-3. As can be seen, the reduced 
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Figure 3-3. The AARDs for vapour pressure prediction for (a) n-hexane, (b) n-eicosane, 

and (c) n-butylbenzene by using acentric factors defined at Tr=0.60 and Tr=0.70, 

respectively.  
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temperature range of the selected data points of n-hexane, n-eicosane, and n-

butylbenzene are 0.58-0.69, 0.56-0.77, and 0.52-0.63, respectively. When the acentric 

factor is defined at reduced temperature of 0.60, which lies between the minimum and 

maximum value of the data points of all the three components, the AARDs first decrease 

and then increase and yield their minimum values near the reduced temperature of 0.60 

for all the three components. 

However, when the acentric factor is defined at the reduced temperature of 0.70, 

which lies between the minimum and maximum value of the data points only for n-

eicosane and is larger than the maximum value of the data points of the other two 

components, the AARD for n-eicosane first decreases and then increases and yields its 

minimum value near the reduced temperature 0.70. As for n-hexane and n-butylbenzene, 

the AARDs just keep decreasing before reaching the reduced temperature of 0.70 and 

their minimum values can not be observed, though they shall be located near the reduced 

temperature of 0.70. This is because all the reduced temperatures of the data points for n-

hexane and n-butylbenzene available in the literature are smaller than 0.70. Also, for 

both the n-hexane and n-butylbenzene, the AARDs for acentric factor defined at the 

reduced temperature of 0.70 is much larger than those for acentric factor defined at the 

reduced temperature of 0.60 in the case that the reduced temperature range of the 

selected data points of n-hexane and n-butylbenzene are much closer to 0.60 other than 

0.70. 

Thus, for each component and for a certain reduced temperature at which the 

acentric factor is defined, the closer the reduced temperature of the data points to the 
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reduced temperature for the acentric factor is, the lower the AARD for vapour pressure 

prediction will be. In other words, the reduced temperature for the acentric factor should 

be close to the reduced temperature of the data points to obtain higher accuracy for 

vapour pressure prediction (Twu et al., 1994). As such, the aromatic compounds obtain a 

similar optimum reduced temperature for the acentric factor with the heavy-saturated 

hydrocarbons, while both these two categories yield a smaller optimum reduced 

temperature than the light-saturated hydrocarbons. 

3.3.3 Sensitivity analysis 

As shown in Figure 3-4, the calculated alpha function keeps reducing for certain 

compounds, while it reduces more and more slowly with reduced temperature, indicating 

that the sensitivity of the calculated alpha function reduces with an increase in the 

reduced temperature. Also, the heavier the compound is, the more quickly the 

alphafunction changes with reduced temperature, indicating that the sensitivity of the 

alpha function to reduced temperature increases with the carbon number of compounds. 

As shown in Figure 3-5, for a certain reduced temperature, the calculated alpha 

function keeps increasing with the acentric factor, while its increasing rate basically 

shows invariability, indicating that the sensitivity of the alpha function remains 

unchanged as the acentric factor is varied. In addition, the increasing rate of the alpha 

function with the acentric factor decreases with reduced temperature, indicating that the 

sensitivity of alpha function to acentric factor decreases with reduced temperature. 
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Figure 3-4. Variation of calculated alpha function with reduced temperature for different 

compounds.   
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Figure 3-5. Variation of calculated alpha function with acentric factor for different 

reduced temperatures. 
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3.3.4 Alpha functions 

(1) Regression constraints 

To ensure the alpha function meets the third criterion (Li and Yang, 2011), i.e., it 

yields a finite positive value when the temperature approaches infinity, the following 

constraints are exerted to the regression: 

 2

1 2 31min , 1,2,3,......, 0i

i ik a i na a                                    [3-12] 

where n is the total number of the compound types included in the database. These 

constraints can ensure that the coefficient k1 is always positive.  

Other types of constraints can also be applied to achieve the same purpose 

according to the properties of the quadratic function. For example, if a3 > 0, the 

constraint can be set as follows: 

 

2

1
2

3

0
4

a
a

a
                                                           [3-13] 

This constraint ensures k1 > 0 no matter what the value of the acentric factor is (Li 

and Yang, 2011). In other cases, if a3 < 0, there is only a need to exert the constraint that 

the k1 value is positive at the minimum acentric factor and the maximum acentric factor 

for all the compounds in the database. It should be noted that the coefficients in the alpha 

function vary with the change of constraints for the same acentric factor.  
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(2) AARDs for different alpha functions 

Table 3-5 shows the AARDs for vapour pressure prediction for different categories 

with different alpha functions for the PR-EOS. It is found that the original alpha function 

(i.e., alpha function a
1
 in Table 3-5, which corresponds to Model #1 in Table 3-2 ) yields 

a small AARD (i.e., 0.49%) for the light-saturated hydrocarbons. Owing to the limited 

database for regressing this alpha function (Peng and Robinson, 1976a; Gasem et al., 

2001), however, it does not obtain a small AARD for the heavy-saturated hydrocarbons 

(i.e., 47.42%) and aromatic compounds (i.e., 8.79%). Thus, this alpha function yields a 

high AARD (i.e., 13.38%) for the entire database. With the addition of heavy 

hydrocarbons and other compounds to the original database (Gasem et al., 2001; Nji et 

al., 2009), the subsequently developed alpha functions b and c yield much smaller 

AARDs for the heavy-saturated hydrocarbons and entire database compared with the 

original alpha function, respectively.  

All these three alpha functions (i.e., a
1
, b, c) use the acentric factor defined at the 

reduced temperature of 0.70 (Gasem et al., 2001; Nji et al., 2009) and they all do not 

yield small AARDs (all the three AARDs are higher than 8.51%) for the aromatic 

compounds. This is ascribed to the fact that the average reduced temperature (i.e., 0.61) 

of the data points of the aromatic compounds is greatly deviated from 0.70 (see Table 3-

4).  

By redefining the acentric factor at a reduced temperature of 0.59, which is much 

closer to the reduced temperatures of the data points of the aromatic compounds, alpha 
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Table 3-5 AARDs and MARDs for different categories with different alpha functions for 

the PR-EOS 

Error type Category 

Alpha functions 

   a
1
  b  c  d

1
  d

2
  d

3
 d

4
 d

5
 

AARDs (%) 

A   0.49   2.09   0.84   0.61 0.73   0.76 0.73 0.71 

B 47.42 15.95 15.79 15.17 9.45 10.31 9.45 9.46 

C   8.79   8.60   8.51   8.48 3.68   3.55 3.68 3.87 

D 13.38   8.10   7.29   7.25 4.04   4.26 4.04 4.08 

MARDs (%) 

A     2.39     4.39     3.80     7.42   3.37     4.72   3.37   2.77 

B 223.67 131.65 131.46 112.37 84.73 103.18 84.73 77.20 

C   99.45   76.72   88.16   95.43 26.31   25.67 26.31 30.52 

D 223.67 131.65 131.46 112.37 84.73 103.18 84.73 77.20 

Note: a
1
, b, and c: alpha functions #1, #2, and #3 in Table 3-2, they all use acentric factor 

defined at reduced temperature of 0.70; d
1
, d

2
, d

3
, and d

4
: optimum alpha functions for 

the light-saturated hydrocarbons, heavy-saturated hydrocarbons, aromatic compounds, 

and entire database, respectively, and they use acentric factors defined at reduced 

temperatures of 0.70, 0.59, 0.57, and 0.59, respectively; d
5
: recommended alpha function 

which use the acentric factor defined at reduced temperature of 0.60. 
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function d
4
 yields smaller AARDs for the heavy-saturated hydrocarbons (i.e., 9.45%), 

entire database (i.e., 4.04%), and especially aromatic compounds (i.e., 3.68%)compared 

with previous alpha functions. In this study, four new alpha functions, i.e., d
1
, d

2
, d

3
, d

4
, 

are obtained as the optimized alpha functions (by regressing at the corresponding 

optimum reduced temperatures at which the minimum AARDs are yielded) for the light-

saturated hydrocarbons, heavy-saturated hydrocarbons, aromatic compounds, and entire 

database, respectively. Their acentric factors are defined at reduced temperatures of 0.70, 

0.59, 0.57, and 0.59 and the AARDs for the corresponding categories and the entire 

database are calculated to be 0.61%, 9.45%, 3.55%, and 4.04%, respectively. It can be 

found that the newly developed alpha functions using the optimized reduced 

temperatures for the acentric factor can lead to the minimum AARDs for the 

corresponding categories or the entire database compared with previous alpha functions 

except for the case of the light-saturated hydrocarbons. This is mainly ascribed to the fact 

that the AARDs for the light-saturated hydrocarbons are small and not sensitive to the 

reduced temperature for the acentric factor (see Figure 3-2) and the fact that the newly 

developed alpha functions must account more for the newly added compounds which 

notably deviate from the light-saturated hydrocarbons. It should be noted that the 

prediction accuracy of the alpha functions is also related to the numbers of their 

coefficients. As shown in Table 3-5, alpha functions a
1
, b, c and d

1
 (they all use acentric 

factor defined at reduced temperature of 0.70) yield AARDs of 13.38%, 8.10%, 7.29% 

and 7.25% for the entire database, respectively, while their number of coefficients are 3, 

4, 4, and 7, respectively. Thus, the greater the coefficient number is, the higher the 

prediction accuracy of the alpha functions will be. 
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Table 3-5 also shows the MARDs of vapour pressure predictions for different 

categories with different alpha functions for the PR-EOS. As can be seen in Table 3-5, 

similar to the trend of the AARDs for the PR-EOS, the original alpha function yields a 

small MARD (i.e., 2.39%) for the light-saturated hydrocarbons; however, it leads to very 

high MARDs for the heavy-saturated hydrocarbons (i.e., 223.67%) and aromatic 

compounds (i.e., 99.45%). Thus, this alpha function yields a high MARD (i.e., 223.67%) 

for the entire database. The subsequently developed alpha functions b and c yield much 

smaller MARDs for the heavy-saturated hydrocarbons and entire database compared 

with the original alpha function, respectively, though all these three alpha functions (i.e., 

a
1
, b, c) yield high MARDs (all the three MARDs are higher than 76.72%) for the 

aromatic compounds. In contrast, alpha function d
4
 which uses the acentric factor 

defined at the reduced temperature of 0.59 yields smaller MARDs for the heavy-

saturated hydrocarbons (i.e., 84.73%), entire database (i.e., 84.73%), and especially 

aromatic compounds (i.e., 26.31%) compared with previous alpha functions. It should be 

noted that the newly developed alpha functions using the optimized reduced 

temperatures for the acentric factor all yield relatively low MARDs for the 

corresponding categories (except for the light-saturated hydrocarbons) or the entire 

database, though they do not necessarily yield the lowest MARDs due to the fact that the 

alpha regression is based on AARD rather than MARD.  

It is expected that the prediction accuracy of an alpha function is also related to the 

database used for its development. Thus, the four different function formats in Table 3-2 

are used to develop alpha functions using acentric factors defined at different reduced 

temperatures and the same database (i.e., the expanded database in this study) to make a 
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comparison. The corresponding AARDs of different function formats with reduced 

temperature for the acentric factor are listed in Table 3-6 and plotted in Figure 3-6. As 

can be seen, as a whole, by using the same database, the four function formats yield a 

similar prediction accuracy, indicating that the database used for developing the alpha 

functions is also an important factor to improve their prediction accuracy. However, 

there are still differences between the four function formats. Among the three existing 

alpha function formats (i.e., Models #1, 2, and 3), Model #2 yields the highest accuracy 

at reduced temperatures of smaller than 0.59, while Model #3 yields the highest accuracy 

at reduced temperatures of larger than 0.59. In summary, Model #1 yields the highest 

AARD among the three alpha function formats due to the fact that it has the lowest 

number of coefficients. Because the function format in this study (i.e., Model #4) has the 

highest number of coefficients and also because it combines the advantages of both the 

Soave-type and logarithm-type alpha functions, it yields the highest prediction accuracy 

among the four function formats when no constraints is exerted on the regression. 

However, the prediction accuracy can be compromised slightly when constraints are 

exerted on the regression to ensure that the developed alpha function meets the third 

criterion. Still, Model #4 with constraints yields the similar prediction accuracy as those 

of Models #2 and 3.  

It should be noted that, physically, the third criterion (i.e., the alpha function 

approaches a finite value as the temperature approaches infinity (Heyen, 1981; Li and 

Yang, 2011)) cannot be satisfied by the Soave-type alpha functions, indicating that these 

alpha functions do not yield correct results under certain conditions.  
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Table 3-6 AARDs for alpha functions regressed with different function formats and the 

same database 

Reduced 

temperature 

 AARDs by using different function formats (%) 

Model #1 Model #2 Model #3 

Model #4 

With 

constraints 

Without 

constraints 

0.45 17.20 16.77 17.33 17.45 16.37 

0.50   9.44   8.67   9.45   8.81   8.61 

0.52   7.40   6.68   7.42   6.87   6.64 

0.54   5.85   5.26   5.83   5.40   5.22 

0.56   4.85   4.47   4.82   4.52   4.42 

0.58   4.26   4.09   4.19   4.09   3.97 

0.59   4.13   4.07   4.04   4.04   3.91 

0.60   4.13   4.12   4.01   4.07   3.94 

0.61   4.23   4.25   4.07   4.19   4.04 

0.62   4.40   4.41   4.23   4.36   4.20 

0.64   4.91   4.89   4.71   4.86   4.65 

0.66   5.61   5.50   5.41   5.51   5.27 

0.68   6.49   6.29   6.27   6.33   6.11 

0.70   7.56   7.38   7.34   7.24   7.21 

0.75 12.03 11.95 11.75 11.59 11.23 

0.80 23.63 23.27 23.05 22.57 22.25 
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Figure 3-6. Variation of AARDs of different alpha functions regressed using different 

function formats and the same database.  
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Take Model #1 as an example, when Tr approaches infinity, the term 0.51( )rT  will 

approach negative infinity. Then, the alpha function will approach infinity, while ω is a 

constant value for a given pure substance. Also, the logarithm-type alpha function, i.e., 

Model #3 in Table 3-2, can meet the third criterion, provided that the term 

20. 34 0.508 0.01 467    is forced to be positive. Thus, constraints are still needed (for 

the expanded database in this study) to ensure the logarithm-type alpha function meet the 

third criterion, though the prediction accuracy will be slightly compromised.   

A higher accuracy for vapour pressure prediction for aromatic compounds is very 

significant for vapour pressure prediction for heavy oil components because all the three 

important categories, i.e., the aromatics, resin, and asphaltene, are related to aromatic 

compounds (Kok and Karacan, 2000). Another important category of heavy oil 

components is the heavy-saturated hydrocarbon (Li et al., 2013a; b; c; 2017a; b). Since 

the critical temperatures of heavy-saturated hydrocarbons are relatively high, the 

temperature range of the data points of the heavy-saturated hydrocarbons is also high (Li 

and Yang, 2011). For instance, the average temperature of the data points of the heavy-

saturated hydrocarbons in the existing database is 252.20°C, which is higher than the 

operating temperature of regular solvent recovery processes for enhancing heavy-oil 

recovery (Monger and Coma, 2000; Yazdani and Maini, 2010; Gao et al., 2017).  

By adding vapour pressures of heavy-saturated hydrocarbons at average 

temperature of 166.80°C to the newly expanded database, the data points can be more 

related to the operating temperature range of the relevant solvent recovery processes. 

Also, it is found that the optimized alpha functions for the entire database, heavy-
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saturated hydrocarbons, and aromatic compounds, have almost the same optimum 

reduced temperature for the acentric factor, which is around 0.59 (see Table 3-4). Thus, 

one optimum alpha function can be used for all the categories and entire database so that 

0.60 is recommended as the reduced temperature for the acentric factor for the pragmatic 

purpose.  

Table 3-7 shows the AARDs and MARDs for different categories with different 

alpha functions for the SRK-EOS. These results follow the similar trend for the 

comparison between the existing alpha functions and the newly developed alpha 

functions as those for the PR-EOS (see Table 3-5). For the SRK-EOS, all the optimum 

alpha functions yield the minimum AARDs for the targeted categories or entire database. 

(3) Optimum alpha functions 

The coefficients in the optimum alpha functions for different categories for both the 

PR-EOS and SRK-EOS are listed in Table 3-8, including the recommended alpha 

functions for the entire database which use the acentric factor defined at reduced 

temperature of 0.60.  

Also, all the alpha function can be expressed as Equation [3-14] together with 7 

coefficients in different alpha functions tabulated in Table 3-8, respectively.  
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Table 3-7 AARDs and MARDs for different categories with different alpha functions for 

the SRK-EOS 

Error type 
 

Alpha functions 

Category   a
2
 e

1
 e

2
  e

3
 e

4
 

AARDs (%) 

A   0.93   0.68 0.90   0.96 0.92 

B 15.00 11.46 9.64 10.51 9.66 

C   8.10   5.99 3.76   3.46 3.57 

D   7.30   5.44 4.12   4.30 4.08 

MARDs (%) 

A     7.34   3.68   1.70     1.88   1.70 

B 120.46 54.90 79.74 104.88 86.85 

C   75.69 47.13 29.69   25.82 25.48 

D 120.46 54.90 79.74 104.88 86.85 

Note: a
2
: alpha function #5 in Table 3-2, it uses acentric factor defined at reduced 

temperature of 0.70; e
1
, e

2
, e

3
, and e

4
: optimum alpha functions for the light-saturated 

hydrocarbons, heavy-saturated hydrocarbons, aromatic compounds, and entire database, 

respectively, and they use acentric factors defined at reduced temperatures of 0.66, 0.60, 

0.57, and 0.59, respectively. 
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Table 3-8 Coefficients of the optimum alpha functions for different categories for both the PR-EOS and SRK-EOS 

Categories EOS 
Optimum 

Tr 

Coefficients 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 

Entire database 

PR 0.59 0.40692 -0.33004 0.06861 1.01311 -0.52578 1.19103 -0.11862 

SRK 0.59 0.22914 -0.13707 0.04946 0.73559 -0.44853 1.53047 -0.15521 

PR   0.60*  0.33730 -0.26346 0.05297 1.01711 -0.42587 1.16423 -0.10857 

SRK   0.60*  0.20463 -0.04711 0.02697 0.70851 -0.36525 1.50270 -0.13084 

Heavy-saturated 

hydrocarbons 

PR 0.59 0.40692 -0.33004 0.06861 1.01311 -0.52578 1.19103 -0.11862 

SRK 0.60 0.20463 -0.04711 0.02697 0.70851 -0.36525 1.50270 -0.13084 

Aromatic 

compounds 

PR 0.57 0.55328 -0.45839 0.09668 0.99019 -0.74457 1.27231 -0.14148 

SRK 0.57 0.32072 -0.33137 0.08856 0.79412 -0.64298 1.59192 -0.18838 

Note: *denotes the recommended value.
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3.3.5 Enthalpy of vaporization 

Table 3-9 shows the AARD of vaporization enthalpy prediction for different 

compounds with the existing alpha functions and the newly developed alpha function. As 

can be seen, for the PR-EOS, the original alpha function (i.e., alpha function a
1
) yields 

the largest predictive error among the four alpha functions, while the other three alpha 

functions yield similar predictive accuracy due to the fact that the latter three alpha 

functions can predict the vaporization enthalpy for heavy alkanes much more accurately. 

Furthermore, the alpha function developed in this study yields the lowest AARD. As for 

the SRK-EOS, the alpha function developed in this study yields lower AARD of 

vaporization enthalpy prediction than the original alpha function (i.e., alpha function a
2
). 

Also, for both the PR-EOS and SRK-EOR, the newly developed alpha functions yield 

the lowest MARDs among the evaluated alpha functions. These results indicate that the 

newly developed alpha functions can both accurately predict the vapour pressure and 

vaporization enthalpy for heavy hydrocarbon compounds. 

3.4 Summary 

A pragmatic technique has been developed to optimize the reduced temperature for 

acentric factor for both the PR-EOS and SRK-EOS by minimizing the deviation between 

the measured and calculated vapour pressures for hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbon 

compounds, including heavy alkanes up to n-tritetracontane (n-C43H88). Obviously, the 

optimum reduced temperature 0.59 for the acentric factors for both the PR-EOS and 

SRK-EOS are determined, though the optimum value of 0.60 shall be used for 
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Table 3-9 AARDs of the predicted vaporization enthalpy using different alpha functions 

for PR-EOS and SRK-EOS 

Name 

AARD (%) 

PR-EOS SRK-EOS 

a
1
 b c d

5
 a

2
 e

2
 

Methane 2.23 2.79 2.64 2.19 3.42 2.69 

N-pentane 0.14 1.23 0.17 0.18 1.58 0.49 

N-hexane 1.39 1.65 1.31 1.38 2.05 1.71 

N-heptane 1.01 0.62 0.29 0.57 0.99 0.47 

N-octane 1.48 0.61 0.37 0.68 0.78 0.66 

N-nonane 1.88 0.62 0.50 0.74 0.74 0.70 

N-decane 0.61 2.55 2.82 1.30 3.75 1.19 

N-dodecane 4.04 2.06 1.57 2.30 0.77 2.60 

N-tetradecane 6.40 4.24 3.58 3.96 2.80 4.47 

N-hexadecane 5.91 7.76 8.02 8.03 8.80 7.76 

N-eicosane 5.56 2.47 2.19 1.88 1.21 2.10 

N-tetracosane 4.81 0.45 0.08 0.27 0.73 0.41 

N-octacosane 2.33 3.20 3.63 3.78 4.21 3.71 

N-triacontane 4.80 1.08 1.49 1.46 1.96 1.40 

N-hentriacontane 7.55 1.35 0.97 0.85 0.62 0.90 

N-tetratriacontane 6.63 0.53 0.88 0.66 1.02 0.63 

N-pentatriacontane 7.17 0.85 1.08 1.94 1.08 1.95 

N-hexatriacontane 9.34 1.39 1.16 3.10 1.22 3.10 

N-tritetracontane 17.23 8.47 8.42 6.00 8.88 6.04 

Benzene 2.54 1.30 1.85 1.66 0.82 1.10 

Toluene 1.26 2.57 1.06 0.63 2.32 0.98 

Ethylbenzene 1.17 0.53 0.26 0.53 1.03 0.46 

Tetralin 0.84 1.62 0.63 1.66 1.15 2.14 

Naphthalene 0.85 1.98 1.11 0.73 2.41 1.02 

Overall 4.05 2.16 2.01 1.93 2.26 2.02 

MARD (%) 17.23 8.47 8.42 8.03 8.88 7.76 

Note: a
1
, b, c, and a

2
: alpha functions #1, #2, #3, and #5 in Table 3-2, they all use 

acentric factor defined at reduced temperature of 0.70; d
5
 and e

2
: recommended alpha 

functions for the PR-EOS and SRK-EOS, respectively, which both use the acentric factor 

defined at reduced temperature of 0.60. 
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pragmatic purposes. Specific findings are listed as follows:  

(1) The optimum reduced temperature for the acentric factor is found to be related to the 

reduced temperatures of the data points. The higher the reduced temperature range of 

the data points is, the higher the optimum reduced temperature for the acentric factor 

will be.  

(2) Among the three subdivided categories, the heavy-saturated hydrocarbons have the 

largest effect on the optimum reduced temperature for the entire database, the 

aromatic compounds take the second place and the light-saturated hydrocarbons have 

the smallest effect.  

(3) All of the newly developed alpha functions lead to the minimum AARDs either for 

the corresponding compound categories or for the entire database except for the 

light-saturated hydrocarbons. Also, the newly developed alpha functions yield good 

prediction accuracy of vaporization enthalpy for heavy hydrocarbon compounds. 
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CHAPTER 4 DETERMINATION OF MUTUAL SOLUBILITY 

BETWEEN n-ALKANES/n-ALKYLBENZENES AND 

WATER BY USING PENG-ROBINSON EQUATION 

OF STATE WITH MODIFIED ALPHA FUNCTIONS 

AND GENERALIZED BIP CORRELATIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

Several attempts have been made to more accurately predict the mutual solubility 

for water-containing pairs by using a CEOS. Peng and Robinson (1980) proposed an 

alpha function exclusive for water to more accurately calculate the vapour pressure of 

water. They also proposed two sets of BIPs between non-water component and water, 

i.e., one set for aqueous phase and the other for non-aqueous phase (Peng and Robinson, 

1980). A single set of BIP can result in an extremely large deviation up to several orders 

of magnitude, whereas an introduction of BIP for aqueous phase into the CEOS leads to 

a much more accurate prediction for solubility of non-water component in aqueous phase 

(Qian et al., 2013). Although inconsistency can be resulted by using two sets of BIPs 

inside the PR-EOS, such a drawback does not exert an influence on its practical 

application in industries (Peng and Robinson, 1980). Similarly, Søreide and Whitson 

(1992) also proposed two sets of BIPs to predict the mutual solubility for hydrocarbon-

water pairs; however, only scarce experimental data (i.e., only four light n-alkanes: 

methane, ethane, propane, and n-butane) were used for regressing their BIP correlation 

for aqueous phase. For practical purpose, a constant value around 0.5 is usually 

recommended as the BIP (for n-alkane-water pairs) in non-aqueous phase (Whitson and 

Brule, 2000); however, such a constant BIP is doubtful because it physically depends on 

temperature.  
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In this chapter, efforts have been made to more accurately predict the mutual 

solubility for n-alkane/n-alkylbenzene-water pairs by using the PR-EOS (Chen and 

Yang, 2018a). With the mutual solubility data collected for n-alkanes (C3-C20)/n-

alkylbenzenes (C6-C10)-water pairs in a temperature range of 273.2-479.5 K, two newly 

modified alpha functions respectively for hydrocarbons and water are incorporated into 

the PR-EOS together with two sets of BIPs used to calculate the solubilities in aqueous 

phase and liquid hydrocarbon phase, respectively. Once the BIP values for both phases 

are tuned respectively to match the experimentally measured solubility data, such tuned 

BIPs are regressed as a function of reduced temperatures and carbon numbers of 

hydrocarbons for each phase, respectively. The newly developed BIP correlations are 

compared with the only BIP correlation for aqueous phase and those specifically 

recommended BIP values available in literature for liquid hydrocarbon phase to predict 

the corresponding mutual solubilities. Experimental data including heat of solution, 

solubility minimum temperature, and heat capacity of solution are used to further 

validate the proposed model in this study, while sensitivity analysis is performed to 

examine effects of different factors on the predicted mutual solubility.  

4.2 Experimental Database  

In this study, the majority of the experimentally measured solubility for n-alkane-

water pairs and n-alkylbenzene-water pairs are collected from the IUPAC (i.e., 

international union of pure and applied chemistry) reference manual where 

comprehensive experimental data from different sources have been critically reviewed 

and well fitted by solubility correlations (Maczynski et al., 2005a; b; c; d; e; Shaw et al., 
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2005a; b; c; 2006a; b; c). The remaining experimental data can be found elsewhere 

(Reamer et al., 1952; Kobayashi and Katz, 1953). Mutual solubilities, in this study, refer 

to the hydrocarbon solubility in aqueous phase and the water solubility in liquid 

hydrocarbon phase. It shall be noted that solubility in vapour phase is not covered in this 

chapter. In practice, the BIP correlations based on the liquid hydrocarbon phase can be 

directly used for non-aqueous phase (i.e., liquid hydrocarbon phase and vapour phase) 

(Tsonopoulos and Wilson,
 
1983; Heidman et al.,

 
1985; Economou et al., 1997). Tables 4-

1 and 4-2 respectively summarize all the physical properties of hydrocarbons and 

experimental data used in model development in this work. 

4.3 Mathematical Formlations 

4.3.1 PR-EOS 

PR-EOS (Peng and Robinson 1976a)
 
has been widely used in petroleum and 

chemical industries. It is selected as the EOS for quantifying the phase behaviour for all 

the solvents (CO2)-heavy oil/bitumen/water systems in this dissertation, where 

CHAPTER 3 has shown its detailed expressions. 

The newly modified alpha function, which can be used to more accurately predict 

vapour pressure for pure hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbon compounds by redefining 

the acentric factor at reduced temperature of 0.60 (Chen and Yang, 2017; 2018a; b; c; d), 

is used for hydrocarbons in this work and expressed as follows: 
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Table 4-1 Properties of hydrocarbons involved in experimental data (Chen and Yang, 

2017) 

Category Name Formula Pc, kPa Tc, K ω 

n-alkanes 

propane C3H8 4246.2 369.8 0.801 

n-butane C4H10 3786.1 425.2 0.875 

n-pentane C5H12 3366.5 469.6 0.964 

n-hexane C6H14 3018.1 507.4 1.058 

n-heptane C7H16 2727.0 540.2 1.138 

n-octane C8H18 2486.0 568.8 1.225 

n-nonane C9H20 2290.0 594.6 1.309 

n-decane C10H22 2110.0 617.7 1.455 

n-dodecane C12H26 1820.0 658.3 1.538 

n-tetradecane C14H30 1570.0 693.0 1.667 

n-hexdecane C16H34 1400.0 723.0 1.796 

n-eicosane C20H42 1070.0 768.0 2.074 

      

n-

alkylbenzenes 

benzene C6H6 4889.8 562.2 0.909 

toluene C7H8 4108.3 591.8 0.980 

ethylbenzene C8H10 3608.9 617.2 1.065 

propylbenzene C9H12 3200.0 638.4 1.133 

butylbenzene C10H14 2889.7 660.5 1.205 

hexylbenzene C11H16 2304.8 723.6 1.404 
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Table 4-2 Summary of experimentally measured solubilities 

Hydrocarbons Temperature, K HCX  WX   NPTS
a
 

propane 285.3-422.0 2.0×10
-4

-3.7×10
-4

 1.4×10
-4

-7.6×10
-3

 9 

n-butane 310.9-477.6 6.6×10
-5

-7.4×10
-4

 5.0×10
-4

-1.1×10
-1

 6 

n-pentane 273.2-410.5 1.1×10
-5

-4.8×10
-5

 1.8×10
-4

-6.3×10
-4

 18 

n-hexane 273.2-473.2 2.4×10
-6

-2.2×10
-5

 1.9×10
-4

-1.7×10
-1

 34 

n-heptane 273.2-460.2 5.2×10
-7

-2.6×10
-5

 1.9×10
-4

-1.7×10
-3

 24 

n-octane 273.2-479.5 1.0×10
-7

-2.3×10
-5

 2.0×10
-4

-1.3×10
-3

 22 

n-nonane 288.2-409.8 1.9×10
-8

-2.9×10
-7

 6.2×10
-4

-7.5×10
-4

 8 

n-decane 293.2-475.2 3.3×10
-9

-2.6×10
-6

 5.1×10
-4

-9.8×10
-2

 7 

n-dodecane 298.2-313.2 3.6×10
-10

-3.6×10
-10

 7.5×10
-4

-1.4×10
-3

 2 

n-tetradecane 298.0-298.0 2.4×10
-10

-2.4×10
-10

 — 1 

n-hexdecane 293.0-313.0 1.8×10
-10

-1.8×10
-10

 1.1×10
-3

-3.6×10
-3

 5 

n-eicosane 298.0-298.0 1.4×10
-10

-1.4×10
-10

 — 1 

benzene 273.2-477.2 4.3×10
-4

-6.0×10
-3

 1.2×10
-3

-2.8×10
-1

 31 

toluene 273.2-473.2 1.1×10
-4

-2.4×10
-3

 1.2×10
-3

-1.6×10
-1

 23 

ethylbenzene 273.2-479.5 3.4×10
-5

-1.3×10
-3

 1.2×10
-3

-1.6×10
-1

 19 

propylbenzene 273.2-461.2 8.7×10
-6

-3.5×10
-4

 — 16 

butylbenzene 273.7-373.2 2.3×10
-6

-9.3×10
-6

 1.6×10
-3

-1.6×10
-2

 17 

hexylbenzene 278.2-318.2 9.6×10
-8

-1.3×10
-7

 — 11 
a
NPTS represents the number of experimental data point. 
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        [4-1] 

The new acentric factors are calculated with Equations [3-5] and [3-6].  

Recently, Li and Yang (2013) have developed a new alpha function exclusive for 

water which is found to predict the water vapour pressure with an AARD of 0.07% in a 

temperature range of 273.16-647.10 K and also has gained successful applications in 

predicting the phase behaviour for solvents-heavy oil-water mixtures (Li et al., 2017a; 

Chen and Yang, 2018c) and predicting the equilibrium interfacial tension between CO2 

and water (Chen and Yang, 2018d). It is expressed as follows: 

     
2

2
1 2

1 2 3 41 1 c 1H O rw rw rwc c T c T T         
                                   [4-2]

 

where Trw is the reduced temperature of water, 1c =1.00095, 2c =0.39222, 3c =0.07294, 

and 4c =0.00706, respectively. 

4.3.2 Mutual solubility calculation  

In this study, mutual solubility of hydrocarbons and water is calculated by 

performing the two-phase flash calculation. The term “solubility” refers to the molar 

fraction of a component in a certain phase (Reamer et al., 1952; Kobayashi and Katz, 

1953). To be specific, the molar fraction of a hydrocarbon in aqueous phase is denoted as

HCX , while the molar fraction of water in liquid hydrocarbon phase is denoted as WX . 
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The BIPs for aqueous phase and liquid hydrocarbon phase are tuned to match the 

experimental solubility data in the corresponding phases, respectively. Also, the BIP in 

aqueous phase is denoted as BIPAQ, while the BIP in liquid hydrocarbon phase is denoted 

as BIPHC. The van der Waal’s mixing rule is used for the PR-EOS throughout this thesis. 

Note that more than one alpha function can be used simultaneously for this mixing rule 

(Whitson and Brule, 2000; Li and Yang, 2013). By incorporating two sets of BIPs into 

PR-EOS, they can be expressed as follows: 

0.5

1 1

( ) (1 )
nc nc

AQ

AQ i j i j ij

i j

a y y a a 
 

        

                                     [4-3a] 

0.5
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                                     [4-3b] 
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i

b y b



                                                            [4-3c]

 

where nc is the number of components of the mixture, iy  and jy  are the mole fractions of 

the i
th

  and j
th

 component in a given phase, respectively, AQ

ij  and HC

ij  are the BIPs 

between the i
th

 and j
th

 component in the aqueous phase and liquid hydrocarbon phase, 

respectively. 

As also indicated by previous studies (Peng and Robinson, 1980; Søreide and 

Whitson, 1992; Qian et al., 2013), using two sets of BIPs respectively for aqueous phase 

and hydrocarbon phase is the only way to accurately predict the mutual solubility for 

hydrocarbon-water pairs when using a CEOS. Thus, the BIPs for aqueous phase and 
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hydrocarbon phase are respectively tuned for the corresponding phases. The model 

developed in this study is considered to be consistent in itself because the rule of equal 

fugacity is still used to treat such a thermodynamic issue. 

4.3.3 BIPs  

(1) Aqueous phase  

To compare the superiority of the newly developed BIPAQ correlation for n-alkane-

water pairs, the only existing BIPAQ correlation proposed by Søreide and Whitson (1992) 

is also used to predict the HCX  and expressed as follows.  

0 1 1

2

2201 1( )A ) ( )A1( Asw s

AQ

i wj rswri ia TC a TC a C                              [4-4] 

where swC  is the salinity of the formation water, g mol/kg, 0a =0.017407, 1a =0.033516, 

2a =0.011478, 0A = 0.11.112 1.7369 i
 , 1A =1.1001 0.83 i , 2A = 0.15742 1.0988 i  , i 

denotes hydrocarbons, and j represents water or brine. It should be noted that the salinity 

is zero in this work. 

(2) Liquid hydrocarbon phase  

For predicting WX , comparison is also made between the BIPHC correlations 

developed in this work and those recommended BIPHC values in literature (Tsonopoulos 

and Wilson, 1983; Heidman et al., 1985; Economou et al., 1997; Whitson and Brule, 

2000). A constant BIPHC value is recommended for an n-alkane-water pair and an n-

alkylbenzene-water pair in the liquid hydrocarbon phase, while these recommended 

values are listed in Table 4-3.  
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Table 4-3 Recommended BIPHC in literature 

Compound Whitson and Brule (2000) Compound 
Tsonopoulos and 

Wilson (1983) 
Heidman et al. (1985) 

Economou et 

al. (1997) 

propane 0.553 benzene 0.260 — — 

n-butane 0.509 n-hexane 0.486 — — 

n-pentane plus 0.500 ethylbenzene — 0.305 — 

— — n-octane — 0.467 — 

— — n-decane — — 0.448 
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4.3.4 Heat of solution  

Experimental data of heat of solution is used to further validate the model 

developed in this chapter. A minimum solubility ( minHCX ) is observed in the solubility 

curve as a function of temperature (Tsonopoulos and Wilson, 1983; Heidman et al., 

1985). At the minHCX , the heat of solution would be zero. The relationship between the 

heat of solution and solubility can be expressed as follows (Tsonopoulos, 2001).  

2

ln j j

P

X h

T RT

  
 

 
                                                       [4-5] 

where 
jX  is solubility of component j, 

jh  is the heat of solution of component j, 

kJ/mol. For instance, if component j is the hydrocarbon, then 
jh  is the difference 

between the enthalpy of hydrocarbon j in solution and that of the pure hydrocarbon, 

which is expressed as follows (Tsonopoulos and Wilson, 1983): 

j jh h  (solution)-
jh (pure hydrocarbon)                            [4-6] 

The following equation can be yielded by performing integration of Equation [4-5], 

where 
jh  is found to be a linear function of temperature (Tsonopoulos, 2001): 

ln / lnX A B T C T                                                    [4-7] 

where X  is the solubility ( HCX
 
or WX ), A, B, and C are coefficients which can be yielded 

by fitting the solubility data.  
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Equation [4-7] can be regressed using the predicted solubilities at different 

temperatures with the model developed in this work or solubility correlations in the 

literature. These existing correlations (i.e., for specific pairs) which are used to compare 

with the model developed in this work can be found in literature (Tsonopoulos and 

Wilson, 1983; Heidman et al., 1985).  

For example, the solubility correlation for n-hexane-water pair (Tsonopoulos and 

Wilson, 1983) takes the same format as Equation [4-7] (in this case, there is no need to 

regress Equation [4-7]; otherwise, a new regression is necessary), while the parameters 

A, B, and C are determined to be -367.98, 16128.65, and 52.82, respectively. 

By integrating Equation [4-5], equations for calculating the heat capacity of solution 

(or the partial molar excess heat capacity) and heat of solution can be respectively 

obtained as follows (Tsonopoulos and Wilson, 1983; Tsonopoulos, 2001): 

pc RC                                                                   [4-8a] 

 h R B CT                                                         [4-8b] 

where 
pc  is the heat capacity of solution, J/(K·mol), and R is the universal gas 

constant, 8.314 J/(K·mol). 
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4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 BIPs 

(1) Optimum BIPs 

Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show the optimum BIPs (the tuned results) both in aqueous and 

liquid hydrocarbon phases for n-alkane-water pairs and n-alkylbenzene-water pairs, 

respectively. As shown in Figure 4-1a, for n-alkane-water pairs, all the optimum BIPAQ 

(they are all negative values) is increased as reduced temperature is increased. This may 

be because the asymmetry between n-alkane and water is increased with an increase in 

reduced temperature, while a higher BIP generally implies a higher asymmetry between 

two components due to their larger difference in properties (e.g., polarity) (Peng and 

Robinson, 1980; Whitson and Brule, 2000). Overall, the curves shift towards the left 

with an increase in carbon number. This may be attributed to the fact that the asymmetry 

between n-alkane and water is increased and thus the BIP is increased with an increase in 

carbon number of alkanes. As shown in Figure 4-1b, all the BIPHC (they are larger than 

0.3) curves show a convex shape, while similar values are yielded for the four different 

n-alkane-water pairs. The values and trends of BIPAQ and BIPHC are very different from 

each other, which may be due to the deficiency of the PR-EOS. 

Compared with those for n-alkane-water pairs, the optimum BIPs for n-

alkylbenzene-water pairs show a similar trend with reduced temperature in a more 

regular pattern, i.e., the BIPAQ is increased with an increase of reduced temperature for 

each pair, while it is reduced with an increase of carbon number (see Figure 4-2a). Such 

an increased BIPAQ with the increase of reduced temperature is similar to that of n- 
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Figure 4-1. Variation of optimum BIPs for n-alkane-water pairs with reduced 

temperature of n-alkanes for (a) aqueous phase and (b) liquid hydrocarbon phase. 
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Figure 4-2. Variation of optimum BIPs for n-alkylbenzene-water pairs with reduced 

temperature of n-alkylbenzene for (a) aqueous phase and (b) liquid hydrocarbon phase.  
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alkane-water pairs (see Figure 4-1a). As shown in Figure 4-2b, all BIPHC curves have a 

convex shape and they move up with an increase in carbon number. This means that the 

asymmetry for n-alkylbenzene-water pairs is increased with the carbon number of n-

alkylbenzenes. It should be noted that the BIPAQ for n-alkylbenzene-water pairs does not 

increase with the carbon number of n-alkylbenzenes as expected (see Figure 4-2a). This 

may be due to the fact that the physical properties of n-alkylbenzene and n-alkane are 

different. 

Comparing Figure 4-1 with Figure 4-2, it is found that most of the optimum BIPAQ 

yield negative values, whereas the optimum BIPHC for n-alkane-water pairs and n-

alkylbenzene-water pairs yield positive values though different, i.e., the optimum BIPHC 

values for these two corresponding pairs are in ranges of 0.37-0.47 and 0.26-0.34, 

respectively. In addition, the variation of these optimum BIPHC values indicates that 

temperature exerts a non-negligible impact, though a constant BIP value has been 

recommended for liquid hydrocarbon phase in literature (Søreide and Whitson 1992; 

Whitson and Brule 2000). For example, the water solubilities in n-hexane at 473.2 K and 

3 MPa are calculated to be 10.27 mol% and 7.85 mol% using the new BIPHC correlation 

(the corresponding BIPHC is calculated to be 0.3692) and the BIPHC value of 0.4500, 

respectively.  

It is also found that each curve in Figures 4-1 and 4-2 can be well fit by a quadratic 

function of reduced temperature of hydrocarbons, while the optimum BIPs are also 

closely related to the carbon numbers of hydrocarbons. Thus, in this work, the optimum 

BIPs for both aqueous phase and liquid hydrocarbon phase are regressed as functions of 
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reduced temperature and carbon number of hydrocarbons. The use of carbon number 

rather than acentric factor in regression is resulted from the fact that the acentric factors 

do not change regularly with carbon number (though the acentric factor changes 

regularly with carbon number in the range of 1-4 for n-alkanes), causing difficulty to use 

the acentric factor in correlation regression. 

(2) BIP correlations 

All the regressed BIP correlations for n-alkane-water pairs and n-alkylbenzene-

water pairs in both aqueous phase and liquid hydrocarbon phase take the following 

format: 

2 2 2 2

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91a ( ) ( )n n n n rHC n n rHCC a C a a C a C a T a C a C a T                   [4-9] 

where   is the BIP (i.e., BIPAQ or BIPHC), 91a a
 
are regressed coefficients, which can 

be found in Table 4-4. nC  is the carbon number, and rHCT  is the reduced temperature of 

hydrocarbons. 

The fitting parameters of R
2
 are calculated to be 90.1% and 97.4% for liquid 

hydrocarbon phase as well as 99.6% and 99.4% for aqueous phase for n-alkane-water 

pairs and n-alkylbenzene-water pairs, respectively. Such high R
2
 values in BIP 

correlation regressions indicate that the two parameters, i.e., reduced temperature and 

carbon number of hydrocarbons, can correlate the BIP values well for the n-alkane-water 

pairs and n-alkylbenzene-water pairs. In comparison with the correlated BIPs, the tuned 

BIPs can reproduce the mutual solubilities with an AARD within 0.50%.
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Table 4-4 Regressed coefficients in BIP correlations 

Hydrocarbon Phase type 

Coefficients 

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 

n-alkane aqueous -0.0019 -0.0303 -0.7319 0.0057 0.1261 0.5740 -0.0094 -0.0270 -0.0787 

n-alkane liquid hydrocarbon 0.0002 -0.0654 0.5985 -0.0111 0.3452 -0.8212 0.0245 -0.4971 1.3680 

n-alkylbenzene aqueous -0.0027 0.0156 -0.5672 0.0161 -0.2583 2.0171 -0.0112 0.2023 -1.2038 

n-alkylbenzene liquid hydrocarbon 0.0169 -0.3878 1.8139 -0.0420 1.0739 -4.3277 0.0246 -0.6921 2.7991 
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4.4.2 Model accuracy and comparison 

As shown in Table 4-5, for n-alkane-water pairs, the model developed in this work 

yield AARDs of 26.67% and 9.09% for the predicted HCX  and WX , respectively. In 

particular, for the predicted HCX , relatively high AARDs are yielded for n-decane-water 

pair (AARD=54.74%), n-tetradecane-water pair (AARD=61.93%), n-hexadecane-water 

pair (AARD=79.33%), and n-eicosane-water pair (AARD=67.66%), while the 

experimental data points for these pairs are scarce for model development (i.e., the NPTS 

for these pairs are 7, 1, 5, and 1, respectively, as shown in Table 4-2). For the predicted 

WX , the AARDs are all far below 10.00% except for propane-water pair, n-butane-water 

pair, and n-hexadecane-water pair. The newly developed model estimated WX  for 

propane-water pair and n-butane-water pair with a compromised accuracy due to the fact 

that propane and n-butane have very different properties from heavier n-alkanes (i.e., 

propane and n-butane are more volatile than heavier n-alkanes). However, the model 

developed in this work needs to account more for heavier n-alkanes. In addition, it is 

found that the predicted WX  is more sensitive to pressure for the propane-pair and n-

butane-water pair than heavier n-alkanes-water pairs due to their larger volatilities, 

which makes the WX  reproduction for these pairs more difficult.  

In practice, it is normal to yield large deviations for the predicted HCX  when the 

measured one is in very small orders of magnitude, e.g., the solubility of n-decane in 

water can be 3.5×10
-9

 at 293.2 K (Shaw et al., 2006a). Thus, a very small deviation in 

the predicted HCX  can yield a large AARD.  
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Table 4-5 AARDs of predicted solubility with the model in this work 

Category Hydrocarbons 

AARD, % 

Aqueous 

phase  

Liquid hydrocarbon 

phase 

n-alkane 

Propane 10.23 36.90 

n-butane 30.29 24.70 

n-pentane 37.83   5.63 

n-hexane 24.00   6.84 

n-heptane   4.62   4.57 

n-octane 23.10   7.67 

n-nonane 36.65   2.92 

n-decane 54.74   6.60 

n-dodecane 30.59   5.33 

n-tetradecane 61.93 — 

n-hexadecane 79.33 14.80 

n-eicosane 67.66 — 

overall 26.67   9.09 

    

n-alkylbenzene 

benzene   3.84   3.66 

toluene 10.18   0.81 

ethylbenzene 14.06   1.70 

propylbenzene   6.05 — 

butylbenzene 11.69   0.50 

hexylbenzene   9.05 — 

Overall   8.68   1.67 
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Compared to n-alkane-water pairs, the predicted HCX  and WX  are much more 

accurate for n-alkylbenzene-water pairs. As shown in Table 4-5, the model developed in 

this work yields AARDs of 8.68% and 1.67% for the predicted HCX  and WX , 

respectively. In particular, the AARDs for predicted HCX  and WX  for each pair are all 

below 15.00% and 4.00%, respectively. The more accurate reproductions for n-

alkylbenzene-water pairs are ascribed to the fact that the properties are similar with each 

other among the n-alkylbenzenes. 

As shown in Figure 4-3a, for n-alkane-water pairs, the BIPAQ correlation in this 

work yields accurate reproduction of HCX  for all the measured solubility data. The BIPAQ 

correlation developed by Søreide and Whitson (1992) yields accurate prediction of HCX  

for propane-water pair, n-butane-water pair, and n-pentane pair, whereas the predicted 

HCX  are deviated from the experimentally measured ones for heavier n-alkane-water 

pairs. Such a deviation is found to be increased with the carbon number of n-alkanes, 

while the predicted HCX  for n-eicosane-water pair indicates even a deviation of 40 orders 

of magnitude. Such large prediction deviations with the BIPAQ correlation in Søreide and 

Whitson (1992) are attributed to the fact that the experimental data of only four n-

alkanes (i.e., methane, ethane, propane, and n-butane) are included in the correlation 

regression, while these light n-alkanes have significantly different properties from those 

heavier ones. A higher carbon number of n-alkane means a larger property difference 

from propane and n-butane, thus a larger deviation for the predicted HCX . Although n-

pentane is not included in the BIP correlation regression (Søreide and Whitson, 1992), its 
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Figure 4-3. Measured and predicted (a) HCX  and (b) WX  using different models for n-

alkane-water pairs. 
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predicted HCX  for n-pentane-water pair is reasonably accurate because n-pentane has 

more similar properties with propane and n-butane due to their close carbon numbers. 

As shown in Figure 4-3b, for n-alkane-water pairs, the BIPHC correlation developed 

in this work yields accurate reproduction of WX  for all the measured solubility data. The 

recommended BIPHC values (a constant value around 0.5 for a given pair, as shown in 

Table 4-3) by Whitson and Brule (2000) yield large deviations for the predicted WX  for 

most measured points. As shown in Figure 4-1b, the highest value for optimum BIPHC is 

still below 0.5, while the optimum BIPHC are largely diverged from 0.5 when reduced 

temperatures are larger than 0.8 or smaller than 0.6. Thus, two reasons account for the 

large deviations with the recommended BIPHC values by Whitson and Brule (2000): 1) It 

provides a much higher value (i.e., around 0.5) than the average value for the optimum 

BIPHC; and 2) Effects of temperature on optimum BIPHC are excluded. Compared to the 

recommended BIPHC values by Whitson and Brule (2000), those recommended by 

Tsonopoulos and Wilson
 
(1983), Heidman et al.

 
(1985), and Economou et al. (1997), 

which have smaller values (see Table 4-3) and are more close to the optimum ones, yield 

smaller deviations for predicted WX . Due to the fact that effects of temperature on the 

optimum BIPHC are still not considered in Tsonopoulos and Wilson
 
(1983), Heidman et 

al.
 
(1985), and Economou et al. (1997), however, these BIPHC still yield larger deviations 

than the BIPHC correlation generated in this work. 

Similarly, as shown in Figure 4-4, due to the fact that effects of temperature on the 

optimum BIPHC are not considered in Tsonopoulos and Wilson
 
(1983), Heidman et al.

 

(1985), and Economou et al. (1997), their recommended BIPHC for n-alkylbenzene-water 
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Figure 4-4. Measured and predicted WX  using different models for n-alkylbenzene-

water pairs.   
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pairs still yield larger deviations for predicted WX , while the BIPHC correlation 

developed in this work yields more accurate reproduction for WX . 

4.4.3 Heat of solution 

(1) Aqueous phase 

Table 4-6 shows the experimentally measured heat of solution (Gill et al., 1976) for 

aqueous phase as well as the predicted ones by the models developed in this work and 

those available in literature (Tsonopoulos and Wilson, 1983; Heidman et al., 1985), 

respectively. As can be seen from Table 4-6, the previous models yield large deviations 

(i.e., the overall absolute error is 3.87 kJ/mol) in predicting the heat of solution, which is 

mainly due to the limited data to regress solubility equations for a given pair. The model 

developed in this work yields much better predictions (i.e., the overall absolute error is 

1.60 kJ/mol) for the heat of solution except only for the ethylbenzene-water pair. This 

further confirms the superiority of the newly developed BIP correlations together with 

the modified alpha functions. 

Table 4-7 shows the experimentally measured solubility minimum temperature and 

heat capacity of solution (Gill et al., 1976) as well as the predicted ones by this work and 

those available in literature (Tsonopoulos and Wilson, 1983; Heidman et al., 1985), 

respectively. Obviously, the models developed in this work predict solubility minimum 

temperature and heat capacity of solution more accurately than those from literature 

except for the heat capacity of solution for the n-hexane-water pair.   
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Table 4-6 Experimentally measured and predicted heat of solution in aqueous phase 

Hydrocarbon 

Temperature 

K 

 Heat of solution, kJ/mol  

Measured Existing models 

Absolute 

error  This work 

Absolute 

error  

n-hexane 
288.15 -4.40

a
 -7.61

c
 3.21 -3.23 1.17 

298.15 0.00
a
 -3.22

c
 3.22 -1.39 1.39 

       

n-octane 

288.00 -6.90
b
 2.70

d
 9.60 -9.80 2.90 

293.00 -4.50
b
 4.70

d
 9.20 -7.10 2.60 

298.00 -1.80
b
 6.80

d
 8.60 -4.40 2.60 

303.00 0.80
b
 8.80

d
 8.00 -1.70 2.50 

308.00 3.10
b
 10.9

d
 7.80 0.98 2.12 

  a     

benzene 

288.15 -0.15
a
 0.86

c
 1.01 0.00 0.15 

293.15 0.97
a
 1.88

c
 0.91 1.03 0.06 

298.15 2.08
a
 2.89

c
 0.81 2.07 0.01 

303.15 3.16
a
 3.91

c
 0.75 3.10 0.06 

308.15 4.37
a
 4.92

c
 0.55 4.14 0.23 

  aa     

ethylbenzene 

288.15 -1.18
a
 1.98

d
 3.16 2.12 3.30 

298.15 2.02
a
 4.18

d
 2.16 4.55 2.53 

303.15 3.64
a
 5.27

d
 1.63 5.77 2.13 

308.15 5.10
a
 6.37

d
 1.27 6.98 1.88 

Overall — — — 3.87 — 1.60 
a
Gill et al. (1976)

 

b
Jönsson et al. (1982)

 

c
Tsonopoulos and Wilson (1983) 

d
Heidman et al. (1985) 

  

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/037838128280023X#!
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Table 4-7 Experimentally measured and theoretically predicted solubility minimum 

temperature and heat capacity of solution in aqueous phase 

Parameter Hydrocarbon Measured
a
 

Existing 

models  

This 

work  

Solubility minimum 

temperature, K 

n-hexane 298.2±0.5 305.4
b
 296.8 

benzene 288.9±0.2 283.8
b
 288.0 

ethylbenzene 291.8±0.2 278.9
c
 279.3 

     
Heat capacity of 

solution, J/(mol·K) 

n-hexane     440±45 439.0
b
 384.8 

benzene     225±5 203.0
b
 207.0 

ethylbenzene     318±13 219.0
c
 242.9 

a
Gill et al. (1976)

 

b
Tsonopoulos and Wilson (1983) 

c
Heidman et al. (1985) 
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(2) Liquid hydrocarbon phase 

Figure 4-5 shows the predicted heat of solution in liquid hydrocarbon phase for n-

alkane-water pairs and n-alkylbenzene-water pairs, respectively. All the predicted values 

for heat of solution keep increasing with temperature, while they are also dependent on 

carbon number of hydrocarbons. As confirmed by Nilsson (1986) and suggested by 

Tsonopoulos (2001), the heat of solution in liquid hydrocarbon phase is largely 

independent of temperature and carbon number. Also, Tsonopoulos (2001) 

recommended approximate values of 35±1 kJ/mol for n-alkane-water pairs and 24±1 

kJ/mol for n-alkylbenzene-water pairs, respectively. These approximate values are based 

on experimental measurements in the temperature range of 288-308 K (Nilsson, 1986), 

while, as can be seen in Figure 4-5, all the predicted values for heat of solution are within 

32-36 kJ/mol and 21-25 kJ/mol for n-alkane-water pairs and n-alkylbenzene-water pairs, 

respectively (these predicted values are close to their recommended ones). Several 

evidences still indicate that a temperature-dependent function for predicting heat of 

solution should be used: 1) As shown in Figure 4-5, the existing models (Tsonopoulos 

and Wilson, 1983; Heidman et al., 1985) also predict an increasing heat of solution with 

temperature for a given pair; 2) As suggested by Tsonopoulos (2001), a higher heat of 

solution is needed to fit solubility data at a higher temperature; and 3) The heat of 

solution for benzene-water pair is determined to be 20.1 kJ/mol (Nilsson, 1986) in the 

temperature range of 283-323 K, which is close to the results obtained from this work.  

However, it is difficult to generate a relationship between the calculated heat of 

solution and carbon number of hydrocarbon, while previous studies indicate that the heat 

of solution is almost independent of carbon number (Tsonopoulos, 2001). As such, more 
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Figure 4-5. Predicted heat of solution in liquid hydrocarbon phase for (a) n-alkane-water 

pairs and (b) n-alkylbenzene-water pairs.  
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experimental evidences are needed to further check the exact relationship among the heat 

of solution, temperature, and carbon number. Note that the trends observed in Figure 4-5 

are not very consistent among hydrocarbons, which may be associated with the 

deficiency of the proposed model. 

4.4.4 Sensitivity analysis 

In this section, effects of pressure, BIPAQ, and BIPHC on the predicted mutual 

solubility are respectively examined by adopting n-butane-water pair, n-heptane-water 

pair, and benzene-water pair as the examples. As shown in Figure 4-6, pressure almost 

exerts no effects on the predicted HCX , while overall it imposes a minor effect on the 

predicted WX . The predicted WX  decreases with pressure, while the effect of pressure on 

predicted WX  for n-butane-water pair is much larger than n-heptane-water pair and 

benzene-water pair. This may be ascribed to the fact that n-butane has much larger 

volatility than n-heptane and benzene. Thus, the distribution of water in n-butane is more 

sensitive to pressure, especially at a higher temperature. As also indicated previously, it 

is more difficult to accurately predict the mutual solubility for propane-water pair and n-

butane-water pair than other pairs. 

As shown in Figure 4-7, BIPAQ imposes a large effect on the predicted HCX , whereas 

it imposes almost no impact on the predicted WX . Also, it seems that the effect of BIPAQ 

on predicted HCX  decreases with temperature. As shown in Figure 4-8, BIPHC only 

affects the predicted HCX  slightly, whereas it imposes a large effect on the predicted WX .   
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Figure 4-6. Variation of predicted (a) HCX  and (b) WX  with pressure for n-butane-water 

pair, n-heptane-water pair, and benzene-water pair. 
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Figure 4-7. Variation of predicted (a) HCX  and (b) WX  with BIPAQ for n-butane-water 

pair, n-heptane-water pair, and benzene-water pair. 
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Figure 4-8. Variation of predicted (a) HCX  and (b) WX  with BIPHC for n-butane-water 

pair, n-heptane-water pair, and benzene-water pair.  
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The predicted WX  decreases with BIPHC, while the effect of BIPHC on predicted WX  

increases with temperature. In summary, the BIPAQ and BIPHC only exert large effects on 

the predicted solubilities for their corresponding phases. 

4.5 Summary 

In this study, a generalized methodology has been developed to predict the mutual 

solubility for n-alkanes (i.e., C3-C20)/n-alkylbenzenes (i.e., C6-C12)-water pairs by using 

the PR-EOS. Specific findings are listed as follows:  

(1) The tuned BIPs are regressed as functions of reduced temperatures and carbon 

numbers of hydrocarbons with R
2
 higher than 0.9700 except that the R

2
 for n-alkane-

water pairs in liquid hydrocarbon phase yields a relatively lower value of 0.9010. The 

two newly modified alpha functions together with the newly regressed BIP 

correlations are found to yield AARDs of 26.67% and 8.68% for the predicted 

hydrocarbon solubility in aqueous phase and AARDs of 9.09% and 1.67% for the 

predicted water solubility in liquid hydrocarbon phase for n-alkane-water pairs and n-

alkylbenzene-water pairs, respectively.  

(2) Overall, the models developed in this work yield much more accurate predictions of 

heat of solution, solubility minimum temperature, and heat capacity of solution in 

aqueous phase than the existing models. Also, the predicted heat of solution in liquid 

hydrocarbon phase yields close results to the recommended values from 288 K to 

308 K, while it is found to be a temperature-dependent function.  
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(3) Sensitivity analysis indicates that both pressure and BIP in liquid hydrocarbon phase 

impose non-negligible impacts on the predicted water solubility in liquid 

hydrocarbon phase, while the BIP in aqueous phase exerts a large effect on the 

predicted hydrocarbon solubility in aqueous phase. 
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CHAPTER 5 PREDICTION OF PHASE BEHAVIOUR FOR n-

ALKANE-CO2-WATER SYSTEMS WITH 

CONSIDERATION OF MUTUAL SOLUBILITY BY 

USING PENG-ROBINSON EQUATION OF STATE 

5.1 Introduction 

CO2 has been widely used as an EOR agent in hydrocarbon reservoirs (Upreti et al., 

2007; Gaspar Ravagnani et al., 2009; Li et al., 2013a; b; c; Zheng and Yang, 2013; Yang 

et al., 2015; Song and Yang, 2017; Chen and Yang, 2019a; 2019b), while it can be safely 

stored in a depleted oil reservoir or a saline aquifer under certain conditions (Bamberger 

et al., 2000; Gaspar Ravagnani et al., 2009; Li and Yang, 2013; Kim et al., 2017). In an 

ES-SAGD process, a solvent is coinjected with water into a steam chamber at high 

temperatures to reduce the viscosity of heavy oil/bitumen while enhacing the required 

mass transfer. During these processes, not only can hydrocarbon-CO2-water mixtures be 

considered as the simplified compounds for a reservoir or for an EOS process (Dyer et 

al., 1994; Gaspar Ravagnani et al., 2009; Godec et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2015; Kim et 

al., 2017; Mirazimi et al., 2017), but also it is essential to determine the phase 

compositions for such systems. In addition, other physical properties, e.g., IFT (Li et al., 

2012), phase viscosity (Yazdani and Maini, 2010), saturation pressure (Li et al., 2013a; 

b; c; Ibrahim et al., 2014), and density (Ibrahim et al., 2014) are closely related to the 

phase behaviour. Until now, mutual solubility of a pair (e.g., an alkane-water pair) has 

not been examined when modeling the phase behaviour for ternary mixtures in both two- 

and three-phase regions. Therefore, it is of fundamental and practical importance to 

quantify the phase behaviour for n-alkane CO2-water systems with consideration of 

mutual dissolution in a wide temperature and pressure range. 
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For the CEOSs including PR-EOS and SRK-EOS, several generalized BIP 

correlations (Kato et al., 1981; Kordas et al., 1994; Li et al., 2016) have been proposed 

for alkanes-CO2 mixtures with better accuracies for predicting the mutual solubilities 

between alkanes and CO2; however, these correlations are found to be inaccurate for 

methane-CO2 pair in the temperature range of industrial interests due to the fact that the 

experimental temperature for developing these correlations is below 300 K (Kato et al., 

1981; Kordas et al., 1994). Also, the PR-EOS together with modified alpha functions for 

hydrocarbons (Li and Yang, 2011) and water (Li and Yang, 2013) as well as the tuned 

BIPs for heavy oil-C3H8/n-C4H10/CO2 pairs are found to be adequate in determining the 

three-phase boundary for heavy oil-C3H8/C4H10/CO2 mixtures under reservoir conditions 

(Li et al., 2013a; b; c). 

Compared to other models mentioned previously, the CEOSs not only have much 

higher simplicity and lower computational expenses, but also can be generalized with 

potential use for a wide range of substance/binary mixtures/ternary mixtures. Also, it is 

desirable to evaluate the dissolution of a component in different phases for hydrocarbon-

CO2-water systems and examine the effect of adding a third component into a given pair. 

Such an addition (e.g., adding an alkane to a CO2-water pair) may not only largely alter 

the mutual solubility for the pair, but also change other phase properties such as 

interfacial tension and viscosity due to their great dependence on phase compositions 

(Nagarajan and Robinson, 1986). 

In this chapter, the newly published experimental data of two/three-phase 

compositions and three-phase critical pressures (i.e., the pressure at which the alkane-
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rich phase composition becomes identical with the CO2-rich phase at a given 

temperature) of methane/propane/n-heptane/n-decane-CO2-water mixtures (Dhima et al., 

1999; Qin et al., 2008; Forte et al., 2011; 2013; Al Ghafri et al., 2014; 2015) are 

collected to validate the BIPs developed in CHAPTER 4. The PR-EOS together with two 

newly modified alpha functions respectively for non-water components in CHAPTER 3 

and water (Li and Yang, 2013) are used to predict the two/three-phase compositions and 

three-phase critical pressures for methane/propane/n-heptane/n-decane-CO2-water 

mixtures. In particular, effects of addition of a third component on the mutual solubility 

of a given pair are examined by comparing their corresponding molar fractions between 

binary mixtures and ternary mixtures (Chen and Yang, 2018b). In addition, sensitivity 

analysis is performed to examine effects of different BIPs on the predicted three-phase 

critical pressures.  

5.2 Experimental Database 

In this study, the experimental database includes solubility and phase composition 

data collected from the literature. The former contains the solubility data for binary 

mixtures, i.e., alkane-CO2 pairs, alkane-water pairs, and CO2-water pairs. The solubility 

data for binary mixtures (Dhima et al., 1999; Qin et al., 2008) is used to validate and 

compare their corresponding solubilities between binary mixtures and ternary mixtures. 

The latter is associated with the measured two-phase compositions of methane-CO2-

water mixtures (denoted as “Mixture A”) (Dhima et al., 1999; Qin et al., 2008; Al Ghafri 

et al., 2014; Hayashi, 2014) as well as three-phase compositions of propane-CO2-water 
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mixtures, n-heptane-CO2-water mixtures, and n-decane-CO2-water mixtures (denoted as 

“Mixture B”) (Forte et al., 2011; 2013; Al Ghafri et al., 2015), which is used for 

evaluating the newly modified alpha functions and newly regressed BIPs. The three 

phases refer to the alkane-rich phase, CO2-rich phase, and aqueous phase (i.e., water-rich 

phase). Three-phase critical pressures (i.e., the alkane-rich phase becomes identical with 

the CO2-rich phase in terms of phase composition and phase properties) of propane-CO2-

water mixtures, n-heptane-CO2-water mixtures, and n-decane-CO2-water mixtures are 

also included in this work (Forte et al., 2011; 2013; Al Ghafri et al., 2015). All the 

experimental data are tabulated in Table 5-1.  

5.3 Mathematical Formulations 

5.3.1. EOS 

The PR-EOS together with the two new alpha functions respectively for non-water 

components and water which has been well described in CHAPTERs 3 and 4 is used in 

this CHAPTER. The corresponding mixing rules have also been reported in CHAPTER 

4. 

In CHAPTER 5, molar fraction in phase is denoted as “x”. For all the “x” and 

“BIP”, the superscript represents phase, while the subscript denotes component. In order 

to avoid confusion between superscript and subscript, the alkane-rich phase is denoted as 

“non-aq1” while the CO2-rich phase as “non-aq2”. Component of n-alkane is simplified 

as “HC”, while that of water is denoted as “W”. For instance, 
2

1non aq

COx   denotes 
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Table 5-1 Summary of experimental data 

Mixture type Component Phase number Temperature, K Pressure, MPa NPTS
a
 Reference 

Binary mixture 
CH4-water 2 324-376 11-50 7 Qin et al., 2008 

CO2-water 2 324-376 10-100 14 Dhima et al., 1999; Qin et al., 2008 

       

Ternary mixture 

Methane-CO2-water 2 323-423 1.91-100 65 
Dhima et al., 1999; Qin et al., 2008;  

Al Ghafri et al., 2014; Hayashi., 2014 

Propane-CO2-water 3 311-338 3.02-6.71 12 Forte et al., 2013 

n-heptane-CO2-water 3 323-413 1.85-13.33 30 Al Ghafri et al., 2015 

n-decane-CO2-water 3 323-413 0.88-18.12 44 Forte et al., 2011 
a
NPTS represents the number of experimental data point. 
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the CO2 molar fraction in alkane-rich phase, while 
2

2non aq

COX   denotes that in CO2-rich 

phase; 
 

non aq

HC WBIP 


 represents the BIP for alkane-water pairs in non-aqueous phase (i.e., 

alkane-rich phase or CO2-rich phase), while aq

HC WBIP 
 denotes that in aqueous phase. 

5.3.2. BIPs 

(1) BIP for alkane-CO2 pairs 

Kordas et al. (1994) proposed a generalized 
2HC COBIP   correlation for the PR EOS. 

It is used in this work except for methane-CO2 pair and expressed as follows: 

2

2 2

2

2 3

1 0.36755 0.16122 ( 0.02417 0.35714

0.01002
0.13302 ) 0.00651 0.

0

0103

.

2

09 HC HC HC

HC rCO HC rCO

H

C

C

HC OBIP

T T

  

 


     

 
    

 



      [5-1] 

where HC  is the acentric factor of alkanes, and 
2rCOT
 
is the reduced temperature of CO2. 

Due to the fact that the maximum temperatures related to the measured solubilities 

of methane-CO2 pair for developing the existing BIP correlations are all below 300 K 

(Kato et al., 1981; Kordas et al., 1994), they actually yield large prediction deviations for 

the systems in this study. In this work, 0.1030 is used for 
2HC COBIP   for methane-CO2 

pair, which is taken from the CMG WinProp database (Computer Modelling Group Ltd., 

2011). 

(2) BIP for alkane-water pairs 

Similar to Peng and Robinson (1976b) as well as Søreide and Whitson (1992), two 

sets of HC WBIP   are used in this work. The aq

HC WBIP   
for methane-water pair is calculated 
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using Equation [4-4]. 

The non aq

HC WBIP 

  
for methane-water pair is set to be 0.4850, which is taken from the 

CMG WinProp database (Computer Modelling Group Ltd., 2011). Equation [4-9] is used 

as the HC WBIP   
correlation as a function of reduced temperature and carbon number of n-

alkanes for n-alkanes heavier than ethane, while the corresponding coefficients are 

tabulated in Table 4-4.  

(3) BIP for CO2-water pair 

Two sets of 
2CO WBIP   

are usually used for calculating the mutual solubility of CO2 

and water. In particular, a constant value of 0.1896 is recommended as the 
2

non aq

CO WBIP 


, 

while correlation is used to calculate the 
2

aq

CO WBIP 
 (Whitson and Brule, 2000). Recently, 

Li and Yang (2013) have developed a new 
2

aq

CO WBIP   
correlation, which yields high 

accuracy for predicting the CO2 solubility in water and can be expressed as follows: 

2 2 2 2

2 31.104324 2.040527 1.417707 0.379003rCO

aq

rCO rCOCO WB T T TIP                [5-2] 

5.3.3 Prediction models 

The PR EOS model in this work is denoted as Model #1, it is used for predicting the 

two-phase composition for methane-CO2-water mixtures as well as the three-phase 

composition for propane/n-heptane/n-decane-CO2-water mixtures. Model #1 is also used 

to predict the three-phase UCEPs for propane/n-heptane/n-decane-CO2-water mixtures. 

the SAFT-VR model in Forte et al. (2011; 2013) and Al Ghafri et al. (2015) for 

predicting the three-phase composition for propane/n-heptane/n-decane-CO2-water 
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mixtures is donated as Model #2, whose results in corresponding references are directly 

used to compare with the results yielded with Model #1. The detailed information for 

Models #1 and #2 is listed in Table 5-2. It should be noted that all the BIPs (both for 

aqueous phase and non-aqueous phase) in this work are based on mutual solubility of 

binary mixtures rather than mixtures containing more than two components. Note that, 

from a calculation perspective, Model #1 together with the corresponding algorithm is 

sound at least at the temperature as high as 558 K for all the binary systems in this work. 

There may be convergence problem in extreme conditions; however, such conditions 

usually lie out of the scope of the general interest. For predicting solubility for binary 

mixtures (or pairs), the BIPs used in this work are listed in Table 5-3.  

5.4 Results and Discussion  

5.4.1 Phase compositions 

(1) Methane-CO2-water mixtures 

In this section, the measured and predicted molar fractions of methane and CO2 in 

aqueous phase for methane-CO2-water mixtures (i.e., Mixture A) are compared with 

those for binary mixtures (i.e., methane-water pair and CO2-water pair). As shown in 

Figure 5-1a, Model #1 can be used to represent the aq

HCx  for Mixture A, though its 

accuracy is compromised (AARD=18.22%). Also, The aq

HCx  for methane-water pair is 

much higher than the aq

HCx  for Mixture A (Qin et al., 2008) (Note that in this chapter the 

molar fractions calculated for binary mixtures are used for comparison with ternary 
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Table 5-2 BIPs for Models #1 and #2 

Item 

Model number 

#1 #2 

Mixtures Mixture A; Mixture B 
Mixture 

B 

2HC COBIP 

 

0.1030 for methane-CO2 pair; Equation [5-1] for propane/n-heptane/n-decane-

CO2 pair 
—a

 

aq

HC WBIP 

 

Equation [4-4] for methane-water pair; Equation [4-9] for propane/n-

heptane/n-decane-water pair 
—a

 

non aq

HC WBIP 



 

0.4850 for methane-water pair; Equation [4-9] for propane/n-heptane/n 

-decane-water pair 
—a

 

2

aq

CO WBIP 

 
Equation [5-2] —a

 

2

non aq

CO WBIP 



 
0.1896 —a

 

a
the SAFT-VR model in Forte et al. (2011; 2013) and Al Ghafri et al. (2015).  
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Table 5-3 BIPs for different binary mixtures 

BIP 

  Binary mixtures   

methane-

CO2 

propane/n-

heptane/n-

decane-CO2 Methane-water 

propane/n-heptane/n 

-decane-water CO2-water 

2HC COBIP   0.1030 Equation [5-1] — — — 
aq

HC WBIP 
 — — Equation [4-4] Equation [4-9] — 

non aq

HC WBIP 


 — — 0.4850 Equation [4-9] — 

2

aq

CO WBIP 
 — — — — Equation [5-2] 

2

non aq

CO WBIP 


 — — — — 0.1896 
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Figure 5-1. Measured (for Mixture A) (Dhima et al., 1999; Qin et al., 2008; Al Ghafri et 

al., 2014; Hayashi, 2014) and predicted molar fractions for (a) methane and (b) CO2 in 

aqueous phase, respectively.   
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mixtures rather than for testing accurcy). The higher value of aq

HCx  for methane-water pair 

than aq

HCx  for Mixture A indicates that the addition of CO2 can significantly reduce the 

methane solubility in aqueous phase, i.e., the methane dissolution in aqueous phase is 

retarded (Qin et al., 2008). 

As shown in Figure 5-1b, Model #1 can accurately represent the 
2

aq

COx  for Mixture A 

with an AARD of 7.53%. The 
2

aq

COx  for CO2-water pair is much higher than the 
2

aq

COx  for 

Mixture A (Dhima et al., 1999; Qin et al., 2008), regardless of the measured or predicted 

ones. The higher value of 
2

aq

COx  for CO2-water pair than that for Mixture A indicates that 

the addition of methane can significantly reduce the CO2 solubility in aqueous phase 

(Dhima et al., 1999; Qin et al., 2008). 

Through further observation, it is found that both the aq

HCx  and 
2

aq

COx  vary with the 

feed molar fraction of methane (i.e., the ratio of the molar fraction of methane to the sum 

of methane and CO2 in feed) for Mixture A (Dhima et al., 1999; Qin et al., 2008). As 

shown in Figure 5-2a, both the measured and predicted aq

HCx  are increased with molar 

fraction of methane in feed for Mixture A, while Model #1 is found to accurately predict 

the aq

HCx  for Mixture A. As indicated previously, the addition of CO2 can reduce the 

methane dissolution in aqueous phase. Consistent with this finding, both the measured 

and predicted aq

HCx  for Mixture A are lower than the measured aq

HCx  for methane-water pair. 

The increased aq

HCx  (or the smaller gap between aq

HCx  for Mixture A and that for methane-
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Figure 5-2. Measured (Dhima et al., 1999; Qin et al., 2008) and predicted molar 

fractions for (a) methane and (b) CO2 in aqueous phase with molar fraction ratio of CH4 

to CH4 + CO2 (i.e., on dry basis) in feed, respectively.   
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water pair) with molar fraction of methane in feed indicates that a higher amount of CO2 

addition in feed leads to a larger dissolution reduction of methane in aqueous phase. 

Similarly, as shown in Figure 5-2b, both the measured and predicted 
2

aq

COx  are 

decreased with molar fraction of methane in feed, while Model #1 is found to accurately 

predict the 
2

aq

COx  for Mixture A (Dhima et al., 1999; Qin et al., 2008). As indicated 

previously, the addition of methane can reduce the CO2 dissolution in aqueous phase. 

This is consistent with the fact that both the measured and predicted 
2

aq

COx  for Mixture A 

are lower than the measured one for CO2-water pair (see Figure 5-2b). The decreased 

2

aq

COx  (or the larger gap between 
2

aq

COx  for Mixture A and that for CO2-water pair) with 

molar fraction of methane in feed indicates that a higher amount of methane addition in 

feed leads to a larger reduction for dissolution of CO2 in aqueous phase. 

As shown in Figure 5-3, Model #1 is found to predict the non aq

Wx   with reasonable 

accuracy for Mixture A (AARD=32.47%). The predicted non aq

Wx   for methane-water pair 

is smaller than the measured one for Mixture A. This indicates that the addition of CO2 

can enhance the water dissolution in alkane-rich phase (Qin et al., 2008). 

It should be noted that both non aq

HCx   and 
2

non aq

COx   can be accurately predicted for 

Mixture A, while the predicted non aq

HCx   and 
2

non aq

COx   are closely related to the molar 

fractions of methane and CO2 in feed. This is due to the fact that both the measured and 

predicted aq

HCx  and 
2

aq

COx  yield very small values (according to material balance, the 

amount of methane and CO2 in aqueous phase is very small). Thus, the phase 
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Figure 5-3. Measured (for Mixture A) (Dhima et al., 1999; Qin et al., 2008; Al Ghafri et 

al., 2014; Hayashi, 2014) and predicted water molar fractions in non-aqueous phase.   
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composition in non-aqueous phase reflects the feed composition (to be more specific, the 

molar fraction ratio of methane to CO2 in feed). In addition, as indicated above, the feed 

composition also greatly affects both the measured and predicted aq

HCx  and 
2

aq

COx
 
for 

Mixture A. 

(2) Propane/n-heptane/n-decane-CO2-water mixtures 

As shown in Figures 5-4a and 5-4b, Model #1 predicts accurate and much better 

1non aq

HCx   (AARD=2.39%) and 
2

1non aq

COx   (AARD=5.91%) for Mixture B than Model #2 (the 

corresponding AARDs are 10.38% and 10.86%, respectively); however, as shown in 

Figure 5-4c, Model #1 and Model #2 yield similar accuracy for the predicted 1non aq

Wx   

(the corresponding AARDs are 45.75% and 41.06%, respectively) for Mixture B and 

they are both lower than the measured one. In particular, as shown in Figure 5-4b, the 

measured 
2

1non aq

COx   and the predicted one with Model #1 for Mixture B as well as the 

predicted one for alkane-CO2 pairs yield similar results, indicating that the addition of 

water almost exerts on effect on the CO2 dissolution in alkane-rich phase (i.e., 
2

1non aq

COx  ). 

As shown in Figure 5-4c, the predicted 1non aq

Wx 

 
for alkane-water pair is lower than those 

measured ones and predicted ones with Model #1 for Mixture B, indicating that CO2 

addition can enhance the water dissolution in alkane-rich phase.  

This is also true for methane-CO2-water mixtures, resulting from the fact that 

2non aq

Wx   for CO2-water pair is higher than 1non aq

Wx 

 
for alkane-water pair at the same 

conditions (Maczynski et al., 2005a; b; c; Li and Yang, 2013). In other words, CO2 has a 

higher capacity to dissolve water than alkanes. Although the addition of CO2 is 
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Figure 5-4. Measured (for Mixture B) (Forte et al., 2011; 2013; Al Ghafri et al., 2015) 

and predicted molar fractions for (a) n-alkane, (b) CO2, and (c) water in alkane-rich 

phase, respectively.    
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considered in Model #1 where BIPs based on mutual solubility data are used, its 

predicted 1non aq

Wx   is still smaller than the measured one for Mixture B (see Figure 5-4c). 

This may be related to the interactions between alkane-rich phase and CO2-rich phase. 

As shown in Figures 5-5a and 5-5b, Model #1 predicts much more accurate 2non aq

HCx   

(AARD=16.50%) and 
2

2non aq

COx   (AARD=1.42%) for Mixture B than Model #2 (the 

corresponding AARDs are 31.00% and 1.57%, respectively); however, as shown in 

Figure 5-5c, bothModel #1 and Model #2 can accurately predict the 2non aq

Wx 

 
for Mixture 

B with corresponding AARDs of 25.09% and 25.06%, respectively. To be specific, as 

can be seen in Figure 5-5a, the measured 2non aq

HCx   and the predicted one with Model #1 

for Mixture B as well as the predicted one for alkane-CO2 pairs are very close to each 

other, indicating that the addition of water hardly imposes a noticeable impact on the 

alkane dissolution in CO2-rich phase.  

As shown in Figure 5-6a, Model #1 predicts much better aq

HCx  (AARD=94.09%) for 

Mixture B than Model #2 (AARD=97.11%), though the predicted one with Model #1 is 

still two orders of magnitude lower than the measured one for n-heptane/n-decane-CO2-

water mixtures (the deviation for propane-CO2-water mixtures is much smaller). The 

prediction deviation for propane-CO2-water mixtures with Model #1 can be within one 

order of magnitude. The reason why the predicted aq

HCx
 
for alkane-water pair is smaller 

than the measured one for Mixture B is that the addition of CO2 enhance the aq

HCx , which 

is different from Mixture A (see Figures 5-1 and 5-2). 
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Figure 5-5. Measured (for Mixture B) (Forte et al., 2011; 2013; Al Ghafri et al., 2015) 

and predicted molar fractions for (a) n-alkane, (b) CO2, and (c) water in CO2-rich phase, 

respectively.   
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Figure 5-6. Measured (for Mixture B) (Forte et al., 2011; 2013; Al Ghafri et al., 2015) 

and predicted molar fractions for (a) n-alkane, (b) CO2, and (c) water in aqueous phase, 

respectively.   
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Such an effect of CO2 may be due to the fact that CO2 serves as a co-solvent for 

alkane-water pair (El-Zoobi et al., 1990). As shown in Figure 5-6b, Model #1 yields a 

much better predicted 
2

aq

COx  (AARD=7.48%) for Mixture B than Model #2 

(AARD=11.76%). The predicted 
2

aq

COx
 
for CO2-water pair is found to be larger or slightly 

lower than the measured one for Mixture B. Thus, the addition of alkane still imposes a 

noticeable impact on the 
2

aq

COx , though such effects can be different from alkanes to 

alkanes. As shown in Figure 5-6c, both Model #1 and Model #2 yield accurate 

predictions for aq

Wx
 
for Mixture B (the corresponding AARDs are 0.06% and 0.13%, 

respectively), while Model #1 is stillbetter than Model #2. This is because Model #1 

yields more accurate predictions for both aq

HCx  and 
2

aq

COx . 

5.4.2 Three-phase critical pressure 

As shown in Table 5-4, Model #1 yields accurate predictions for three-phase critical 

pressures, HCx  and 
2COx  for critical phase for Mixture B (i.e., the corresponding AARDs 

are calculated to be 1.16%, 1.72%, and 0.69%, respectively). However, the predicted Wx  

in critical phase is deviated from the measured one (i.e., the AARD is 38.79%). As 

indicated previously, Model #1 is also not accurate in predicting the 1non aq

Wx  , while it 

physically yield very small values (Forte et al., 2011; 2013; Al Ghafri et al., 2015). 

As can be seen in Figures 5-7a-c, the effects of 
2HC COBIP  , non aq

HC WBIP 

  and 
2

non aq

CO WBIP 


 

on the predicted three-phase critical pressure are all increased with carbon number of 
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Table 5-4 Measured and predicted (with Model #1) three-phase UCEPs (in MPa) and molar fractions of critical phase (i.e., the alkane-

rich phase and CO2-rich phase becomes identical with each other) 

 

 Three-phase UCEP, MPa HCx  
2COx  

Wx  

n-alkanes T, K Measured Predicted AARD, %
 

Measured Predicted AARD, %
 

Measured Predicted AARD, %
 

Measured Predicted AARD, % 

Propane 

 

311 6.71 6.82 1.64 0.214  0.220 2.80 0.781  0.778 0.38 0.005  0.002 60.00 

323 6.68 6.72 0.62 0.362 0.367 1.38 0.634 0.630 0.63 0.005 0.003 40.00 

338 6.24 6.24 0.00 0.545 0.557 2.20 0.436 0.439 0.69 0.020 0.004 80.00 

              

n-heptane 

 

343 10.82 10.60 2.04 0.099 0.100 1.01 0.895 0.891 0.45 0.006 0.009 50.00 

363 12.20 12.34 1.19 0.134 0.135 0.75 0.855 0.850 0.58 0.011 0.015 36.36 

388 13.21 13.24 0.26 0.162 0.163 0.62 0.816 0.809 0.86 0.021 0.027 28.57 

413 13.33 13.41 0.62 0.222 0.221 0.45 0.739 0.730 1.22 0.039 0.048 23.08 

              

n-decane 

 

353 13.79 14.07 2.00 0.076 0.077 1.32 0.909 0.911 0.22 0.015 0.011 26.67 

373 15.81 16.17 2.27 0.094 0.097 3.19 0.878 0.885 0.80 0.028 0.018 35.72 

393 17.30 17.52 1.24 0.121 0.124 2.48 0.841 0.848 0.83 0.038 0.028 26.32 

413 18.12 18.28 0.88 0.113 0.116 2.65 0.832 0.840 0.96 0.055 0.044 20.00 

          0.69    Note: The measured three-phase UCEPs and molar fractions of critical phases are collected from references (Forte et al., 2011; 2013) and (Al 

Ghafri et al., 2015), respectively.  
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Figure 5-7. Predicted three-phase UCEPs for propane/n-heptane/n-decane-CO2-water 

mixtures with (a) 
2HC COBIP  , (b) non aq

HC WBIP 

 , (c) 
2

non aq

CO WBIP 


, (d)

 
aq

HC WBIP  , and (e) 

2

aq

CO WBIP   
, respectively.   
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alkanes. Overall, 
2HC COBIP   

imposes the largest effect, non aq

HC WBIP 


 ranks the second, and 

2

non aq

CO WBIP 

  
takes the third place in affecting the three phase UCEPs. 

Both aq

HC WBIP   
and 

2

aq

CO WBIP 
 exert no effects on the predicted three-phase critical 

pressures. These BIPs impose impacts on the predicted three-phase critical pressure 

through adjusting the phase compositions of alkane-rich phase and CO2-rich phase. Since 

both aq

HC WBIP   and 
2

aq

CO WBIP 
 exert no effects on the predicted phase compositions of 

alkane-rich phase and CO2-rich phase, they have no effects on the predicted three-phase 

critical pressures (see Figures 5-7d and 5-7e). Also, mainly alkane and CO2 exist in the 

alkane-rich phase and CO2-rich phase (also the critical phase), while it is found that 

2HC COBIP   exerts the largest effect on predicted HCx  and 
2COx  in these phases, which can 

be considered as the reason why 
2HC COBIP   imposes the largest effect on the predicted 

three-phase critical pressure. 

As shown in Figure 5-8a, the K value of propane (i.e., the ratio of propane molar 

fraction in CO2-rich phase to that in alkane-rich phase) is almost equally deviated from 1 

to those of CO2 and water. As can be seen in Figure 5-8b, the K value of n-heptane is 

more deviated from 1 than those of CO2 and water, while it is increased more quickly 

toward 1 than those of CO2 and water near the critical point at which all the K values 

shall be equal to 1. As such, the K value of n-decane is much more deviated from 1 and 

increases much more quickly toward 1 than those of CO2 and water especially near the 

critical point (see Figure 5-8c). In other words, the K values of CO2 and water are able to 

achieve 1 more easily than n-decane (for n-decane-CO2-water mixtures), while such a 
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Figure 5-8. Predicted K values between CO2-rich phase and alkane-rich phase for (a) 

propane-CO2-water mixture (338 K), (b) n-heptane-CO2-water mixture (388 K), and (c) 

n-decane-CO2-water mixture (353 K), respectively.   
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difference is reduced with the decrease of carbon number of alkanes (see Figures 5-8a 

and 5-8b). Thus, the predicted HCx  in non-aqueous phase dominates the predicted three-

phase critical pressure for n-decane-CO2-water mixtures. That is why, as shown 

previously, the 
2HC COBIP  imposes large effects on the predicted three-phase critical 

pressure for n-decane-CO2-water mixtures. Since the role of the predicted HCx  in non-

aqueous phase in dominating the predicted three-phase critical pressures becomes 

weaker with the decrease of carbon number of alkanes,
2HC COBIP   

exerts a much smaller 

effect on the predicted three-phase critical pressures for propane-CO2-water mixtures. 

5.5 Summary 

In this chapter, the PR-EOS together with new alpha functions and BIPs are used to 

predict the two/three phase compositions and three-phase critical pressures for alkane-

CO2-water mixtures in the temperature range of 311-423 K and pressure range of 0.88-

100 MPa. Also, the effects of adding a third component on the mutual solubility of a pair 

have been examined. Specific findings are listed as follows: 

(1) Model #1 can be used to accurately predict the two-phase compositions for methane-

CO2-water mixtures, while it overall yields much better predictions of three phase 

compositions for propane/n-heptane/n-decane-CO2-water mixtures than Model #2. 

Model #1 can accurately predict the three-phase compositions except for 1non aq

Wx   and 

aq

HCx . The deviation for the predicted aq

HCx  is increased with the carbon number of 

alkanes. It is found that the addition of CO2 can significantly reduce the methane 
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solubility but enhance the propane/n-heptane/n-decane dissolution in aqueous phase, 

while addition of methane can significantly reduce the CO2 solubility in aqueous 

phase. A higher amount of CO2 addition in feed leads to a larger reduction of 

methane solubility in aqueous phase, while a higher amount of methane addition in 

feed leads to a larger reduction of CO2 solubility in aqueous phase. The addition of 

CO2 can significantly enhance the water dissolution in alkane-rich phase.  

(2) Model #1 yields accurate predictions for three-phase critical pressures and critical 

phase compositions except for 
Wx . Overall, for the predicted three-phase critical 

pressures, 
2HC COBIP   

imposes the largest effect, non aq

HC WBIP 

  ranks the second, and 

2

non aq

CO WBIP 

  
takes the third place. aq

HC WBIP 
 and 

2

aq

CO WBIP 
 exert no effects on the 

predicted three-phase critical pressures. 
2HC COBIP   

exerts effects on predicted three-

phase critical pressures mainly through adjusting the HCx  in non-aqueous phase. 
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CHAPTER 6  QUANTIFICATION OF PHASE BEHAVIOUR OF 

SOLVENTS-HEAVY OIL/BITUMEN SYSTEMS IN 

THE PRESENCE OF WATER AT HIGH PRESSURES 

AND ELEVATED TEMPERATURES 

6.1 Introduction 

The newly published data, either in the form of phase boundary (Jia et al., 2011; 

Amani et al., 2014b; Li, 2015; Gao et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017a) or solvent/water 

solubility (Glandt and Chapman, 1995; Amani et al., 2013; Zirrahi et al., 2017b) make 

the development and validation of a generalized CEOS model possible, though it is 

technically difficult to perform such experiments, e.g., emulsification, near-miscibility of 

two-liquid phases, fuzzy interfaces, and temperature limit (Jia et al., 2011; Amani et al., 

2014b; Li, 2015; Gao et al., 2017). Also, it is desirable to examine effects of water on the 

phase behaviour of solvents-heavy oil/bitumen systems in a wide temperature range with 

a validated model. 

In this chapter, the PR-EOS together with two newly modified alpha functions 

respectively for non-water components and water are applied to solvents-heavy 

oil/bitumen-water systems, while BIPs are based on solubility data of binary mixtures 

(Chen and Yang, 2018c). The newly developed models are used to predict the multiphase 

boundaries together with their types as well as solvent solubility for solvents-heavy 

oil/bitumen-water systems to evaluate their accuracy. Combined with the measured data, 

the newly developed models are then used to examine the effects of water on the phase 

behaviour of the above systems including phase boundary together with its type and 

solvent solubility in heavy oil/bitumen systematically.  
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6.2 Experimental Database 

In this chapter, 8 different heavy oil/bitumens are involved, i.e., Lloydminster heavy 

oil, Huabei heavy oil (Li, 2015), Athabasca bitumen (Badamchi-zadeh et al., 2009), 

Coalinga bitumen, Cat Canyon bitumen, Huntington Beach bitumen, Peace River 

bitumen (Glandt and Chapman, 1995), and Mackay River bitumen (Kariznovi et al., 

2017), respectively. The molecular weights and specific gravities for these heavy 

oils/bitumens can be found in Table 6-1, while SARA (i.e., saturate, aromatic, resin, and 

asphaltene) analysis for these heavy oils/bitumens are listed in Table 6-2. The measured 

ALV/AL phase boundaries for C3H8-CO2-heavy oil/bitumen-water mixtures for both 

Lloydminster heavy oil and Huabei heavy oil (Li, 2015) in a temperature range of 298 K-

383 K as well as the measured ALV/AL and LV/L phase boundaries for toluene-

bitumen-water mixtures for Athabasca heavy oil (Amani et al., 2014b) in a temperature 

range of 493 K-573 K are included in this work. “A” represents the aqueous phase which 

is mainly comprised of liquid water; “L” denotes the heavy oil/bitumen-rich liquid phase 

(i.e., oleic phase) which contains of a large amount of both heavy oil/bitumen and 

solvents; and “V” refers to the vapour phase which is mainly composed of gaseous 

solvents and/or steam. The LV/L boundary can be formed when the aqueous phase 

disappears due to the fact that all the water is dissolved in oleic phase or transformed to 

vapour phase. Another set of data is the measured alkane solubility (i.e., methane, 

ethane, propane, and n-butane) in bitumen-water mixtures (i.e., oleic phase) in the 

temperature range of 373-463 K for the Mackay River bitumen (Zirrahi et al., 2017b). 

The measured feed compositions, measured and predicted phase boundaries together 
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Table 6-1 Properties of different heavy oils/bitumens 

Oil/heavy oil/bitumen sample Mw SG
a
 Pc, MPa Tc, K ω Sources 

Paraffinic oil 353 0.883 1.08 863.2 2.256 Groschuff, 1911 

Kerosene 182 0.816 1.92 701.6 1.532 Groschuff, 1911; Griswold and Kasch, 1942 

Lubricating oil 425 0.880 0.87 891.8 2.432 Griswold and Kasch, 1942 

Lloydminster 482 1.000 1.10 1008.6 2.650 Li, 2015; Li et al., 2017a 

Huabei 423 0.939 1.05 936.9 2.505 Li, 2015; Li et al., 2017a 

Athabasca 552 1.014 1.01 1043.8 2.847 Badamchi-zadeh et al., 2009 

Mackay River 513 1.000 1.04 1019.7 2.761 Zirrahi et al., 2017a 

Coalinga 439 1.000 1.20 992.3 2.536 Glandt and Chapman, 1995 

Cat Canyon 678 1.030 0.88 1092.2 3.484 Glandt and Chapman, 1995 

Huntington Beach 442 0.970 1.10 969.6 2.552 Glandt and Chapman, 1995 

Peace River 571 1.020 1.00 1054.5 2.890 Glandt and Chapman, 1995 
a
Specific gravity. 
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Table 6-2 SARA analysis for different heavy oils/bitumens 

Heavy oil/bitumen 

Molar fraction in heavy oil/bitumen, % 

Sources Saturate Aromatic Resin Asphaltene 

Llodminster 26.2 28.2 24.2 21.4 Li et al., 2013b 

Athabasca 14.7 47.0 17.9 20.4 Amani et al., 2014a; b 

Mackay River 11.8 57.0 21.6   9.6 Kariznovi et al., 2017 

Coalinga   8.0 65.3 19.7   7.0 Glandt and Chapman, 1995 

Cat Canyon   1.9 51.0   9.9 37.1 Glandt and Chapman, 1995 

Huntington Beach   8.8 56.7 21.3 13.2 Glandt and Chapman, 1995 

Peace River   2.9 61.0   8.9 27.1 Glandt and Chapman, 1995 
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with boundary types are respectively listed in Table 6-3, while the measured and 

predicted alkane molar fraction in oleic phase is listed in Table 6-4.  

The measured water solubilities in toluene (Brown et al., 2000) and heavy 

oil/bitumens (Glandt and Chapman 1995; Amani et al., 2013) are used to develop new 

BIP correlations for toluene-water pair and heavy oil/bitumen-water pairs, respectively. 

6.3 Mathematical Formulations 

6.3.1 PR-EOS 

The PR-EOS together with the two new alpha functions respectively for non-water 

components and water which has been well described in CHAPTERs 3 and 4 is used in 

this chapter. It is worthwhile noting that only one set of BIPs (from a perspective of 

whether using two sets of BIPs for aqueous phase and non-aqueous phase respectively or 

not) is used in CHAPTER 6 except for the
 2

aq

CO WBIP 
. This is because the hydrocarbon 

molar fraction in aqueous phase is in very small order of magnitude, while the aq

HC WBIP   

exerts only a minor effect on the phase composition in non-aqueous phase (Chen and 

Yang, 2018a; b; c). 

6.3.2 Heavy oil/bitumen characterization 

As for characterizing heavy oil, a single PC or multi-PCs can be adopted, depending 

on cases. It is believed that using a single PC is sufficient when there is no substantial 

extraction of light components from heavy oil (i.e., solvent dissolution in heavy oil 

dominates the phase behaviour) and no asphaltene precipitation. The disadvantage of 
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Table 6-3 Molar fractions, measured and predicted phase boundaries as well as measured and predicted boundary types 

Feed No. 

Heavy 

oil/bitumen 

sample 

Molar fractions
a
, mol% 

Temperature, 

K 

Phase boundary, MPa AARD, % Boundary type 

C3H8 CO2 toluene 
heavy oil/ 

bitumen 
water Measured Predicted 

Each 

temperature 

Each 

feed 

Measured and 

Predicted 

#1
b
 Lloydminster 8.6 18.5 0.0 14.0 58.9 

321.55 7.71 7.24 

 

6.1 

2.9 

ALV/AL 
334.35 9.37 8.94 4.5 ALV/AL 
344.95 10.59 10.38 2.0 ALV/AL 
357.95 12.26 12.06 1.6 ALV/AL 
373.15 13.90 13.85 0.3 ALV/AL 

             

#2
b
 Lloydminster 15.8 17.1 0.0 12.9 54.3 

298.95 4.04 4.02 0.6 

3.3 

ALV/AL 
309.95 4.87 5.01 2.9 ALV/AL 
318.25 6.21 5.89 5.3 ALV/AL 
329.85 7.66 7.32 4.3 ALV/AL 

             

#3
b
 Huabei 6.0 6.0 0.0 8.0 80.0 

298.15 3.25 2.82 13.2 

5.7 

ALV/AL 
323.15 4.43 4.25 4.0 ALV/AL 
343.15 5.52 5.57 1.0 ALV/AL 
363.15 6.75 6.99 3.6 ALV/AL 
383.15 7.87 8.42 7.0 ALV/AL 

              

#4
c
 Athabasca 0.0 0.0 61.9 13.0 25.1 

493.1 3.45 3.28 4.9 

8.9 

ALV/AL 
513.1 4.06 3.90 3.9 LV/L 
533.2 4.54 4.72 4.1 LV/L 
553.2 4.80 5.33 11.2 LV/L 
573.3 5.83 6.37 9.4 LV/L 

              

#5
c
 Athabasca 0.0 0.0 47.7 10.1 42.2 

493.0 3.46 3.27 5.6 

3.6 

ALV/AL 
513.1 5.07 4.72 6.8 ALV/AL 
533.1 6.65 6.64 0.1 ALV/AL 
553.2 8.40 8.30 1.2 LV/L 
573.4 9.31 9.72 4.4 LV/L 

              

#6
c
 Athabasca 0.0 0.0 40.5 8.5 50.9 

493.1 3.42 3.28 4.0 

1.9 

ALV/AL 
513.1 4.87 4.72 3.0 ALV/AL 
532.9 6.83 6.62 0.0 ALV/AL 
553.0 9.37 9.11 2.1 ALV/AL 
573.5 11.28 11.30 0.2 LV/L 
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Table 6-3 Molar fractions, measured and predicted phase boundaries as well as measured and predicted boundary types (Cont’d) 

Feed No. 

Heavy 

oil/bitumen 

sample 

Molar fractions
a
, mol% 

Temperature, 

K 

Phase boundary, MPa AARD, % Boundary type 

C3H8 CO2 toluene 
heavy oil/ 

bitumen 
water Measured Predicted 

Each 

temperature 

Each 

feed 

Measured and 

Predicted 

#7
c
 Athabasca 0.0 0.0 13.3 2.8 83.9 

493.2 3.40 3.29 3.2 

2.4 

ALV/AL 
513.1 4.88 4.72 3.2 ALV/AL 
533.1 6.76 6.64 1.7 ALV/AL 
553.2 9.40 9.14 2.7 ALV/AL 
573.4 12.06 12.22 1.3 ALV/AL 

              

#8
c
 Athabasca 0.0 0.0 10.1 2.1 87.8 

493.2 3.34 3.29 1.4 

1.8 

ALV/AL 
513.2 4.89 4.73 3.2 ALV/AL 
552.9 9.30 9.10 2.1 ALV/AL 
563.2 10.80 10.61 1.8 ALV/AL 
572.9 12.24 12.15 0.7 ALV/AL 

             

#9
c
 Athabasca 0.0 0.0 65.5 5.4 29.1 

492.7 3.49 3.41 2.4 

15.9 

ALV/AL 
512.8 4.70 4.75 0.9 LV/L 
532.8 4.92 5.53 12.4 LV/L 
553.3 5.75 6.59 14.6 LV/L 
563.3 6.11 7.05 15.3 LV/L 
573.3 6.34 7.44 17.6 LV/L 

              

#10
c
 Athabasca 0.0 0.0 37.1 3.1 59.8 

492.6 3.45 3.40 1.4 

2.4 

ALV/AL 
512.9 5.09 4.96 2.6 ALV/AL 
532.5 6.72 6.99 4.0 ALV/AL 
553.3 9.79 9.88 0.8 ALV/AL 

ALV/AL 563.3 11.42 11.50 0.7 ALV/AL 
573.4 12.62 13.23 4.5 ALV/AL 
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Table 6-3 Molar fractions, measured and predicted phase boundaries as well as measured and predicted boundary types (Cont’d) 

Feed No. 

Heavy 

oil/bitumen 

sample 

Molar fractions
a
, mol% 

Temperature, 

K 

Phase boundary, MPa AARD, % Boundary type 

C3H8 CO2 toluene 
heavy oil/ 

bitumen 
water Measured Predicted 

Each 

temperature 

Each 

feed 

Measured and 

Predicted 

#11
c
 Athabasca 0.0 0.0 27.1 2.2 70.7 

492.8 3.45 3.42 0.8 

3.6 

ALV/AL 
512.7 5.01 4.94 1.2 ALV/AL 
532.5 6.53 7.00 7.3 ALV/AL 
553.2 9.75 9.86 1.2 ALV/AL 
573.2 12.27 13.20 7.6 ALV/AL 

              

#12
c
 Athabasca 0.0 0.0 12.6 1.0 86.4 

492.6 3.52 3.40 3.3 

3.4 

ALV/AL 
512.7 5.08 4.94 2.7 ALV/AL 
532.9 6.66 7.03 5.6 ALV/AL 
553.2 9.79 9.86 0.6 ALV/AL 
563.1 11.24 11.46 2.0 ALV/AL 
573.5 12.47 13.24 6.2 ALV/AL 

             Overall 4.5 4.5 
              a

There are two toluene-bitumen mixtures corresponding to Feeds #4-8 and Feeds #9-12, respectively in Amani et al. (2014b), which 

means that the molar fraction ratio of toluene to bitumen in feed for the two toluene-bitumen mixtures are almost the same as Feeds 

#4-8 and Feeds #9-12, respectively. As shown in Section 6.3.3 (1), these two toluene-bitumen mixtures are also used to tune the BIPs 

for toluene-bitumen mixtures. The corresponding measured phase boundary together with its type is taken from 
b
 Li (2015) and 

c
 

Amani et al. (2014b), respectively. 
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Table 6-4 Measured and predicted alkane molar fractions in oleic phase for Mackay 

River bitumen 

Solvent Temperature, K Pressure, MPa 

Alkane molar fraction in oleic phase 

Measureda Predicted AARD, % 

Methane 

373.15 

1.69 0.073 0.074 2.2 

2.48 0.118 0.105 10.3 

3.17 0.141 0.143 2.1 

4.41 — 0.194 — 

423.15 

1.17 0.040 0.034 15.0 

1.93 0.072 0.064 10.9 

2.66 0.102 0.094 7.5 

3.93 0.139 0.140 0.9 

463.15 

1.86 0.049 0.024 51.5 

2.69 0.069 0.054 20.9 

3.72 0.105 0.092 12.2 

4.76 0.140 0.120 13.8 

Ethane 

373.15 

1.14 0.110 0.111 0.6 

2.03 0.231 0.224 3.0 

2.86 0.308 0.305 0.8 

4.17 0.440 0.434 1.4 

423.15 

1.28 0.099 0.063 36.2 

2.17 0.176 0.140 20.4 

3.17 0.252 0.214 15.1 

4.24 0.312 0.279 10.5 

463.15 

1.79 0.044 0.031 28.9 

2.69 0.118 0.100 15.1 

3.52 0.184 0.155 15.6 

4.28 0.290 0.203 30.0 

Propane 

373.15 

1.17 0.266 0.259 2.5 

2.14 0.450 0.425 5.4 

3.17 0.661 0.645 2.4 

4.21 0.780 0.758 2.7 

423.15 

1.24 0.152 0.133 11.8 

2.14 0.280 0.242 13.5 

3.31 0.400 0.367 8.3 

4.21 0.489 0.455 7.0 

463.15 

1.69 0.059 0.055 5.5 

2.52 0.171 0.149 13.2 

3.41 0.269 0.231 14.1 

4.38 0.372 0.315 15.4 

n-butane 

373.15 
0.88 0.383 0.394 2.9 

1.31 0.701 0.660 5.8 

423.15 

1.31 0.209 0.190 9.1 

2.14 0.402 0.405 0.8 

3.17 0.663 0.649 2.0 

3.52 0.645 0.658 2.1 

453.15 

1.78 0.026 0.084 218.4 

2.34 0.227 0.204 10.1 

3.24 0.371 0.364 1.7 

4.21 0.620 0.518 16.4 

Overall 

    

9.4 
a
The measured solubility data is taken from Zirrahi et al. (2017b).  
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using multi-PCs is that it may cause larger deviations due to more uncertainties induced 

by additional parameters such as critical properties and BIPs, while the splitting and 

lumping strategies also affect results greatly. In this chapter, each heavy oil/bitumen 

sample is treated as a single pseudo-component, while their properties are calculated 

using the existing correlations (Twu, 1984). The detailed properties of the 8 heavy 

oils/bitumens selected for this work are shown in Table 6-1. It should be noted that all 

the properties for C3H8, C4H10, CO2, toluene, and water are obtained from the CMG 

WinProp database (Computer Modelling Group Ltd., 2011) except for their acentric 

factors. The acentric factors for pure substances (i.e., non-water components) are 

calculated with Equations [3-5] and [3-6]. 

No existing correlations are found available to calculate the new acentric factors for 

heavy oils/bitumens. As indicated by Twu et al. (1994), there is a linear functional 

relationship between ln rP  and ω for a given reduced temperature, where  0
ln rP  and 

 1
ln rP  are the intercept and slope, respectively.  

The correlation for calculating the new acentric factors is regressed using the 

measured data points for pure substances in CHAPTER 3, while the regression 

procedure is briefly described as follows: 

(1) Choose a reduced temperature and calculate Pv corresponding to the reduced 

temperature for each substance with the Wagner equation. 

(2) Calculate ln rP  and ω with both Equations [3-5] and [3-6], respectively. Note that 0.6 

is adopted as the reduced temperature to calculate all the ω. 
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(3) Regress the relationship between ln rP  and ω (i.e., linear) for the reduced 

temperature in Step #1 and obtain the intercept  0
ln rP  and slope  1

ln rP , respectively. 

(4) Go to Step #1 to choose another reduced temperature and repeat Steps #1-3 to obtain 

the  0
ln rP  and  1

ln rP  with 2R >0.994 at reduced temperature range of 0.5-0.7. 

(5) Regress the relationship for  0
ln rP -Tr pairs and  1

ln rP -Tr pairs with 2 1.000R  , 

respectively with the Wagner equation format (Wagner, 1973), which is expressed as 

follows: 

1.5 3(0) 61
179(1 ) 0.5690(1 ) 3.5779(1 ) 6.7635ln 4. (3 1 )r

r

r r r rT TP
T

T T         
    [6-1a]

 

( )1 1.5 3 61
1(1 ) 0.1625(1 ) 5.5333(ln 2.67 1 ) 0.7227(1 )8r r r

r

r rT T T TP
T

         
     [6-1b]

 

(6) Calculate the new ω defined at reduced temperature of 0.6 with Equation [3-5] at the 

normal boiling point of each substance. To calculate ω, Equation [3-5] can be 

rewritten to the following format: 

(0)

( )1

ln ln

ln

a
r

c

r

P
P

P

P


 
 

 

                                                    [6-2]

 

where Pa is the atmosphere pressure, and the normal boiling point of each substance 

is utilized to calculate the Tr for 
 0

ln rP
 and 

(1)ln rP
. 

Finally, an equation is yielded through combining Equations [6-1] and [6-2] to 
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directly calculate the new acentric factor for each heavy oil/bitumen and is expressed as 

follows: 

1.5

1

6

3

3

.5 6

ln 4.3 79 0.5690 3.57791 6.71 1 1 1

1 1 0.1625 1

635

2.678 5.5333 1 0.7227 1

b b b b

c c c c

b b b b

c c c

a c

c b

c

cb

P T

P

T T T T

T T T T

T T T T

T

T

T T T TT



        
            


   

     

        
        
         
      


     [6-3]

 

where Tb is the normal boiling point (it can be calculated using the existing correlations 

when a single PC is used) of heavy oil/bitumens.  

6.3.3 BIPs 

(1) BIPs for solvent-heavy oil/bitumen pairs 

The BIPs for solvent-heavy oil/bitumen pairs (denoted as solvent HOBIP  ) are tuned to 

match the measured saturation pressures or solvent solubilities in heavy oils/bitumens for 

the solvents-heavy oil/bitumen systems (Amani et al., 2014a; b; Li, 2015; Zirrahi et al., 

2017b), respectively. Taken from the CMG WinProp database (Computer Modelling 

Group Ltd., 2011), the BIP for C3H8-CO2 pair is 0.1350. 

(2) BIPs for solvent/heavy oil/bitumen-water pairs 

Two sets of BIPs for CO2-water pair are usually used for reproducing the mutual 

solubility of CO2 and water, provided that CO2 solubility in water cannot be neglected. 

In particular, a constant value of 0.1896 (Whitson and Brule, 2000) is used as the BIP for 

non-aqueous phase in this work, while Equation [5-2] is used to calculate the BIP for 

CO2-water pair in aqueous phase.  
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The BIPs for alkane-water pairs (i.e., methane, ethane, propane, and n-butane) are 

taken from Whitson and Brule (2000). As shown in Figure 6-1, these BIPs yield accurate 

prediction for water solubility in the four alkanes with an AARD of 5.32%. The BIP for 

toluene-water pair (denoted as toluene waterBIP  ) is tuned to match the measured water 

solubility in toluene (Brown et al., 2000) in a temperature range of 470 K-548 K, which 

is shown in Figure 6-2. Actually, there is a good quadratic function relationship between 

these tuned BIPs and the reduced temperature of toluene, while the regressed BIP 

correlation is expressed as follows: 

22.3549 5.1869 3.2606toluene water r rBIP T T   
                          

[6-4] 

In the range of 298 K-470 K, a constant value of 0.30 is found to be accurate 

enough to reproduce the water solubility in toluene (Maczynski et al., 2005e), which is 

close to the recommended value of 0.26 (Tsonopoulos and Wilson, 1983). 

Overall, it is found that the water solubility in heavy oil/bitumen is increased with 

the total mass fraction of resin and asphaltene in heavy oils/bitumens (see Figures 6-3 

and 6-4). This is because both resin and asphaltene have a lot of polar groups such as 

hydroxyl, which significantly enhance the water solubility in heavy oil/bitumen (Zirrahi 

et al., 2015; 2017a). This is also consistent with the fact that the water solubility in heavy 

oil/bitumen is larger than those in paraffinic oil, kerosene and lubricating oil as well as 

alkanes whose resin and asphaltene content is much lower or even zero (see Figure 6-4) 

(Groschuff, 1911; Griswold and Kasch, 1942; Shaw et al., 2006a). The BIPs for heavy 

oil/bitumen-water pairs (denoted as HO waterBIP  ) are tuned to match the measured water 
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Figure 6-1. Measured (Reamer et al., 1952; Zirrahi et al., 2017c) and predicted water 

molar fraction in alkanes for methane, ethane, propane and n-butane.  
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Figure 6-2. Tuned BIP for toluene-water pair with temperature.   
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Figure 6-3. Mass fractions of resin + asphaltene in different bitumens (Glandt and 

Chapman, 1995; Amani et al., 2014b).  
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Figure 6-4. Measured water solubility in oils.  
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solubility in heavy oil/bitumen (Glandt and Chapman, 1995; Amani et al, 2013), which is 

shown in Figure 6-5. A constant value for the HO waterBIP   for each heavy oil/bitumen-

water pair can be assumed based on its variation with temperature (see Figure 6-5). The 

HO waterBIP   is found to be deceased with the total mass fraction of resin and asphaltene in 

heavy oil/bitumen (see Figure 6-6). This is due to the fact that a lower HO waterBIP   leads 

to a higher water solubility in heavy oil/bitumen (Zirrahi et al., 2017a; b). In this work, 

the tuned HO waterBIP   is regressed as the function of the total mass fraction of resin and 

asphaltene in heavy oil/bitumen, which is expressed as follows (also see Figure 6-6): 

0.4504 0.8375HO water R ABIP w                                [6-5] 

where R Aw   is the total mass fraction of resin and asphaltene in heavy oil/bitumen. Also, 

as shown in Figure 6-6, by extrapolating Equation [6-5] to 0.0% mass of resin plus 

asphaltene, the BIP value is close to those of decane-water pair, paraffinic oil- water pair, 

and kerosene-water pair (average value) in which there is almost no resin and asphaltene. 

The deviation between the BIPs for lubricating oil-water pair and those for 

decane/paraffinic oil//kerosene-water pairs are due to their different components. The 

lubricating oil is richer in aromatic compounds, resin, and asphaltene, which lead to 

lower BIPs (Groschuff, 1911; Griswold and Kasch, 1942).Since there is no information 

regarding the SARA analysis for the Huabei heavy oil, 0.15 is recommend as the 

HO waterBIP   because it is approximate the average for the five heavy oils/bitumens. Also, 

there is a possibility that a negative value for the HO waterBIP   may be yielded if the resin 

and asphaltene content in heavy oil/bitumen is higher than 0.54, even though this case is 
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Figure 6-5. Tuned BIP for heavy oil/bitumen-water pairs with temperature.  
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Figure 6-6. Tuned BIPs and regressed correlations for heavy oil/bitumen-water pairs 

with mass fraction of resin plus asphaltene in heavy oil.   
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scarce. In this case, 0.15 is also recommend as the HO waterBIP   if there is no solubility 

data available. All the BIPs used in this work are tabulated from Tables 6-5 to 6-9. Note 

that, developing a temperature-dependent BIP correlation for the BIPs in Table 6-8 is 

very difficult though desirable. The reason is that the pattern of such BIP variation is not 

good and the BIPs are also affected by pressure. To avoid deviations which may be 

induced by BIP correlations, the BIPs in Table 6-8 (tuned) are directly used to calculate 

phase boundaries for solvents-bitumen-water mixtures. 

It is normal that no definite trends are observed for the BIPs for solvents-heavy oil 

pairs due mainly to the inherent complexity of heavy oil (Zirrahi et al., 2017b) and 

experimental errors. It should be noted that these BIPs are not regressed as correlationsin 

this chapter (i.e., the regressed BIPs for alkane-heavy oil/bitumen pairs are directly used 

for solvents-bitumen-water systems). The BIPs for heavy oil/bitumen-water pairs do not 

show regular behavior with temperature for each heavy oil/bitumen. This is also 

attributed to the complicated components of heavy oil/bitumen and the experimental 

errors (i.e., it is difficult to yield accurate measurements for water solubility in heavy 

oil/bitumen). Overall, for each heavy oil/bitumen-water pair, a constant BIP value can be 

assumed regardless of temperature to conveniently regress a BIP correlation as a 

function of concentration of resin and asphaltene in heavy oil/bitumen. 

6.3.4 Phase boundary and its type 

In this work, multiphase boundaries are determined by performing the stability test 

together with flash calculation (Michelsen, 1982). The stability analysis can detect 

whether a system is stable or not as one phase at a given pressure and temperature. As 
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Table 6-5 BIPs for the mixtures using the Lloydminster heavy oil 

Component Heavy oil C3H8 CO2 water 

Heavy oil 0 0.0284 0.0968 Equation [6-5] 

C3H8 0.0284 0 0.1350 0.5525 

CO2 0.0968 0.1350 0 0. 1896 

Water Equation [6-5] 0.5525 0.1896 0 
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Table 6-6 BIPs for the mixtures using the Huabei heavy oil 

Component Heavy oil C3H8 CO2 water 

Heavy oil 0 0.0282 0.1120 0.1500 

C3H8 0.0282 0 0.1350 0.5525 

CO2 0.1120 0.1350 0 0.1896 

Water 0.1500 0.5525 0.1896 0 
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Table 6-7 BIPs for the mixtures using the Athabasca bitumen 

Component Bitumen Toluene water 

Bitumen 0 0.0028 Equation [6-5] 

Toluene 0.0028 0 Equation [6-4] 

water Equation [6-5] Equation [6-4] 0 
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Table 6-8 BIPs for alkane-bitumen pairs for the Mackay River bitumen 

Temperature, K 
Pressure,  

MPa 4CH HOBIP   
Pressure, 

MPa 2 6C H HOBIP   
Pressure, 

MPa 3 8C H HOBIP   
Pressure, 

MPa 4 01C H HOBIP   

373.15 

1.69 -0.1762 1.14 0.0022 1.17 0.0112 0.88 0.0342 

2.48 -0.1633 2.03 -0.0330 2.14 0.0213 1.31 0.0189 

3.17 -0.1912 2.86 -0.0322 3.17 0.0000 — — 

4.41 -0.1886 4.17 -0.0422 4.21 0.0052 — — 

423.15 

1.17 -0.3094 1.28 -0.0212 1.24 -0.0311 1.31 0.0472 

1.93 -0.2672 2.17 -0.0462 2.14 -0.0081 2.14 0.0218 

2.66 -0.2635 3.17 -0.0483 3.31 -0.0022 3.17 0.0032 

3.93 -0.2472 4.24 -0.0421 4.21 -0.0042 3.52 0.0209 

453.15 

— — — — — — 1.78 0.1252 

— — — — — — 2.34 0.0522 

— — — — — — 3.24 0.0243 

— — — — — — 4.21 0.0065 

463.15 

1.86 -0.2962 1.79 -0.0091 1.69 -0.0422 — — 

2.69 -0.2835 2.69 -0.0752 2.52 -0.0371 — — 

3.72 -0.2874 3.52 -0.0832 3.41 -0.0292 — — 

4.76 -0.2463 4.28 -0.0854 4.38 -0.0293 — — 
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Table 6-9 BIPs for hydrocarbon-water pairs (Mackay River bitumen) 

4CH waterBIP   
2 6C H waterBIP   

3 8C H waterBIP   
4 01C H waterBIP   

HO waterBIP   

0.4850 0.4920 0.5525 0.5091 Equation [6-5] 
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long as the stability analysis shows that the feed is not stable as one phase, a two-phase 

flash calculation would be conducted to calculate the phase compositions for the two 

split phases. Then, stability analysis is conducted again for the two split phases, 

respectively. The above procedure is repeated until the stability analysis shows that all 

the split phases are stable.  

To distinguish the difference between the ALV/AL and LV/L boundary, the 

stability analysis and flash calculation can detect an aqueous phase with extremely small 

molar fractions of solvents and heavy oil/bitumen for the predicted ALV/AL boundary, 

whereas it will not be observed in the predicted LV/L boundary. 

6.4 Results and Discussion 

6.4.1 Phase boundary 

Table 6-3 shows the measured and predicted phase boundaries together with their 

types and the corresponding AARDs for Feeds #1-12. As can be seen, the models 

developed in this work can accurately predict the phase boundaries (i.e., the AARD for 

each feed is lower than 6.0%) except for Feeds #4 and #9 (e.g., the AARD for Feed #9 at 

573 K can be as high as 17.6%) where a small molar fraction of water in feed and an 

extremely high temperature are involved. Such high deviations may be associated with 

the water in heavy oil/bitumen which is not removed completely before experiments and 

also experimental errors (Gao et al., 2017). The overall AARD for the predicted phase 

boundary is 4.5%. Also, all the predicted boundary types are correct using the developed 
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models in this work. This is mainly because the BIPs used in this work can reproduce the 

water solubility in solvents/heavy oils/bitumens accurately. 

The value of 0.5 is usually recommended as the BIPs for hydrocarbon-water pairs 

(denoted as HC waterBIP  ) in literature (Whitson and Brule, 2000; Jia et al., 2011; Li et al., 

2017a), which is used to compare with the BIPs developed in this work to predict the 

phase boundaries together with their types. As shown in Figure 6-7, the BIPs developed 

in this work yields much better predictions for phase boundaries than HC waterBIP  =0.5 for 

toluene/bitumen-water pairs, though the latter is widely used. The extremely high 

prediction deviations with HC waterBIP  =0.5 (it tends to overestimate the phase boundary) 

are associated with the wrong predictions for boundary types, i.e., the high deviations are 

due to the wrong predictions for the boundary types. As shown in Table 6-10, HC waterBIP 

=0.5 tends to erroneously predict the LV/L boundary to be ALV/AL boundary due to the 

fact that it yields a much smaller water solubility in toluene/bitumen than the measured 

one, while a smaller predicted water solubility in toluene/bitumen facilitates the 

formation of the aqueous phase. The wrong numbers of the predicted boundary type is 

10 out of 48 measured data points. As will be shown later (see Section 6.4.3 (2)), water 

concentration in feed can be of great significance to the phase boundary by increasing its 

partial pressure in LV equilibria (Amani et al., 2014b). Thus, an accurate prediction of 

water solubility in oleic phase is the key to yield an accurate prediction of phase 

boundary and type especially at high temperatures. The BIPs for toluene/bitumen-water 

pairs based on binary mixtures are sufficient for this purpose. Contrary to HC waterBIP 

=0.5, HC waterBIP  =0.0 leads to a much higher water solubility in toluene/bitumen than the  
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Table 6-10 Phase boundary type predicted with HC waterBIP  =0.5 and 0.0 for Feeds #4-12 

HC waterBIP   Temperature, K #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12 

0.5 

493 ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL 
513 ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL 
533 ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL —

a
 ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL 

553 ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL 
563 —

a
 —

a
 —

a
 —

a
 ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL —

a
 ALV/AL 

573 LV/L ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL LV/L ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL 
Correct number  2/5 3/5 4/5 5/5 5/5 2/6 6/6 5/5 6/6 

Overall 38/48 

0.0 

493 LV/L LV/L LV/L ALV/AL ALV/AL LV/L ALV/AL ALV/AL ALV/AL 
513 LV/L LV/L LV/L ALV/AL ALV/AL LV/L LV/L ALV/AL ALV/AL 
533 LV/L LV/L LV/L ALV/AL —

a
 LV/L LV/L ALV/AL ALV/AL 

553 LV/L LV/L LV/L ALV/AL ALV/AL LV/L LV/L LV/L ALV/AL 
563 —

a
 —

a
 —

a
 —

a
 ALV/AL LV/L LV/L —

a
 ALV/AL 

573 LV/L LV/L LV/L ALV/AL ALV/AL LV/L LV/L LV/L ALV/AL 
Correct number  4/5 2/5 1/5 5/5 5/5 5/6 1/6 3/5 6/6 

Overall 32/48 

Note: The italic and bold words, i.e., “LV/L” and “ALV/AL” represent wrong predictions of phase boundary type; 
a
denotes no 

measurements. 
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Figure 6-7. Predicted phase boundaries with the BIPs developed in this work and other 

HC waterBIP  .  
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measured one, resulting in an erroneous prediction of ALV/AL boundary to be LV/L 

boundary (see Table 6-10, the wrong numbers of the predicted boundary type is 16 out of 

48 measured data points). Also, as shown in Figure 6-7, such wrong prediction of the 

boundary type results in its underestimation of the phase boundary.  

6.4.2 Solvent solubility 

Table 6-4 tabulates the measured and predicted water molar fraction of solvents in 

the oleic phase. Overall, the model developed in this work can accurately predict the 

measured solubilities with an overall AARD of 9.4%. There are a few points where the 

AARD is high when the measured molar fraction is small (e.g., the AARD for n-butane 

mixtures at 453.15 K and 1.78 MPa is 281.4%, while the measured molar fraction is 

only0.026). In this case, a high AARD is easily yielded. Such large deviations may also 

be due to the experimental errors (Zirrahi et al., 2017b). 

6.4.3 Effects of water 

(1) Lloydminster heavy oil 

To examine the effects of water on the C3H8/CO2-heavy oil/water mixtures, the feed 

molar fractions for each component in Feed #1 (see Table 6-3) is used for calculation 

(i.e., for corresponding solvents-heavy oil mixtures (water-free systems) in Figure 6-8, 

the molar fraction ratios of solvents to heavy oil in feed are the same as Feed #1). As 

shown in Figure 6-8a, addition of water can reduce and slightly increase the phase 

boundaries for CO2-heavy oil mixture and C3H8-heavy oil mixture in a temperature range 

of 321 K-373 K, respectively. As shown previously (Li et al., 2017a), the addition of 

water can reduce the phase boundary for the C3H8-CO2-heavy oil-water mixtures due 
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Figure 6-8. (a) Predicted phase boundaries for C3H8/CO2-Lloydminster heavy oil/water 

mixtures, (b) Predicted molar fraction ratio of CO2 to heavy oil in oleic phase for CO2-

Lloydminster heavy oil/water mixtures and (c) Predicted molar fraction ratio of C3H8 to 

heavy oil in oleic phase for C3H8-Lloydminster heavy oil/water mixtures. Note: All these 

mixtures share the same molar fraction ratio of solvents to heavy oil in feed as Feed #1.  
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mainly to the combination effects of water on CO2-heavy oil mixture and C3H8-heavy oil 

mixture. The gap between the phase boundaries of the CO2-heavy oil mixture and CO2-

heavy oil-water mixture is increased with temperature. The reduced phase boundary for 

CO2-heavy oil-water mixture with the addition of water means that the added water can 

enhance the CO2 solubility in heavy oil. As shown in Figure 6-8b, the molar fraction 

ratios of CO2 to heavy oil in oleic phase for the CO2-heavy oil-water mixture is higher 

than that for the CO2-heavy oil mixture at three different pressures. Their differences are 

increased with temperature. This indicates that the addition of water can enhance the 

CO2 solubility in heavy oil, while such enhancement is increased with temperature. Since 

the addition of water slightly enhances the phase boundary for C3H8-heavy oil mixture, it 

only slightly reduces the C3H8 solubility in heavy oil in the temperature range of 321 K-

373 K (see Figure 6-8c).  

(2) Athabasca bitumen 

Figure 6-9 shows the measured ALV and LV boundaries for Feeds #4-12 as well as 

the LV boundaries for toluene-bitumen mixtures (the molar fraction ratios of toluene to 

bitumen in feed for the two toluene-bitumen mixtures are 4.8 and 12.3, which are almost 

the same as those of Feeds #4-8 and Feeds #9-12, respectively (Amani et al., 2014b)). As 

can be seen, the phase boundaries of toluene-bitumen-water mixtures are much higher 

than those of the corresponding toluene-bitumen mixtures. The reason is that the vapour 

pressure of water is higher than that of toluene, while addition of water can reduce the 

toluene solubility in bitumen (Amani et al., 2014b). All the ALV boundaries are along a 

line, regardless of the amount of water in feed; however, for LV boundaries, it depends 

on the water molar fraction in feed, i.e., a higher amount of water in feed leads to a 
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Figure 6-9. Measured phase boundaries for Feeds #4-12 and corresponding toluene-

bitumen mixtures (i.e., water-free systems) (Amani et al., 2014b). Note: Water-free 

system #1 shares the same molar fraction ratio of toluene to bitumen in feed (i.e., 4.8) as 

Feeds #4-8, while water-free system #2 shares the same molar fraction ratio of toluene to 

bitumen in feed (i.e., 12.3) as Feeds #9-12.  
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higher LV boundary (the feed molar fractions can be found in Table 6-3). Section 6.4.1 

has shown that a high deviation for the predicted phase boundary is associated with a 

wrong prediction for its type. This is because the ALV and LV phase boundaries are very 

different with each other (one larger difference lies in their values). The significantly 

changed phase boundaries due to the addition of water indicates that it can greatly reduce 

the toluene solubility in bitumen, while water content in feed is also of significance to 

toluene solubility in heavy oil. 

As shown in Figure 6-10a, the molar fraction ratios of toluene to bitumen in oleic 

phase are much lower for the toluene-bitumen-water mixtures than the corresponding 

toluene-bitumen mixture (at the saturation pressure of the corresponding toluene-bitumen 

mixture), proving that addition of water can significantly reduce the toluene solubility in 

bitumen at high temperatures. The solubility reduction is increased with water molar 

fraction in feed (the feed molar fractions can be found in Table 6-3), while all the phase 

equilibria type for toluene-bitumen-water mixtures is LV. As shown in Figure 6-10b, the 

partial pressure of toluene is decreased with water molar fraction in feed, while the 

partial pressure for the toluene-bitumen mixture is much higher than those for the 

corresponding toluene-bitumen-water mixture. This indicates that the addition of water 

can significantly reduce the partial pressure of toluene, resulting in great reduction of its 

solubility in bitumen. 

Figure 6-11 illustrates the molar fraction ratios of toluene to bitumen in oleic phase 

at 364 K, 493 K, and 573 K, respectively. Although the water molar fraction in feed for 

Feeds #4, #5 and #8 are quite different, the molar fraction ratio of toluene to bitumen in 
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Figure 6-10. Predicted (a) molar fraction ratio of toluene to bitumen in oleic phase for 

Feeds #4, #5, and #8 as well as the corresponding water-free system at the saturation 

pressure of the water-free system and (b) partial pressure of toluene of above systems.  
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Figure 6-11. Predicted molar fraction ratio of toluene to bitumen in oleic phase for Feeds 

#4, #5 and #8 at (a) 364 K, (b) 493 K, and (c) 573 K.   
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oleic phase can reach its maximum and the same value (i.e., at the ALV/AL or LV/L 

boundary, where the vapour phase disappears) at a pressure high enough for the three 

feeds, respectively. If all the phase boundaries are ALV/AL boundary, different feeds 

will yield nearly the same phase boundary (see Figure 6-11a). This means that the three 

feeds yield the same maximum toluene solubility at nearly the same temperature and 

pressure. However, their paths (for different feeds) to the phase boundary are different. 

As shown in Figure 6-11a, a smaller water molar fraction in feed leads to a sharper 

toluene dissolution in bitumen with pressure at the LV equilibria region (e.g., Feed #4) 

due to a higher toluene partial pressure. However, at the ALV equilibria region, a smaller 

water molar fraction in feed leads to a lower increasing rate of the toluene dissolution in 

bitumen. Also, the increasing rate of the toluene dissolution in bitumen in ALV 

equilibria region is much higher than in the LV region, while a large portion of toluene 

can be dissolved into bitumen in a small pressure range in the ALV equilibria region. 

This indicates the significance of controlling pressure to obtain a maximum amount of 

solvent dissolved in bitumen. Figure 6-11b (for temperature of 493 K) displays a similar 

pattern with Figure 6-11a (for temperature of 364 K) for Feeds #5 and 8. Their difference 

for Feeds #4 is that no ALV equilibria is found at 493 K, where the dissolution rate of 

toluene in bitumen is gradually reduced with pressure. As illustrated in Figure 6-11c, at 

573 K, the three feeds reach their phase boundaries at significantly different pressures 

(see Figure 6-9). At this temperature, all the phase equilibria belong to LV equilibria for 

Feeds #4 and #5, while Feed #4 yields its maximum toluene solubility at a lower 

pressure than Feed #5. Feed #8 yields an ALV/AL boundary which is higher than the 

LV/L boundaries for Feeds #4 and #5, while in the ALV equilibria region, the toluene 
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dissolution rate in bitumen is greatly increased. The above results indicate that the water 

molar fraction in feed can play an important role in influencing the toluene dissolution in 

bitumen. This is because the toluene dissolution in bitumen is quite different between the 

ALV equilibria and LV equilibria. 

(3) Mackay River bitumen 

The measured water molar fraction in oleic phase for alkane-bitumen-water 

mixtures can not fairly be used to examine the effects of water on the solvents solubility 

in bitumen (Zirrahi et al., 2017b). This is because the dissolution of water in oleic phase 

enhances its total molar numbers. Thus, the molar fraction ratio of a solvent to bitumen 

in oleic phase is again used to evaluate the effects of water. Since no strict feed 

composition is needed for calculating solvent solubility, there is only a requirement of 

water molar fraction in feed to ensure that an ALV equilibria is yielded at such high 

temperatures (Zirrahi et al., 2017b). A molar fraction of 0.50 for water in feed is found to 

be high enough to yield ALV phase equilibria (i.e., all the cases for the measurements 

are ALV equilibria) under the conditions in Zirrahi et al. (2017b). Also, molar fractions 

from 0.02 to 0.16 for water in feed are also used to calculate phase equilibria to examine 

the effects of water under ALV and LV equilibria, respectively. All the molar fraction 

ratios of alkanes to bitumen in feed are the same for the water-containing systems and 

water-free systems in calculation.  

For methane-bitumen-water mixtures under the conditions in Zirrahi et al. (2017b), 

the effects of water on the methane solubility in bitumen can be different under different 

conditions. As shown in Table 6-11, the molar fraction ratio of methane to bitumen in
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Table 6-11 Molar fraction ratio of methane to bitumen in oleic phase with water molar fraction in feed 

Temperature, K Total pressure, MPa 

Molar fraction ratio of methane to bitumen in oleic phase 

Molar fraction of water in feed 

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.50 

373.15 

1.69 0.086 0.085 0.084 0.083 0.083 0.083 0.083 0.083 

2.48 0.124 0.124 0.123 0.123 0.123 0.123 0.123 0.123 

3.17 0.175 0.175 0.175 0.175 0.175 0.175 0.175 0.175 

4.41 0.252 0.252 0.252 0.252 0.252 0.252 0.252 0.252 

423.15 

1.17 0.060 0.060 0.059 0.058 0.057 0.054 0.052 0.039 

1.93 0.094 0.093 0.092 0.090 0.088 0.085 0.082 0.076 

2.66 0.131 0.130 0.128 0.126 0.125 0.121 0.117 0.116 

3.93 0.193 0.192 0.190 0.189 0.187 0.183 0.182 0.182 

463.15 

1.86 0.081 0.080 0.079 0.077 0.075 0.073 0.069 0.029 

2.69 0.117 0.116 0.114 0.112 0.110 0.106 0.101 0.070 

3.72 0.167 0.166 0.163 0.161 0.158 0.153 0.148 0.125 

4.76 0.202 0.200 0.198 0.196 0.193 0.188 0.183 0.168 

Note: The italic and bold fonts represent ALV equilibria; and the regular fonts denote LV equilibria.
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oleic phase can be close to each other for methane-bitumen mixtures (the column with 

0.000 as the water molar fraction in feed) and methane-bitumen-water mixtures (the 

column with 0.500 as the water molar fraction in feed in Table 6-11) at 373 K. However, 

their differences are obvious at 423 K and 463 K., indicating that addition of water can 

decrease the methane solubility in bitumen. The differences are increased with 

temperature but decreased with pressure. Such effects of water are resulted from the 

reduced partial pressure of methane with addition of water (Zirrahi et al., 2017b). As 

shown in Table 6-12, the partial pressure of methane for methane-bitumen mixtures (i.e., 

the column with “total pressure”) is close to that for methane-bitumen-water mixtures 

(the column with 0.500 as the water molar fraction in feed) at 373 K, whereas the partial 

pressure of methane for methane-bitumen mixtures is obviously higher than that for 

methane-bitumen-water mixtures at 423 K and 463 K. Effects of amount of the added 

water (i.e., the water molar fraction in feed) are also examined. As shown in Table 6-11, 

at 423 K, the molar fraction ratio of methane to bitumen in oleic phase is decreased with 

water fraction in feed at a given pressure. All the phase equilibria are calculated to be LV 

equilibria except for the point at 3.93 MPa with 0.160 as the water molar fraction in feed 

(all the bold and italic fonts are referred to ALV equilibria, while regular font denotes 

LV equilibria). Such decreases are resulted from the decreases of partial pressure of 

methane. As indicated in Table 6-12, at 423 K, the corresponding partial pressure of 

methane is decreased with water molar fraction in feed. This pattern is similar for the 

cases at 463 K (see Tables 6-11 and 6-12). Since the decrease in partial pressure of 

methane is higher at 463 K than at 423 K, the decreases in methane solubility are also 

higher at 463 K. It is also found that, at 373 K, most of the points are located in the area 
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Table 6-12 Partial pressure of methane with water molar fraction in feed 

Temperature, K Total pressure, MPa 

Partial pressure of methane 

Molar fraction of water in feed 

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.50 

373.15 

1.69 239.77 234.49 229.82 229.82 229.82 229.82 229.82 

2.48 352.21 344.82 344.14 344.14 344.14 344.14 344.14 

3.17 450.58 443.98 443.98 443.98 443.98 443.98 443.98 

4.41 627.72 623.40 623.40 623.40 623.40 623.40 623.40 

423.15 

1.17 165.73 161.83 157.95 154.10 146.44 138.86 99.06 

1.93 273.54 267.25 260.99 254.74 242.32 229.98 208.15 

2.66 377.20 368.72 360.25 351.8 334.95 318.18 313.09 

3.93 557.79 545.73 533.67 521.59 497.44 495.76 495.76 

463.15 

1.86 263.48 257.30 251.14 245.01 232.85 220.81 83.71 

2.69 381.21 372.40 363.63 354.88 337.49 320.23 199.92 

3.72 527.43 515.49 503.56 491.67 467.95 444.35 345.40 

4.76 675.24 660.28 645.32 630.38 600.52 570.74 492.89 

Note: The italic and bold fonts represent ALV equilibria; and the regular fonts denote LV equilibria. 
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of ALV equilibria (see the bold and italic fonts in Table 6-11) where the molar fraction 

ratio of methane to bitumen in oleic phase is found to be constant with water molar 

fraction in feed at a given pressure, while the corresponding partial pressure of methane 

is also constant (see Table 6-12). The above phenomena indicate that, at ALV equilibria, 

addition of water does not increase the partial pressure of water; thus, it does not exert an 

effect on the methane solubility in bitumen. However, at LV equilibria, addition of water 

can increase its partial pressure, and thus can decrease the methane solubility in bitumen. 

This is significant especially at high temperatures when water solubility in oleic phase 

can be high and LV phase equilibria can be easily established. Since the LV equilibria 

can stay for a higher amount of water in feed at a higher temperature, while the methane 

solubility in bitumen in LV equilibria is decreased continuously with water amount in 

feed (see Table 6-12). Plus, the decrease in solubility for methane compared with water-

free system is higher when ALV equilibrium is established at a higher temperature.  

Tables 6-13 and 6-14 demonstrate the molar fraction ratio of propane to bitumen in 

oleic phase for propane-bitumen/water mixtures and the corresponding propane partial 

pressures, respectively. They follow similar patterns with the methane-bitumen/water 

mixtures. Compared with the methane-bitumen/water mixtures, addition of water leads 

to a larger solubility reduction for propane in bitumen. This is consistent with the 

literature finding elsewhere (Zirrahi et al., 2017b), which indicate that the solubility 

reduction of heavier alkane with addition of water is higher than those of lighter alkanes.  

As shown in Figure 6-12, addition of solvents can enhance the molar fraction ratio 

of water to bitumen in oleic phase significantly, while the enhancement is increased with 
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Table 6-13 Molar fraction ratio of propane to bitumen in oleic phase with water molar fraction in feed 

Temperature, K Total pressure, MPa 

Molar fraction ratio of propane to bitumen in oleic phase 

Molar fraction of water in feed 

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.50 

373.15 

1.17 0.401 0.392 0.383 0.374 0.368 0.368 0.368 0.368 

2.14 0.823 0.804 0.786 0.785 0.785 0.785 0.785 0.785 

3.17 2.057 1.993 1.968 1.968 1.968 1.968 1.968 1.968 

4.21 3.629 3.466 3.457 3.457 3.457 3.457 3.457 3.457 

423.15 

1.24 0.282 0.275 0.268 0.262 0.255 0.242 0.2297 0.173 

2.14 0.464 0.454 0.444 0.433 0.423 0.402 0.382 0.364 

3.31 0.773 0.758 0.742 0.725 0.709 0.677 0.671 0.671 

4.21 1.097 1.072 1.049 1.027 1.005 0.983 0.983 0.983 

463.15 

1.69 0.28 0.274 0.267 0.260 0.254 0.241 0.228 0.071 

2.52 0.435 0.425 0.414 0.404 0.394 0.374 0.354 0.217 

3.41 0.603 0.588 0.574 0.560 0.546 0.519 0.493 0.381 

4.38 0.828 0.812 0.793 0.774 0.755 0.719 0.684 0.596 

Note: the italic and bold fonts represent ALV equilibria; and the regular fonts denote LV equilibria.  
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Table 6-14 Partial pressure of propane with water molar fraction in feed  

Temperature, K Total pressure, MPa 

Partial pressure of propane 

Molar fraction of water in feed 

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.50 

373.15 

1.17 165.64 161.80 157.91 155.17 155.17 155.17 155.17 

2.14 303.05 296.58 296.29 296.29 296.29 296.29 296.29 

3.17 449.07 446.49 446.49 446.49 446.49 446.49 446.49 

4.21 596.68 599.19 599.19 599.19 599.19 599.19 599.19 

423.15 

1.24 175.56 171.35 167.17 163.02 154.79 146.67 109.93 

2.14 303.11 295.96 288.84 281.76 267.70 253.79 240.82 

3.31 469.21 458.48 447.77 437.06 415.73 411.70 411.70 

4.21 597.3 584.10 570.86 557.60 543.58 543.58 543.58 

463.15 

1.69 239.27 233.52 227.81 222.14 210.91 199.84 60.50 

2.52 356.86 348.37 339.93 331.53 314.88 298.42 178.17 

3.41 483.07 471.73 460.42 449.17 426.80 404.64 306.43 

4.38 620.78 606.47 592.18 577.91 549.47 521.20 447.39 

Note: The italic and bold fonts represent ALV equilibria; and the regular fonts denote LV equilibria.  
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Figure 6-12. Predicted molar fraction ratio of water to bitumen in oleic phase for 

Mackay River bitumen at 3.45 MPa.  
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carbon number of alkanes. The higher molar fraction ratio of water to bitumen in oleic 

phase with addition of solvent is due to the fact that additional water would have been 

dissolved in the solvent, which has been dissolved in bitumen(Zirrahi et al., 2017a-c). 

The different effects between alkanes is attributed to the fact that a larger carbon number 

of alkane corresponds to a lower partial pressure of alkane in vapour phase (i.e., a higher 

water partial pressure in vapour phase), leading to a higher dissolution of water in 

bitumen. Such effects of solvents are important for thermal enhanced oil recovery 

process because a higher molar fraction of water indicates more in-situ generation of 

water-in-oil (W/O) emulsion, leading to more oil production (Arhuoma et al., 2009a; b). 

6.5 Summary 

In this chapter, a new methodology has been developed to predict the multiphase 

boundaries together with their types as well as solvent solubility for solvents-heavy 

oil/bitumen-water mixtures by incorporating new alpha functions and BIPs into the PR-

EOS. Detailed findings are summarized as follows: 

(1) The new model developed in this work can predict the phase boundaries and solvent 

solubility with overall AARDs of 4.5% and 9.4%, respectively, while wrong BIPs for 

hydrocarbon-water pairs can easily lead to a high deviation for predicted phase 

boundary together with its type.  

(2) The addition of water can change the phase boundaries for solvents-heavy 

oil/bitumen mixtures, which indicates that it can affect the solvent solubility in heavy 

oil/bitumen, especially at high temperatures. The addition of water is found to 
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enhance CO2 solubility while reducing alkane solubility, depending on alkane type, 

temperature, and pressure, while it can significantly reduce the toluene solubility in 

heavy oil/bitumen. 

(3)  The water molar fraction in feed is of significance to the solvents dissolution in 

heavy oil/bitumen in the LV equilibria region but exerts no effects in the ALV 

equilibria region. Both are attributed to its influences on the partial pressure of the 

solvents. The effects of pressure on the solvents dissolution in heavy oil/bitumen are 

much larger in ALV equilibria region than in LV region. Addition of solvents can 

enhance the water dissolution in heavy oil, while the enhancement is increased with 

carbon number of alkanes. 
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CHAPTER 7 COMPARATIVE QUANTIFICATION OF DENSITY/ 

SWELLING BEHAVIOUR FOR SOLVENTS-HEAVY 

OIL/BITUMEN SYSTEMS IN THE PRESENCE OF 

WATER AT HIGH PRESSURES AND ELEVATED 

TEMPERATRES 

7.1 Introduction 

In previous chapters, accurate predictions of the phase behaviour of solvents-heavy 

oil/bitumen/water systems were made possible by using the PR-EOS. As such, it is 

desirable to accurately quantify the density/swelling behaviour of the aforementioned 

systems and examine the effects of water.  

In this chapter, first, a new VT strategy (i.e., the correction terms of heavy 

oil/bitumen and water are directly tuned to match their densities and regressed as 

correlations of their reduced temperatures, respectively, while those of solvents are either 

calculated with reliable correlations or set to be 0, depending on their states) is proposed 

to calculate density/swelling factor for different solvents-heavy oil/bitumen/water 

systems across a temperature range of 288-573 K. Then, a novel and general method, i.e., 

a tangent-line method for calculating effective density of a pure substance (i.e., C1 

through n-C7, CO2, N2, toluene, and cyclohexane) to be used in the ideal mixing rule 

(denoted as IM, physically, it applies to an ideal solution or regular solution whose 

excess volume of mixing is 0; however, the mixtures considered in this chapter are not 

regular solutions for which effective densities of solvents should be used) for calculating 

mixture density, while a comprehensive comparison is conducted between the new VT 

method and IM-E (i.e., ideal mixing rule with effective density). Using the ideal mixing 

rule with effective density (IM-E), effectiveness of different solvents on swelling heavy 
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oil/bitumen is compared with each other. More importantly, effects of water on 

density/swelling behaviour of solvents-heavy oil-water systems are systematically 

examined at different equilibria and under different conditions. 

7.2 Experimental Database 

In this chapter, 15 different heavy oils/bitumens and 12 solvents (i.e., C1 through n-

C7, CO2, N2, toluene, cyclohexane, and dimethyl ether (DME)) are involved, while 

properties for these heavy oils/bitumens can be found in Table 7-1. Detailed information 

for the 1649 measured densities/swelling factors for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen/water 

systems can be found in Table 7-2 with a temperature range of 288-573 K and a pressure 

range of 0.1-12.8 MPa, respectively. All the measured density/swelling factor data are 

for the L phase. The corresponding equilibria types include L, LV, and ALV equilibria.   

Also, swelling factor is defined as follows (Li et al., 2013a; b; c): 

2

1

1

1 s W

V
SF

V x x
 

 
                                             [7-1] 

where SF is the swelling factor, 1V  is the molar volume of heavy oil/bitumen at 

atmospheric pressure and saturation temperature, 2V  is the molar volume of solvent 

and/or water saturated heavy oil/bitumen at saturation pressure and temperature, and sx  

and wx  are the molar fractions of solvent and water in the oleic phase (L phase), 

respectively. 
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Table 7-1 Properties of different heavy oils/bitumens 

Heavy oil/bitumen sample Mw SG
a
 Pc, MPa Tc, K ω Sources 

Lloydminster 482 1.000 1.099 1008.6 2.65 Li et al., 2013b; c 

Athabasca #1 595 1.025 0.977 1065.6 2.946 Kokal and Sayegh, 1990 

Athabasca #2 — 1.015 — — — Argüelles-Vivas et al., 2012 

Athabasca #3 532 — — — — Baek et al., 2018 

Athabasca #4 552 1.014 1.011 1043.8 2.847 Badamchi-zadeh et al., 2009 

Mackay River 513 1.000 1.037 1019.7 2.761 Zirrahi et al., 2017a 

Surmont 539 1.009 1.018 1035.6 2.819 Nourozieh et al., 2017 

JACOS 530.8 1.017 1.057 1039.4 2.794 Kariznovi et al., 2017 

Heavy oil A 463 0.976 1.065 982.5 2.627 Simon and Graue, 1965 

Heavy oil B 458 0.987 1.111 989.3 2.607 Simon and Graue, 1965 

Saskatchewan  423 0.965 1.128 958.2 2.496 Jha, 1986 

Senlac heavy oil 440 0.972 1.106 970.5 2.552 Srivastava et al., 1999 

Cold Lake 533 1.018 1.057 1040.9 2.803 Mehrotra and Svrcek, 1987 

WC #1 — 1.012 — — — Ramos-Pallares et al., 2015 

WC #2 — 1.020 — — — Ramos-Pallares et al., 2015 

Note: 
a
Specific gravity 
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Table 7-2 Summary of measured and predicted densities for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen/water systems 

Data type Solvents Oil name State Reference T, K P, MPa NPTS
a
 

AARD, % 

VT VT EOS IM-E1 IM-E2 
Density N2 Cold Lake LV Mehrotra and Svrcek, 1988 304-371 2.5-10.7 12 1.32 — 0.85 
Density N2 Athabasca #1 LV Svrcek and Mehrotra, 1982 299-374 1.0-9.8 30 1.46 — 0.72 
Density N2 Mackay River LV Haddadnia et al., 2017 358-463 2.0-8.0 16 — — 0.17 
Density CO2 Cold Lake LV Mehrotra and Svrcek, 1988 288-371 2.1-10.9 23 1.56 1.29 0.99 
Density CO2 Surmont LV Kariznovi, 2013 323-462 1.1-6.1 24 0.19 0.25 0.28 
Density CO2 Mackay River LV Haddadnia et al., 2017 343-463 2.0-8.0 20 — 0.69 0.73 

Density C1 Cold Lake LV Mehrotra and Svrcek, 1988 299-377. 2.6-10.1 16 0.63 0.54 0.49 
Density CO2+C1 Cold Lake LV Mehrotra and Svrcek, 1988 298-377 2.5-10.5 16 0.98 0.8 0.75 
Density C1 Surmont LV Nourozieh et al., 2016b 323-463 1.1-8.1 20 0.51 0.28 0.40 
Density C1 Mackay River LV Zirrahi et al., 2017b 373-463 1.2-4.8 12 0.49 0.48 0.35 
Density C1+water Mackay River ALV Zirrahi et al., 2017b 373-463 1.2-4.8 12 0.87 0.32 0.30 
Density C2 Cold Lake LV Mehrotra and Svrcek, 1988 296-375 1.0-10.1 19 0.79 1.22 0.67 

Density C2 WC #1 L Ramos-Pallares et al., 2015 293-423 2.5-10.0 18 0.45 0.35 0.2 
Density C2 Surmont LV Kariznovi et al., 2017 324-463 1.0-8.2 27 0.76 0.71 0.25 
Density C2 Mackay River LV Kariznovi et al., 2017 324-464 1.1-8.1 30 0.68 0.45 0.27 
Density C2 JACOS LV Kariznovi et al., 2017 323-423 1.1-8.2 23 0.98 1.28 0.60 
Density C2 Mackay River LV Zirrahi et al., 2017b 373-463 1.1-4.3 12 0.53 0.78 0.48 
Density C2+water Mackay River ALV Zirrahi et al., 2017b 373-463 1.1-4.3 12 0.62 0.30 0.18 

Density C3 WC #1 L Ramos-Pallares et al., 2015 293-448 2.5-10.0 40 1.78 1.04 0.68 
Density C3 Surmont LV Nourozieh et al., 2015b 323-463 1.1-8.1 17 1.36 0.35 0.41 
Density C3 Mackay River LV Zirrahi et al., 2017b 373-463 1.2-4.4 12 1.49 0.65 0.67 
Density C3+water Mackay River ALV Zirrahi et al., 2017b 373-463 1.2-4.4 12 1.23 0.56 0.67 
Density Water Mackay River AL Zirrahi et al., 2017b 373-463 3.0 4 0.45 — 0.32 
Density n-C4 WC #1 L Ramos-Pallares et al., 2015 293-448 2.5-10.0 28 — 1.28 0.99 

Density n-C4 Surmont LV Nourozieh et al., 2017 373-463 0.8-5.0 16 2.52 1.00 1.16 
Density n-C5 Athabasca #2 L Argüelles-Vivas et al., 2012 323-483 1.0-1.0 21 — 0.34 0.28 
Density n-C5 Surmont LV Kariznovi, 2013 374-423 0.5-1.5 6 1.72 0.92 1.05 
Density n-C5 Surmont L Nourozieh et al., 2014 323-464 2.0-10.0 116 — 0.52 0.54 
Density n-C5 WC #1 L Ramos-Pallares et al., 2015 293-448 0.1-10.0 54 — 1.20 0.80 
Density n-C6 Surmont L Kariznovi et al., 2014 296-463 2.0-10.1 150 — 0.30 0.28 
Density n-C6 Mackay River L Haddadnia et al., 2018b 294-459 2.0-10.0 78 — 2.34 2.29 
Density n-C6 Athabasca #3 L Baek et al., 2018 328-447 1.5-6.6 30 — 0.20 0.18 
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Table 7-2 Summary of measured and predicted densities for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen/water systems (Cont’d) 

Data type Solvents Oil name State Reference T, K P, MPa NPTS
a
 

AARD, % 

VT VT EOS IM-E1 IM-E2 
Density cyclohexane WC #2 L Ramos-Pallares et al., 2015 294-448 0.1-10.0 62 — — 0.47 
Density n-C7+toluene WC #1 L Ramos-Pallares et al., 2015 294-448 0.1-10.0 94 — — 0.78 
Density n-C7 Surmont L Nourozieh et al., 2015c 295-463 2.0-10.0 145 — 0.62 0.3 
Density toluene Athabasca #4 LV Amani et al., 2014 371-593 0.1-3.6 12 7.56 — 0.02 
Density Toluene+water Athabasca #4 ALV Amani et al., 2014 452-574 1.7-12.5 13 14.67 — 1.38 
Density toluene WC #1 L Ramos-Pallares et al., 2015 293-448 0.1-10.0 95 — — 0.45 

Density toluene Surmont L Nourozieh et al., 2016a 294-463 2.0-10.0 200 — — 0.51 
Density DME Surmont LV Haddadnia et al., 2018a 373-423 1.1-6.1 13 1.18 — 0.54 
Density DME Athabasca #3 L Baek et al., 2018 328-446 2.0-7.0 46 — — 0.47 

SF CO2 Heavy oil A LV Simon and Graue, 1965 322.0 2.8-12.3 4 3.00 3.67 3.00 
SF CO2 Heavy oil B LV Simon and Graue, 1965 327.6 2.8-12.8 3 2.10 4.10 3.34 
SF CO2 Saskatchewan LV Jha, 1986 301.2 3.3-7.6 3 0.24 0.56 0.20 

SF CO2 Senlac LV Srivastava et al., 1999 301.2 0.9-7.6 6 0.17 0.31 0.14 
SF CO2 Lloydminster LV Li et al., 2017b 323.2-362.8 3.0-11.1 6 2.79 2.10 0.24 
SF C3 Lloydminster LV Li et al., 2013c 298.7-396.4 0.8-5.0 10 4.74 2.96 2.78 
SF C4 Lloydminster LV Li et al., 2013c 298.9-397.7 0.3-2.0 8 4.37 3.61 3.22 
SF C3+C4 Lloydminster LV Li et al., 2013c 299.0-396.5 0.7-4.1 3 2.21 0.55 0.42 

Overall — — — — — — 1649 1.94 1.04 0.71 
a
number of data points. 
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7.3 Mathematical Formulations 

The PR-EOS together with the two new alpha functions respectively for non-water 

components and water which has been well described in CHAPTERs 3 and 4 is used in 

this chapter. Note that only one set of BIPs is used in CHAPTER 7, while the procedure 

in CHAPTER 6 is adopted to characterize the heavy oils/bitumens and the same BIPs as 

CHAPTER 6 are used for different pairs. The critical temperature (i.e., 400.05 K) and 

critical pressure (i.e., 5.292 MPa) of DME are taken from Sheng et al. (2018). The new 

acentric factor of DME is determined to be 0.8643 by using the data in Wu and Yin 

(2008). 

7.3.1 Volume translation 

Volume translation is usually used for a CEOS due to the fact that it cannot predict 

the saturated liquid density accurately, though its prediction for vapour phase density is 

accurate enough (Twu and Chan, 2009). As indicated by Peneloux et al. (1982), the 

corrected molar volume can be expressed as the following function: 

*

1

n

i i

i

V V x C


                                                       [7-2] 

where V
*
 is the corrected molar volume; V is the molar volume calculated by PR-EOS 

without volume correction; and iC  and ix  are the correction factor and molar fraction of 

component i, respectively. 

(1) Solvents 

For hydrocarbon-containing systems, temperature-dependent volume translation is 
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found to be more reliable than a constant correction value for a given substance. For the 

solvents involved in this chapter, the following correction factor correlation is adopted 

for n-alkanes (Miqueu et al., 2003): 

  2.28
0.628 0.155 0.421 0.59exp 28.4( 1)r rC b T T                      [7-3] 

It should be noted that the temperature upper limit is Tr=0.98 for Equation [7-3]. 

Basically, pure methane, ethane, and CO2 (and at a portion of temperatures for propane 

and n-butane) lies in the supercritical state for the systems associated with this chapter, it 

is found that the PR-EOS without volume correction can accurately predict the solvents 

density under such conditions, and thus no volume correction is adopted for these cases 

(Miqueu et al., 2003). Also, a zero corretion factor is assigned to DME due to lack of 

correlation for it. 

(2) Heavy oil/bitumen 

There are many volume translation correlations available for PR-EOS in the 

literature, which have been extensively used for volume correction due to their simplicity. 

However, one needs to be careful when using them because most of them are unreliable, 

especially for heavy oil/bitumen (Kokal and Sayegh, 1990; Miqueu et al., 2003; Twu and 

Chan, 2009). This is because the volume translation correlations are usually developed 

from data of pure substances rather than heavy oils/bitumens. 

In this chapter, the volume correction factor for heavy oil/bitumen is obtained by 

directly tuning it to match the density of heavy oil/bitumen under corresponding 

conditions rather than using an existing correlation. As shown in Figure 7-1, the volume 
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Figure 7-1. Tuned correction factors as a function of temperature for different heavy 

oils/bitumens.  
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correction factor of a heavy oil/bitumen exhibits an obvious decreasing trend with 

temperature, while its value lies in the range of 0.10-0.15 m
3
/kmol in a temperature range 

of 273-473 K. Clearly, pressure exerts only a minor effect on the correction factor, while 

a higher density leads to a higher correction factor. Different values of the correction 

factor can be yielded for different heavy oils/bitumens with different densities; however, 

such differences cannot be too high (i.e., it should be within 0.05 m
3
/kmol).  

(3) Water 

The PR-EOS is found to yield a very large deviation for the predicted density of 

liquid water (Ahlers and Gmehling, 2001); the existing VT correlations are found to be 

unreliable for water and many of them are found to be inconvenient to use. Based on the 

new alpha function, i.e., Equation [4-2], volume correction correlations are accordingly 

regressed for water, provided that the volume correction factors are obtained by 

matching the saturated-water density (i.e., AARD of the predicted saturated-water 

density with Equation [7-4] can be lower than 0.1%), which are collected from the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Chemistry WebBook (Lemmon 

et al., 2012) in a temperature range of Trw from 0.422 to 1.000. They can be expressed as 

follows:      

0.422<Trw<0.800 

20.0026 0.0011 0.0054water rw rwC T T                                      [7-4a] 

0.800<Trw<1.000 
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14.71170.005 0.0117water rwC T                                          [7-4b] 

Note that Equation [7-4] is specific to the new alpha function for water, i.e., Equation [4-

2]. 

(4) Existing correlations 

Several existing correlations for volume translation (either the volume correction 

factor is dependent/independent on temperature) are used for comparison in this chapter, 

while they are respectively listed as follows:  

Peneloux et al. (1982): 

0.40768 (0.29441 )c
RA

c

RT
C Z

P

 
  

 
                                        [7-5a] 

Kokal and Sayegh (1990): 

2

71 (1 )rT

RAC bZ

 
  
 
                                                       [7-5b] 

Twu and Chan (2009): 

0.406501 (0.260484 )c
RA

c

RT
C Z

P

 
  

 
                                      [7-5c] 

where
 
 RAZ  is the Rackett parameter which is a constant for a given substance, while its 

determination can be found elsewhere (Li et al., 2013b). 
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7.3.2 Effective density 

The density of a liquid mixture with a component present as dissolved gas can be 

calculated using the following equation with the assumption of no volume change on 

mixing (i.e., ideal mixing rule) (Nourozieh et al., 2016a; b): 

 1 s HO water
m eff eff eff

s HO water

w w w


  

 
   

                                              [7-6] 

where
 
 m  is the density of the liquid mixture, kg/m

3
, sw , HOw , and waterw  are the weight 

fraction of dissolved gas, heavy oil/bitumen, and water, respectively, while eff

s , eff

HO , 

and eff

water  are the effective density of dissolved gas (i.e., the equivalent density of a 

solvent in a liquid mixture if it is in the form of gas when existing alone (Tharanivasan et 

al., 2011; Saryazdi, 2012)), heavy oil/bitumen, and water, respectively. It should be 

noted that the effective densities of heavy oil/bitumen and water are equal to their real 

densities if they lie in the liquid state. Tharanivasan et al. (2011), Saryazdi (2012) and 

Saryazdi et al. (2013) have developed correlations for calculating the effective densities 

for pure substances (i.e., Equations [2-4a], [2-4d] and [2-4e], respectively).  

(1) Tangent-line method 

In this work, a novel and more general method has been proposed to determine the 

effective density for a substance in the form of gas at a given system pressure. More 

specifically, a tangent line of a density-pressure curve at a given temperature is 

introduced from a pressure high enough and extended to the system pressure (abscissa), 

while the corresponding ordinate is the effective density of the substance at the system 
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pressure. The pressure from which the tangent line is introduced is denoted as the 

“tangent-line pressure”. Take the C3-heavy oil/bitumen mixtures as an example, as 

shown in Figure 7-2, with an increase in temperature, the real density curve (taken from 

the NIST database (Lemmon et al., 2012)) of propane versus pressure is changed from 

“near straight line” (i.e., subcooled liquid) to “S shape” (i.e., near the critical temperature) 

and then to “convex shape” (i.e., high above the critical temperature). Since the effective 

density at each pressure and temperature can be read/calculated from the corresponding 

tangent line, the coefficients of Equation [2-4d] can be uniquely determined once the 

tangent-line pressure for each temperature is known (actually, it is not necessary to draw 

tangent lines for all the temperatures, while for a given substance, 12 tangent lines at 

different temperatures (evenly distributed) are sufficient). A trial and error process is 

needed to determine the tangent-line pressure by minimizing the deviations between the 

densities measured for propane-heavy oil/bitumen mixtures and those calculated with the 

IM-E in a temperature range of 273.2-473.2 K. The tangent lines introduced from the 

pressure of 100 MPa at the three different temperatures almost yield the same effective 

densities as the correlations of Saryazdi (2012) (Note that, this is just for comparison and 

the coefficients of Equation [2-4d] of this work are not retuned from the calculations of 

Saryazdi (2012)), though they are slightly deviated from each other at high pressures. 

After a trial for the comprehensive database, it is found that the same tangent-line 

pressure can be used for a given substance at different temperatures. In this chapter, the 

coefficients of Equation [2-4d] for each solvent are regressed using the database in Table 

7-2. For convenience, two versions of IM-E are compared with each other, i.e., IM-E1 

and IM-E2. The effective densities of C1 through n-C7 and CO2 for IM-E1 are taken from 
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Figure 7-2. Effective density of C3 with pressure at different temperatures (Real 

densities of C3 are obtained from the NIST Chemistry WebBook (Lemmon et al., 2012).  
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Saryazdi (2012) and Saryazdi et al. (2013), respectively. For IM-E2, all the effective 

densities of solvents are newly determined in this work. The detailed information 

regarding the effective densities together with the regressed coefficients of Equation [2-

4d], tangent-line pressures, and R
2
 (regression coefficient) for IM-E are tabulated in 

Table 7-3. All the R
2
 exceed 0.9950, indicating a very good regression performance. An 

observed trend is that the tangent-line pressures are decreased when the pure substances 

become heavier. In other words, the differences between the effective densities and real 

densities are increased when the substances become lighter. 

(2) Why tangent lines? Why at the same pressure? 

The tangent-line method will be validated with the comprehensive database in later 

sections; however, it is difficult to find the fundamentals behind this method. The 

following points which may shed some insights into the fundamentals are proposed: 

(1) The density of a mixture containing a subcooled liquid whose density is linearly 

increased with pressure and a heavier hydrocarbon can be accurately calculated with 

IM-R, regardless of the temperature, pressure, and mixing ratio (Finkers et al., 2011). 

The tangent-line method, which also exhibits a linear trend of pure substance density 

as a function of pressure, may represent its liquid density behaviour to mix with a 

heavier component. 

(2) Whatever the temperature is, the density behaviour of a gas component is quite like a 

liquid at a pressure high enough where the mixture density can be accurately 

predicted with ideal mixing rule with real density (i.e., IM-R). As shown in Figure 7-

3, whatever the CO2 molar fraction in the CO2‒n-C10 mixture is, IM-R can accurately 
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Table 7-3 Coefficients of Equation [2-4d] for different substances for the IM-E model 

models component references a1 a2 a3 a4 

tangent-line 

pressure, MPa R
2
 

IM-E1 C1 Saryazdi (2012) 532.157 -0.6974 0.4261 0.0011 — — 

 
C2 

 
704.900 -0.8275 0.2144 0.0020 — — 

 
C3 

 
793.847 -0.8549 0.0531 0.0024 — — 

 
n-C4 

 
846.443 -0.8502 -0.0545 0.0027 — — 

 
n-C5 

 
878.006 -0.8282 -0.0923 0.0027 — — 

 
n-C6 

 
901.512 -0.8099 -0.1420 0.0027 — — 

 
n-C7 

 
918.603 -0.7916 -0.1770 0.0027 — — 

 
CO2 Saryazdi et al. (2013) 

et al. (2011) 

Equation [2-4e] — — 

        
 

IM-E2 C1 This work 479.880 -0.5177 0.2294 0.0006 230 0.9974 

 
C2 

 
803.406 -1.0078 -0.9309 0.0041 165 0.9981 

 
C3 

 
748.642 -0.6996 0.0862 0.0019 100 0.9974 

 
n-C4 

 
870.805 -0.8968 -0.4829 0.0039 70 0.9979 

 
n-C5 

 
902.679 -0.8729 -0.5724 0.0041 60 0.9985 

 
n-C6 

 
922.268 -0.8631 -0.7901 0.0047 50 0.9984 

 
n-C7 

 
920.955 -0.7822 -0.4286 0.0035 48 0.9979 

 
CO2 

 
1840.889 -2.9394 -1.4225 0.0104 90 0.9972 

 
N2 

 
812.310 -0.9287 0.7012 0.0008 230 0.9982 

 
cyclohexane 

 
1020.753 -0.8336 -0.0601 0.0023 60 0.9983 

 
toluene 

 
1095.252 -0.7789 -5.3930 0.0114 90 0.9986 

 
DME

a
 

 
1100.000 -1.367 -2.151 0.0094 65 0.9932 

a
The density of DME is taken from Ihmels and Lemmon (2007) and Yin et al. (2011). 
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Figure 7-3. Comparison between measured (Zambrano et al., 2016) and calculated 

densities of CO2‒n-C10 systems with IM-R at CO2 molar fraction of (a) 0.3011, (b) 

0.6052, and (c) 0.9517.   
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predict the mixture density at pressures above 70 MPa in a temperature range of 

293.2-393.2 K. The pressure above which IM-R is valid (here, it is denoted as the 

“minimum IM-R pressure”) is increased with temperature, while it is firstly increased 

and then decreased with CO2 molar fraction. The tangent-line pressure of a substance 

in this chapter can be a certain pressure at which IM-R is valid in a temperature range 

of 273.2-473.2 K. Although such a pressure can exceed the minimum IM-R pressure 

greatly at low temperatures such as the case at 273.2 K in Figure 7-2, the variation of 

the tangent-line pressure exerts only a minor effect on the effective density because 

the density of such a subcooled liquid is almost linearly increased with pressure. 

Thus, it is reasonable to use the same pressure (e.g., 100 MPa for propane, see Figure 

7-2) which is high enough as the tangent-line pressure for a given substance. On the 

other hand, mixture density will be calculated with IM-R above the tangent-line 

pressure. The deviations between the measured densities and the densities calculated 

with IM-R at low pressures are related to the mixing characteristics of different 

molecules (to be more specific, the deviations are related to pressure, temperature, 

solvent type, and solvent molar/mass fraction), while the detailed explanations are 

beyond the scope of this thesis. 

7.4 Results and Discussion  

7.4.1 Prediction accuracy 

As can be seen from Table 7-2, VT PR-EOS, IM-E1, and IM-E2 all yield accurate 

predictions/reproductions of densities for the solvents-heavy oil/bitumen mixtures except 

for the case of toluene-heavy oil/bitumen/water mixture density calculated using VT 
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EOS. IM-E2 is better than IM-E1 with their AARDs of 0.73% and 1.05%, respectively, 

both of which are more accurate that the VT EOS (the AARD is 1.98%). The densities of 

water-containing mixtures can be well predicted using VT EOS and ideal mixing rule 

(i.e., IM). Overall, IM-E1 underestimates most of the mixture densities, while, by tuning, 

IM-E2 can improve the predictions. IM-E2 works well for not only C1 through n-C7 and 

CO2, but also N2, toluene, and cyclohexane which have not been covered by Saryazdi 

(2012) and Saryazdi et al. (2013). The tangent-line method seems to be more general 

(applied to more substances) and more flexible (tunable) than the extrapolation method 

of Saryazdi (2012).  

It should be noted that, for toluene-containing systems at temperatures above 450 K, 

the VT EOS yields a large deviation for the predicted density, which may be due to the 

uniqueness of toluene-heavy oil/bitumen mixtures at high temperatures (e.g., asphaltene 

is soluble in toluene but insoluble in other solvents). This needs to be further studied. 

Thus, it is worthwhile checking the validity of using a VT PR-EOS for predicting oleic 

phase density when encountering aromatic solvents at extremely high temperatures, 

though the phase compositions can be accurately predicted. 

Figure 7-4 shows the predicted densities using VT EOS and IM-E2 as well as 

corresponding correction factors calculated with the VT strategy in this work and the 

existing VT correlations for n-butane-saturated Surmont bitumen. As can be seen, IM-E2 

yields the most accurate predicted density, while the VT EOS in this chapter performs 

slightly worse than IM-E2; however, all the existing VT correlations result in large 

deviations. As can be seen in Figure 7-4b, different VT correlations yield very different 
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Figure 7-4. (a) Predicted oleic phase densities for n-butane-Surmont Bitumen system 

with different strategies and (b) Correction factors for Surmont bitumen and n-butane 

with different VT strategies.  
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correction factors for bitumen, which are not reliable and are not recommended for 

practical use. The deviations resulting from such VT correlations are due to the fact that 

they are developed with density data of pure hydrocarbons, which are very different from 

a heavy oil/bitumen in composition (Peneloux et al., 1982; Kokal and Sayegh, 1990; 

Miqueu et al., 2003; Twu and Chan, 2009; Li et al., 2013b; c). In addition, the molar 

volume obtained by the PR-EOS with VT for oleic phase has the same order of 

magnitude with the correction factor of bitumen, while they are much larger than the 

correction factors of solvents. Thus, an accurate correction factor for heavy oil/bitumen 

is the key to yield an accurate predicted density for oleic phase for most cases (except for 

the cases where a small heavy oil/bitumen molar fraction is yielded for the oleic phase). 

7.4.2 Effects of solvents 

As for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen/water systems, IM-E2 is used in this section and 

the following sections to examine effect of different solvents since it is more practical 

and accurate to use in predicting mixture density. As shown in Figure 7-5a, when 20 

mol% of solvents is dissolved in heavy oil/bitumen (Note: This may not be physically 

possible in reality as it is an imaginary value for comparison among solvents when 

solubility is not considered), all the solvents exhibit an increased capacity in swelling 

heavy oil/bitumen with temperature except for water with the same amount of solvents. 

The sequence of the capacity of different solvents in swelling oil is n-pentane > 

toluene > n-butane > propane > ethane > CO2 > methane > water when solubility is not 

considered. Generally, it is found that both a higher molecular weight and a lower 
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Figure 7-5. (a) Swelling factors with temperature for Surmont bitumen with dissolution 

of 20 mol% different solvents at 3 MPa, (b) Solvent solubility in Surmont bitumen with 

temperature at 3 MPa, and (c) Swelling factors with temperature for Surmont bitumen at 

3 MPa in real case. It should be noted that, in Figure 7-5a, 20 mol% solvent may not be 

valid in real case as it is an imaginary value for comparison among solvents when 

solubility is not considered.   
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density of solvents are favourable for enhancing the swelling factor, which is similar 

with the explanation elsewhere (Li et al., 2013b).  

Physically, different solvents have different dissolution abilities in heavy 

oil/bitumen. As shown in Figure 7-5b, all the solvents show a decreased dissolution in 

heavy oil/bitumen with temperature except for water, while a heavier n-alkane has a 

higher solubility. The water solubility in heavy oil/bitumen is increased with temperature, 

while it can be extremely high at high temperatures due to the existence of resin and 

asphaltene in heavy oil/bitumen (i.e., the water solubility in heavy oil/bitumen is much 

higher than that in n-alkanes) (Glandt and Chapman, 1995; Maczynski et al., 2005e). As 

shown in Figure 7-5c, all the solvents show a decreased capacity (due to a decreased 

solubility) in swelling heavy oil/bitumen with temperature except for water with 

consideration of their solubility in heavy oil/bitumen. Due to the high solubility of water 

in heavy oil/bitumen at extremely high temperatures, its swelling ability outperforms 

methane and CO2 at a temperature as high as 500 K. Thus, at high temperatures 

associated with SAGD or ES-SAGD processes, the effect of oil swelling due to water 

dissolution can be significant, while it is also found that addition of solvents can also 

greatly increase the water solubility in heavy oil/bitumen (Zirrahi et al., 2017a; b). 

7.4.3 Effects of water 

(1) n-alkane-Mackay River bitumen/water systems 

As shown in Table 7-4, at a given temperature and pressure, the swelling factor for 

methane-Mackay River bitumen systems is increased with water molar fraction in feed at 
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Table 7-4 Swelling factors for methane-Mackay River Bitumen-water systems with water molar fraction in feed 

Temperature, 

K 

System 

pressure, 

MPa 

Swelling factor 

Molar fraction of water in feed 

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.50 

373.15 

1.69 1.0084 1.0088 1.0092 1.0096 1.0096 1.0096 1.0096 1.0096 

2.48 1.0120 1.0126 1.0133 1.0133 1.0133 1.0133 1.0133 1.0133 

3.17 1.0170 1.0179 1.0186 1.0186 1.0186 1.0186 1.0186 1.0186 

4.41 1.0242 1.0256 1.0261 1.0261 1.0261 1.0261 1.0261 1.0261 

423.15 

1.17 1.0066 1.0067 1.0068 1.0069 1.0069 1.0070 1.0071 1.0078 

1.93 1.0100 1.0102 1.0104 1.0105 1.0107 1.0109 1.0112 1.0118 

2.66 1.0139 1.0142 1.0144 1.0147 1.0149 1.0154 1.0159 1.0161 

3.93 1.0203 1.0208 1.0212 1.0217 1.0222 1.0231 1.0232 1.0232 

463.15 

1.86 1.0094 1.0094 1.0095 1.0095 1.0095 1.0096 1.0096 1.0101 

2.69 1.0134 1.0135 1.0136 1.0137 1.0137 1.0139 1.0140 1.0150 

3.72 1.0191 1.0193 1.0194 1.0196 1.0197 1.0200 1.0203 1.0215 

4.76 1.0226 1.0230 1.0232 1.0235 1.0238 1.0243 1.0249 1.0264 

Note: The italic and bold fonts represent ALV equilibria; and the regular fonts denote LV equilibria.  
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LV equilibria but stay constant at ALV equilibria. Although addition of water can reduce 

the methane solubility in oleic phase, more water is dissolved in oleic phase 

simultaneously (i.e., addition of solvents can enhance the water dissolution in heavy 

oil/bitumen (Zirrahi et al., 2017a; b)), and thus, a higher water molar fraction in feed 

leads to a larger swelling factor. However, addition of water does not exert effects on 

methane and water dissolution in oleic phase at ALV equilibria, and thus, the swelling 

factor remains unchanged (Chen and Yang, 2018c). The oil swelling due to addition of 

water is more significant at a higher temperature due to the fact that water solubility is 

higher under such conditions. Table 7-5 shows the corresponding densities of oleic phase 

for the above systems under the same conditions. It is found that water only imposes a 

slight effect on the oleic phase density both at LV and ALV equilibria, while, in such 

cases, water and Mackay bitumen have similar densities.   

Compared with methane-Mackay River bitumen-water systems, addition of water 

can reduce the swelling factor of propane-Mackay River bitumen-water systems (see 

Table 7-6). This is mainly due to the fact that addition of water reduces the propane 

solubility in oleic phase (such a reduction is more significant than that of methane-

Mackay River bitumen-water systems) (Zirrahi et al., 2017b). At 463.2 K, it is found the 

swelling factor with addition of water at LV equilibria can be higher than water-free 

systems, while water solubility is also high. However, with water concentration in feed 

increasing, the swelling factor is reduced because propane solubility is decreased 

significantly. Even so, the swelling factor is not reduced significantly due to the fact that 

the dissolved water can also swell heavy oil/bitumen. At ALV equilibria, addition of 

water does not exert any effect on swelling factor because the phase equilibria will not be 
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Table7-5 Densities for methane-Mackay River Bitumen-water systems with water molar fraction in feed 

Temperature, 

K 

System 

pressure, 

MPa 

Density, kg/m
3
 

Molar fraction of water in feed 

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.50 

373.15 

1.69 951.5 951.6 951.6 951.7 951.7 951.7 951.7 951.7 

2.48 949.2 949.3 949.4 949.4 949.4 949.4 949.4 949.4 

3.17 946.0 946.0 946.1 946.1 946.1 946.1 946.1 946.1 

4.41 941.6 941.5 941.5 941.5 941.5 941.5 941.5 941.5 

423.15 

1.17 923.0 923.1 923.2 923.3 923.4 923.6 923.8 924.8 

1.93 920.8 920.9 921.1 921.2 921.3 921.6 921.9 922.3 

2.66 918.3 918.5 918.6 918.8 918.9 919.3 919.6 919.7 

3.93 914.4 914.5 914.7 914.8 915.0 915.3 915.3 915.3 

463.15 

1.86 898.8 899.0 899.1 899.2 899.4 899.6 899.9 903.4 

2.69 896.3 896.4 896.6 896.8 897.0 897.3 897.7 900.4 

3.72 892.6 892.8 893.1 893.3 893.5 893.9 894.4 896.4 

4.76 890.5 890.7 890.9 891.1 891.3 891.8 892.2 893.5 

Note: The italic and bold fonts represent ALV equilibria; and the regular fonts denote LV equilibria.  
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Table 7-6 Swelling factors for propane-Mackay River Bitumen-water systems with water molar fraction in feed 

Temperature, 

K 

System 

pressure, 

MPa 

Swelling factor 

Molar fraction of water in feed 

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.50 

373.15 

1.17 1.0469 1.0453 1.0447 1.0442 1.0437 1.0437 1.0437 1.0437 

2.14 1.1003 1.0910 1.0902 1.0961 1.0961 1.0961 1.0961 1.0961 

3.17 1.2279 1.2178 1.2273 1.2273 1.2273 1.2273 1.2273 1.2273 

4.21 1.4034 1.3614 1.3998 1.3998 1.3998 1.3998 1.3998 1.3998 

423.15 

1.24 1.0349 1.0345 1.0339 1.0333 1.0327 1.0316 1.0305 1.0289 

2.14 1.0580 1.0564 1.0555 1.0547 1.0539 1.0523 1.0508 1.0546 

3.31 1.0995 1.0929 1.0917 1.0906 1.0895 1.0873 1.0922 1.0922 

4.21 1.1327 1.1297 1.1282 1.1269 1.1255 1.1238 1.1238 1.1238 

463.15 

1.69 1.0296 1.0367 1.0360 1.0354 1.0347 1.0334 1.0322 1.0167 

2.52 1.0484 1.0564 1.0554 1.0545 1.0535 1.0516 1.0497 1.0335 

3.41 1.0692 1.0774 1.0762 1.0749 1.0737 1.0713 1.0689 1.0549 

4.38 1.0949 1.1059 1.1042 1.1026 1.1011 1.0980 1.0950 1.0820 

Note: The italic and bold fonts represent ALV equilibria; and the regular fonts denote LV equilibria.  
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changed with water concentration in feed. As shown in Table 7-7, the density of oleic 

phase with addition of water can be increased with water concentration in feed at LV 

equilibria. This is because the dissolved water has a much higher density than propane. 

With water concentration in feed increasing, less propane but more water is dissolved in 

heavy oil/bitumen so that the oleic phase becomes denser. An increase in density due to 

addition of water can be favourable for oil production when gravity serves as the driven 

force.The addition of water can exert significant effects on the density and swelling 

factor for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water systems, depending on solvent type. The 

benefits of water may not compensate the solubility reduction of a solvent (due to 

addition of water) when a rich solvent (e.g., n-hexane) is used; however, effectiveness of 

water in swelling oil and making the oil denser should be considered in SAGD and ES-

SAGD processes. 

(2) Toluene-Athabasca bitumen/water systems 

Figure 7-6a shows the swelling factor and density (calculated with the IM-E2) with 

water molar fraction in feed for (7.64 mol% Athabasca bitumen + 92.36 mol% toluene) 

at 473.2 K. As can be seen, a single phase of L can be formed when water molar 

fractions in feed are lower than 0.18 and 0.15 at 2.65 MPa and 2.00 MPa, respectively, 

where swelling factor is increased with water concentration in feed while all the water is 

dissolved in oleic phase. AL equilibria are formed above water molar fraction of 0.18 in 

feed at 2.65 MPa, while addition of water does not exert effects on phase equilibria and 

the swelling factor remains unchanged. The LV equilibria are formed when water molar 

fraction in feed are from 0.18 to 0.74 at 2.00 MPa, where swelling factor is decreased 
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Table 7-7 Densities for propane-Mackay River Bitumen-water systems with water molar fraction in feed 

Temperature, 

K 

System 

pressure, 

MPa 

Density, kg/m
3
 

Molar fraction of water in feed 

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.50 

373.15 

1.17 926.3 927.1 927.7 928.4 928.9 928.9 928.9 928.9 

2.14 898.5 899.8 901.0 901.0 901.0 901.0 901.0 901.0 

3.17 833.0 836.2 837.2 837.2 837.2 837.2 837.2 837.2 

4.21 775.4 780.9 780.7 780.7 780.7 780.7 780.7 780.7 

423.15 

1.24 903.8 904.3 904.9 905.5 906.0 907.1 908.2 912.9 

2.14 889.9 890.8 891.6 892.4 893.3 894.9 896.5 898.0 

3.31 868.3 869.4 870.6 871.8 873.0 875.3 875.7 875.7 

4.21 848.0 849.4 850.9 852.4 853.9 855.3 855.3 855.3 

463.15 

1.69 880.0 880.6 881.2 881.8 882.4 883.6 884.7 899.1 

2.52 867.5 868.3 869.2 870.1 871.0 872.7 874.3 886.4 

3.41 854.8 855.9 857.0 858.1 859.2 861.4 863.6 872.9 

4.38 838.5 839.8 841.2 842.6 844.0 846.8 849.5 856.4 

Note: The italic and bold fonts represent ALV equilibria; and the regular fonts denote LV equilibria. 
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Figure 7-6. (a) Swelling factor and (b) density with water molar fraction in feed for 

(7.64 mol% Athabasca bitumen + 92.36 mol% toluene) at 473.2 K. IM-E2 is used for 

density calculation.  
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with water concentration in feed continuously. This is mainly because the addition of 

water reduces the toluene dissolution in bitumen in LV equilibria as the toluene partial 

pressure is reduced (Chen and Yang, 2018c). Then, ALV equilibria are formed as water 

molar fraction in feed exceeds 0.74, where both phase equilibria and swelling factor keep 

constant with water concentration in feed. At 0.69 MPa, the swelling factor is decreased 

with water concentration in feed continuously in LV equilibria, while the decrease is 

quick first and then becomes slower.  

Figure 7-6b shows the density of oleic phase under the same conditions as Figure 7-

6a. As can be seen, basically, a higher swelling factor in Figure 7-6a corresponds to a 

lower density in Figure 7-6b except that a single phase of L is formed, where dissolved 

water can both enhance the swelling factor and increase the density.  

It is found that pressure exerts a larger effect on dissolution of solvents in heavy 

oil/bitumen at ALV equilibria than at ALV equilibria. Similarly, as can be seen in Figure 

7-7, the swelling factor is increased with pressure more quickly at ALV equilibria than at 

LV equilibria at a given temperature (Amani et al., 2014; Chen and Yang, 2018c). At 

ALV equilibria, the swelling factor can be increased significantly in a very narrow 

pressure range. Since different water concentrations in feed lead to different equilibria, 

the swelling factor is increased very differently, no matter whether different feeds reach 

the same phase boundary (see Figures 7-7a and 7-7b) or not (see Figure 7-7c). 
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Figure 7-7. Swelling factors of three different feeds at temperatures of (a) 364 K, (b) 

493 K, and (c) 573 K, respectively.  
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7.5 Summary 

In this chapter, a comparative quantification of the densities and swelling factors for 

the solvents-heavy oil/bitumen/water systems by respectively using VT PR-EOS and IM-

E are performed, while effects of different solvents and water are examined. Detailed 

findings are summarized as follows: 

(1) A new VT strategy is proposed for the PR-EOS with the following improvements, 

i.e., the correction terms of heavy oil/bitumen and water are directly tuned to match 

their densities, respectively, while those of solvents are either calculated with reliable 

correlations or set to be 0, depending on their states. Such a VT strategy yields an 

AARD of 1.98%. The existing VT correlations are not reliable for heavy oil/bitumen-

containing systems. 

(2) A tangent-line approach is proposed to calculate effective density for a pure 

substance to be used in the ideal mixing rule. The tangent-line pressures for a given 

substance are the same at different temperatures. The tangent-line method can also be 

applied to non-alkane substances, e.g., CO2, N2, toluene, and cyclohexane. It is more 

general and more flexible than the extrapolation method of Saryazdi (2012). Hence, 

IM-E2 can improve the density predictions over IM-E1 with their AARDs of 0.73% 

and 1.05%, respectively. IM-E is found to be more accurate than the VT EOS. 

(3) Water has the lowest ability to swell heavy oil/bitumen among the solvents involved 

in this chapter when the same amount of solvent is dissolved in heavy oil/bitumen 

due to the low molecular weight and high density of water. Since water solubility in 

heavy oil/bitumen can be very high at elevated temperatures, the swelling effects of 

water can outperform those of methane and CO2 in such cases. 
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(4) Addition of water can enhance or at least keep the swelling factor unchanged (with 

light n-alkanes) at high temperatures while enhancing the density due to its 

significant dissolution in heavy oil/bitumen under such conditions. The water molar 

fraction in feed is of significance to the density/swelling behaviour of the 

aforementioned systems at the LV equilibria region but exerts no effects at the ALV 

equilibria region. The effects of pressure on the density/swelling behaviour are much 

larger at ALV equilibria region than at LV region.   
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CHAPTER 8  QUANTIFICATION OF PHASE BEHAVIOUR FOR 

C3H8/CO2-HEAVY OIL/WATER SYSTEMS AT 

HIGH PRESSURES AND ELEVATED 

TEMPERATURES WITH DYNAMIC VOLUME 

ANALYSIS 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides new experimental measurements of the phase behaviour of 

C3H8/CO2-heavy oil/water systems at pressures up to 20 MPa and temperatures up to 

432.3 K. More specifically, four feeds of C3H8/CO2-heavy oil/water systems are used to 

conduct constant composition expansion (CCE) tests, during which the heights of the 

entire fluid system (i.e., total volume, denoted as Ht) and each phase are recorded at each 

pressure and temperature, respectively. Theoretically, dynamic volume analysis (DVA) 

of the measured data is performed for different phases. The PR-EOS together with the 

modified alpha functions and BIP correlations is adopted to calculate the multiphase 

equilibria. The L phase density is calculated using the IM-E2 model, while the vapour 

phase density is replaced with the pure solvent density or calculated directly using PR-

EOS without volume correction. By tuning the BIP for solvent-heavy oil pairs (denoted 

as S HOBIP  ) to match the total volume, the height of the vapour/oleic (V/L) interface can 

be matched as well. Such DVA can be used to determine the solvent solubility, phase 

boundary, and phase density accurately. In this way, all the measured volume data can be 

used to accurately evaluate the phase equilibria and phase properties at high pressures 

and elevated temperatures. 
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8.2 Experimental 

8.2.1 Materials 

The heavy oil sample is collected from Lloydminster area in Saskatchewan, Canada. 

The molecular weight and specific gravity of the oil sample are measured to be 482.0 

g/mol and 0.9997, respectively. The results of saturates, aromatics, resins, and 

asphaltenes (SARA) fraction analysis by using an extraction method with alumina are 

listed in Table 6-2. Propane and CO2 are purchased from Praxair in Canada with purities 

of 99.99 wt% and 99.998 mol%, respectively. The concentration of the dissolved salts in 

the distilled water is measured to be 2 ppm. 

8.2.2 Experimental setup 

Figure 8-1 shows the schematic diagram of a mercury-free DBR PVT system (PVT-

0150-100-200-316-155, DBR, Canada), which has been used to perform all the 

experiments for C3H8/CO2-heavy oil/water mixtures. The main component of the PVT 

system is a visual PVT cell in which a glass tube with an inner diameter of 3.177 cm and 

a length of 20.320 cm is installed. The pressure and temperature resistance of the PVT 

cell can be as high as 69 MPa and 473.15 K, respectively. The dead volume of this PVT 

cell is 1.75 cm
3
. To ensure that the equilibrium state can be achieved in a timely manner, 

a DBR magnetic mixer installed at the bottom of the glass tube is used to adequately stir 

the mixtures. A video-based digital cathetometer with a resolution of 0.002 cm which is 

aligned with the PVT setup is used to measure the fluid height accurately. Detailed 

description of the PVT setup can also be found elsewhere (Li et al., 2013a; b; c). 
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Figure 8-1. Schematic diagram of the PVT setup.  
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8.2.3 Experimental procedure 

The density of the heavy oil has been measured previously in a pressure range of 

0.6-12.6 MPa and a temperature range of 298.2-348.2 K. In this chapter, the heavy oil 

density in a pressure range of 2.5-15.0 MPa and a temperature range of 301.7-433.2 K is 

measured using the PVT setup. Since the injected mass of the heavy oil in the PVT cell 

is constant, its density at a certain pressure and temperature can be obtained as follows: 

1 1
2 1 1

2 2

V H

V H
                                              [8-1] 

where 1 , 1V , and 1H  are the heavy oil density, volume, and height in the PVT cell at 

the reference condition (i.e., 5 MPa and 301.7 K in this chapter). 2 , 2V , and 2H  are the 

heavy oil density, volume, and height in the PVT cell at a given pressure and temperature. 

In this chapter, one C3H8-heavy oil mixture (Feed #13), one C3H8-heavy oil-water 

mixture (Feed #14), one CO2-heavy oil mixture (Feed #15), and one CO2-heavy oil-

water mixture (Feed #16) are tested using the PVT setup. The compositions of such 

feeds together with the experimental temperatures are tabulated in Table 8-1. Multiphase 

equilibrium measurements are performed using the CCE test.  

Prior to each test, the PVT cell and tubings are cleaned with kerosene and ethanol, 

followed by air flushing to remove residual trace of kerosene and ethanol. Then, the 

system is evacuated using a vacuum pump to remove the residual trace of air. According 

to the amount of solvent needed, the C3H8 which is transferred from its original cylinder 

into a transfer cylinder needs to be compressed to its liquid form before being injected 
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Table 8-1 Summary of the feeds used in the CCE tests 

Feed No. 

Mass in the PVT cell, g Molar fraction, mol% 

T, K C3H8 CO2 Heavy oil Water C3H8 CO2 Heavy oil Water 

#13 5.12 0 12.40 0 81.90 0 18.10 0 328.7, 353.2, 368.7, 391.2, 411.4, 430.2 

#14 5.12 0 12.40 14.07 12.61 0 2.79 84.60  353.2, 368.7, 391.2, 411.4, 430.2 

#15 0 1.55 14.94 0 0 53.20 46.80 0 355.5, 375.0, 395.9, 413.2, 432.3 

#16 0 1.55 14.94 12.44 0 4.66 4.09 91.25 375.0, 395.9, 413.2, 432.3 
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into the PVT cell. In comparison, the CO2 is directly injected from the cylinder into the 

PVT cell. A certain amount of C3H8 or CO2 is released into the PVT cell, while its mass 

inside the cell can be determined with the observed volume and its density at the 

corresponding pressure and temperature (taken from the NIST database (Lemmon et al., 

2012)). Next, the designed amount of heavy oil is displaced into the PVT cell where a 

constant pressure is maintained to keep the solvent in its liquid form. The volume change 

during the heavy oil injection process is assumed to be zero, and thus the mass of the 

injected heavy oil can also be determined with the observed volume (i.e., the total 

volume minus the solvent volume) and its density. All the above procedures can be 

finished at a room temperature. Subsequently, the temperature of the PVT cell is set to be 

the desired one for each test.  

For each temperature, the phase behaviour measurements are performed from a high 

pressure where the mixture is in its liquid state (i.e., above the bubblepoint). The 

pressure is slowly reduced through a stepwise expansion (i.e., the discrete 

depressurization method) at a withdrawal rate of 3 cm
3
/h. The magnetic stir keeps 

running to ensure the system quickly reach its equilibrium before each measurement at a 

certain pressure. After that, the magnetic stir is turned off, while the system is kept static 

for sufficient time (i.e., can be as short as 3 hours for a temperature of 430.0 K and can 

be as long as 12 hours for a temperature of 328.7 K) to allow the system to reach 

equilibrium state (i.e, the volume of each phase stays constant for at least 1 hour; note 

that, the pressure reaches equilibrium faster than the volume). Next, the total volume of 

the mixture and the volume of each phase (or height of V/L interface) are recorded, 

respectively.  
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After all the measurements regarding each water-free system are finished, a desired 

volume of water is injected into the PVT cell. The previous procedures are repeated to 

perform the measurements of phase behaviour for the corresponding water-containing 

systems. As for possible emulsification (mainly water-in-oil (W/O) emulsion is formed), 

the volume of aqueous phase can be an indicator because W/O emulsification would lead 

to reduction of the volume of aqueous phase. The measurements of pressure and 

temperature have uncertainties of ±4 kPa and ±0.1 K, respectively. 

For convenience, the saturation pressure (i.e., LV/L boundary) is denoted as Pst1 for 

the C3H8/CO2-heavy oil mixture, while the three-phase bubblepoint pressure (i.e., 

ALV/AL boundary) is denoted as Pst2 for the C3H8/CO2-heavy oil-water mixture. The 

height inside the PVT cell is used to represent the volume. More specifically, the total 

height of the fluid systems for the solvent-heavy oil system is denoted as Ht1, while that 

for the solvent-heavy oil-water system is denoted as Ht2. The height of the V/L interface 

for the solvent-heavy oil system is represented as HL, while that for the solvent-heavy 

oil-water system is denoted as HA+L. 

8.3 Theoretical Formulations 

The PR-EOS together with the two new alpha functions respectively for non-water 

components and water which have been well described in CHAPTERs 3 and 4 is used in 

this chapter. The procedure in CHAPTER 6 is adopted to characterize the heavy oil as 

well as the pure substances. The calculated heavy oil critical properties and acentric 

factor have been listed in Table 6-1. 
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In this chapter, the same methods as those in CHAPTERs 4-6 are employed to 

determine the BIPs for different pairs. Note, the BIPs for propane/CO2-heavy oil pairs 

(denoted as 
3 8C H HOBIP 

 and 
2CO HOBIP 

, respectively) are tuned to match the measured 

total volume of C3H8/CO2-heavy oil mixtures, while they will be directly used to predict 

the volume/phase boundary for C3H8/CO2-heavy oil-water mixtures.  

8.3.1 Density calculation 

Due to its high accuracy, the IM-E2 model as described in CHAPTER 7 is used to 

calculate the L phase density. The density of pure C3H8/CO2 is used to replace the 

vapour phase density of C3H8/CO2-heavy oil systems with the assumption that the 

extracted light components from the heavy oil do not alter the vapour phase density (Li, 

2015; Li et al., 2017a). As for the vapour phase density of C3H8/CO2-heavy oil-water 

systems, it can be calculated by using the PR-EOS without volume correction, which is 

not accurate for a liquid phase but valid for a vapour phase (Whitson and Brule, 2000). 

The density of aqueous phase is replaced with the pure water density because only a 

small amount of other components can be dissolved in it.   

8.3.2 Volume matching/prediction 

For the C3H8/CO2-heavy oil systems, the S HOBIP   (i.e., 
3 8C H HOBIP 

 or 
2CO HOBIP 

) 

needs to be tuned to match the measured total volume. The procedure is briefly described 

as follows: 

(1) The solvent solubility in the heavy oil (i.e., solvent molar fraction in L phase) for 

solvent-heavy oil mixtures needs to be calculated. Note that the solvents-heavy oil-
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water systems are not involved in Steps #1 through #5. First, the solvent molar 

fraction in the feed is set as the initial value of the solvent solubility. The amount of 

solvent in the vapour phase can be calculated according to the mass balance inside 

the PVT cell, assuming that the vapour phase contains only pure solvent. Then, the 

volume of each phase is calculated with its density calculated using the procedures 

described in Section 8.3.1. The total volume is the sum of the volumes of the vapour 

phase and the oleic phase. 

(2) If the calculated total volume is smaller than the measured one, minus a certain value 

(it is 0.01 mol% in this chapter) from the solvent solubility in last iteration step. Then, 

calculate the total volume using the procedure in Step #1. This iteration is kept on 

until the calculated total volume is equal to the measured one; otherwise, the solvent 

solubility in Step #1 is used. In this way, the solvent solubility is obtained. 

(3) The S HOBIP   is tuned to match the calculated solvent solubility in Step #2. Repeat 

the same calculation for the measured total volume at each pressure and the same 

temperature. 

(4) Optimize (slightly adjust) the S HOBIP   for each temperature for the same feed of 

solvent-heavy oil mixture by minimizing the deviation between the calculated 

solvent solubilities (in Step #2) and the measured ones. More specifically, the tuned 

S HOBIP   in Step #3 for each pressure will be around the optimized one for each 

temperature.  

(5) Reproduce the total volume and the oleic phase volume at each temperature for the 

same feed using the optimized S HOBIP   in Step #4.  
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(6) For the water-containing system, the optimized S HOBIP   for the corresponding water-

free system in Step #4 is directly used to predict the phase equilibria (there is no 

tuning to match the total volume; instead, it is a prediction). The PREOS without 

volume correction is used to predict the density of the vapour phase, while the IM-E2 

model is used to predict the density of the oleic phase. The density of pure water is 

used for the aqueous phase. Then, the total volume and volume of each phase are 

predicted.   

(7) The Pst1/Pst2 is usually determined by finding the inflection point (it is denoted as the 

intersection method, i.e., to find the crossing point of two straight lines induced from 

both high pressure and low pressure sides) on the measured PV (P is the cell pressure, 

V is the total volume) diagram. However, in this chapter, it can be determined by 

using the optimized S HOBIP  . Specifically, the Pst1/Pst2 is the pressure at which the 

vapour phase begins to vanish in the flash calculation and phase stability analysis. 

8.4 Results and Discussion  

The newly measured density for the Lloydminster heavy oil is tabulated in Table 8-

2. It is regressed as a function of pressure and temperature using the equation format in 

Nourozieh et al. (2015a) with a R
2
 (regression coefficient) of 0.9862 and an AARD of 

0.26% for correlating the measured density in this chapter and elsewhere (Li et al., 

2013b). The regressed equation is expressed as follows: 

   1200.686 0.6646 exp 0.0005 0.0000030462T T P             
[8-2] 
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Table 8-2 Measured density for the Lloydminster heavy oil 
T,  

K 

P,  

MPa 

Density, 

kg/m
3
 

T,  

K 

P,  

MPa 

Density, 

kg/m
3
 

301.7 2.5 997.9 393.2 2.5 941.6 

301.7 5.0 998.2 393.2 5.0 943.2 

301.7 10.0 1001.5 393.2 7.5 944.9 

334.0 2.5 980.0 393.2 10.0 946.7 

334.0 5.0 974.9 393.2 15.0 950.4 

334.0 10.0 983.6 403.2 2.5 933.7 

353.2 2.5 965.1 403.2 5.0 935.4 

353.2 5.0 966.6 403.2 7.5 937.1 

353.2 7.5 968.1 403.2 10.0 939.0 

353.2 10.0 969.4 403.2 15.0 943.2 

353.2 15.0 972.6 413.2 2.5 925.6 

363.2 2.5 960.7 413.2 5.0 927.3 

363.2 5.0 962.2 413.2 7.5 929.1 

363.2 7.5 963.7 413.2 10.0 930.9 

363.2 10.0 965.1 413.2 15.0 935.3 

363.2 15.0 968.4 423.2 2.5 917.6 

373.2 2.5 955.2 423.2 5.0 919.4 

373.2 5.0 956.7 423.2 7.5 921.2 

373.2 7.5 958.3 423.2 10.0 923.0 

373.2 10.0 959.8 423.2 15.0 927.6 

373.2 15.0 963.2 433.2 2.5 910.3 

383.2 2.5 948.4 433.2 5.0 912.1 

383.2 5.0 950.0 433.2 7.5 913.9 

383.2 7.5 951.6 433.2 10.0 915.7 

383.2 10.0 953.3 433.2 15.0 920.5 

383.2 15.0 957.0 
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It is found that this correlation can reproduce all the measured densities in Li et al. 

(2013b) with an AARD of 0.30% and the newly measured densities below 350.0 K (i.e., 

301.7 K and 334.0 K) with an AARD of 0.42%, indicating that the two different sets of 

density measurements are consistent with each other.  

8.4.1 Optimized BIP 

The optimized S HOBIP   is listed in Table 8-3. It is reduced with temperature, which 

is consistent with the pattern in Chen and Yang (2018c) for the solubility data in Zirrahi 

et al. (2017b). The 
3 8C H HOBIP 

 also has very similar values with those in Zirrahi et al. 

(2017b) (Chen and Yang, 2018c). This indicates that the DVA method is valid, while all 

the measured volume data can be used to evaluate the solvent solubility. 

8.4.2 Dynamic volume analysis (DVA) 

(1) C3H8-heavy oil/water mixtures 

Since the focus of this part is to analyze data by fitting/predicting the height of the 

fluid system, the ordinate is changed to height while abscissa is changed to pressure 

compared with a regular PV diagram. As shown in Figures 8-2a and 8-2b, the 

intersection method works well for determining the Pst1 for the C3H8-heavy oil systems 

at temperatures of 328.7 K and 353.2 K. This is because the C3H8 exists as gas at the Pst1 

at such two temperatures both of which are below the critical temperature. Since the 

C3H8 density is much smaller than the L phase density in such cases, the PV diagram can 

be obviously seen as two straight lines (i.e., straight lines #1 and #2 in Figure 8-2) which 

intersect with each other. The intersection point is exactly the Pst1, which is very close to  
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Table 8-3 Optimized BIPs for solvent-heavy oil pairs 

3 8C H HOBIP 
 

328.7 K 353.2 K 368.7 K 391.2 K 411.4 K 430.2 K 

0.012 0.007 0.003 0.003 0 -0.002 

2CO HOBIP 
 

355.5 K 375.0 K 395.9 K 413.2 K 432.3 K 

 0.065 0.042 0.025 0.014 0.010 
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Figure 8-2. Measured and predicted heights in the PVT cell for Feeds #13 and #14 at 

temperature of (a) 328.7 K, (b) 353.2 K; (c) 368.7 K, (d) 391.2 K, (e) 411.4 K, and (f) 

430.2 K.    
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the one calculated with the  DVA method. The Pst1 calculated with the intersection 

method is 0.30 MPa lower than the one calculated with the DVA method at 368.7 K 

which is near the C3H8 critical point. At this temperature, the PV diagram begins to 

exhibit a smooth curve between the two straight lines. The deviations between the Pst1 

calculated with intersection method and that calculated with the DVA method is 

increased with temperature.  

Note that, if a curve is fitted for the low pressure side (i.e., vapour phase emerges) 

of the PV diagram and a straight line is still used for the high pressure side (i.e., a single 

L phase), the saturation pressure determined with the intersection method can be closer 

to that calculated with the DVA method. However, uncertainties can still be induced, 

depending on the function type used for curve fitting and criteria to determine the 

demarcation point between the two lines (straight line or curve), especially when the real 

PV diagram shows a smooth curve trend or there are insufficient PV data for analysis. 

The length of the smooth curve section is increased with temperature because the C3H8 

density curve becomes smoother with temperature above its critical temperature. Using 

the DVA method, the Pst1 lies at the point right before the PV diagram starts to deviate 

from the straight line #2 from the temperature of 368.7 K to higher ones (see Figures 8-

2c to 8-2f). According to the IM-E2 model, the total volume begins to be increased 

obviously when C3H8 starts to diffuse into the vapour phase (i.e., near the Pst1). This is 

because the C3H8 which diffuses into the vapour phase has a lower density (i.e., the real 

density) than its effective density in the L phase as the ideal mixing rule (with no volume.   
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change on mixing) is used. The DVA method can not only reproduce the PV diagram for 

the C3H8-heavy oil systems, but also predict the one accurately for the C3H8-heavy oil-

water systems. This indicates that the IM-E2 model is accurate for calculating the L 

phase density, while possible extraction of light components from the heavy oil imposes 

a minor impact on the vapour phase density for the systems studied in this chapter. The 

Pst2 is determined to be very close to the Pst1, while the PV diagrams of Feed #13 are 

nearly parallel to those of Feed #14, indicating that addition of water can hardly exert a 

noticeable effect on the solvent dissolution in the heavy oil for most cases.  

The HL/HA+L calculated with the DVA method is about 0.08-0.22 cm smaller than 

the measured ones (see Figures 8-2b to 8-2f). Such deviations are possibly due to the 

curvature of the V/L interface, while they are found to be higher near the C3H8 critical 

point. Still, the DVA method can well capture the trend of the HL/HA+L with pressure at a 

given temperature. 

Another point which needs to be noted is that the height of aqueous phase (denoted 

as HAQ) observed in the experiment is obviously lower than the predicted one (see Figure 

8-3). This indicates that heavy emulsification may occur when the mixer is turning, 

while the water-in-oil (W/O) emulsion can keep steady for a long time (Arhuoma et al., 

2009b; Gao et al., 2017). The DVA method can accurately predict phase volumes for the 

C3H8-heavy oil-water systems, indicating that emulsification does not affect the phase 

bahaviour and there is no volume change on mixing (regarding water and oleic phase).  
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Figure 8-3. Measured and predicted heights of aqueous phase in PVT cell for Feed #14 

at 411.4 K.  
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(2) CO2-heavy oil/water mixtures 

As shown in Figure 8-4a, the intersection method can largely underestimate the Pst1 

for the CO2-heavy oil systems at a temperature of 355.5 K, while it is expected to 

underestimate the Pst1 for all other 4 temperatures. This is because all temperatures of the 

systems in Figure 8-4 largely exceed the CO2 critical temperature. Although the DVA 

method is accurate in simulating the Ht1 and the HL, the HL calculated with the DVA 

method is still 0.08-0.20 cm lower than the measured ones due to the existence of the 

V/L interfacial curvature. The PV diagram for Feed #16 can be well simulated using two 

sets of 
2CO WBIP 

, while the calculated Pst2 is largely below the Pst1 at the same 

temperature. This is mainly because a large part of CO2 is dissolved into the aqueous 

phase. The Ht2 calculated with one set of 
2CO WBIP 

 (i.e., 0.1896) is noticeably above the 

measured ones when the pressure is less than the Pst2 calculated with two sets of 

2CO WBIP 
. This is due to the fact that using one set of 

2CO WBIP 
 can underestimate the 

CO2 solubility in aqueous phase. Still, the Pst2 calculated with one set of 
2CO WBIP 

 is 

largely below the measured Pst1 for Feed #15. This is because even the CO2 solubility in 

aqueous phase calculated with one set of 
2CO WBIP 

 yields noticeable values (e.g., it yields 

a value of 0.0103 at a pressure of 8.0 MPa and a temperature of 413.2 K).  

8.4.3 Effect of water 

As can be seen in Figure 8-5, the effect of water on the C3H8 solubility in L phase is 

minor. It is found that addition of water can reduce the C3H8 solubility in L phase at high 

temperatures and/or low pressures, which is also noticed elsewhere (Zirrahi et al., 2017b). 
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Figure 8-4. Measured and predicted heights in PVT cell for Feeds #15 and #16 at 

temperature of (a) 355.5 K, (b) 375.0 K, (c) 395.9 K, (d) 413.2 K, and (e) 432.3 K.   
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Figure 8-5. Predicted molar fraction ratio of solvent to heavy oil in L phase.  
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The effect of water is more complicated for the CO2-heavy oil-water system. From high 

to low pressures, the molar ratio of CO2 to heavy oil in L phase of Feed #16 is changed 

from lower than that of Feed #15 to much higher than that of Feed #15. At very low 

pressures, the molar ratio of CO2 to heavy oil in L phase yields almost the same value for 

Feeds #15 and #16. The mechanisms behind these phenomena include not only the 

effects of partial pressure, and they need to be studied further.  

8.4.4 Comparison  

The optimized S HOBIP   in this chapter are used to predict the Pst1 for previously 

measured data in our research group. As shown in Table 8-4 and Figure 8-6, the 

optimized S HOBIP   can be used to accurately predict the Pst1 at similar temperatures (the 

temperature at which the S HOBIP   is tuned in this chapter may be different from the 

testing temperature of previous measurement of our research group, depending on the 

availability of the measurement in this chapter). However, for a lower temperature, the 

optimized S HOBIP   underestimates the Pst1. This is consistent with the trend that the 

S HOBIP   is decreased with temperature and a smaller S HOBIP   predicts a lower Pst1. 

These comparisons further validate the DVA method. 

8.5 Summary 

In this chapter, PVT experiments have been performed to measure the total volume 

and volume of each phase for C3H8/CO2-heavy oil/water systems in a pressure range of 
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Table 8-4 Comparison between the DVA calculation and the literature data 

Feed 

No. 

Molar fraction, % 

T, K 

Pst1, MPa  

C3H8 CO2 

Heavy 

oil Measured Calculated 

#17
a
 67.3 0 32.7 298.85 0.88 0.74

b
 

 

67.3 0 32.7 323.15 1.45 1.31
b
 

 

67.3 0 32.7 348.15 2.32 2.12
c
 

 

67.3 0 32.7 396.15 5.03 4.75
d
 

#18
e
 0 54.5 45.5 323.15 7.90 7.00

f
 

 

0 54.5 45.5 343.45 9.30 9.40
f
 

 

0 54.5 45.5 362.55 11.1 11.75
f
 

#19
e
 0 28 72.0 323.95 3.00 2.90

f
 

 

0 28 72.0 348.35 3.80 3.88
f
 

 

0 28 72.0 362.75 4.20 4.47
f
 

Note: 
a
Data are taken from Li et al. (2013c); 

b
Using 

3 8C H HOBIP 
=0.012; 

c
Using 

3 8C H HOBIP 
=0.007; 

d
Using 

3 8C H HOBIP 
=0.003; 

e
Data is taken from Li et al. (2017b); and 

f
Using 

2CO HOBIP 
=0.065. 
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Figure 8-6. Comparison between the Pst1 taken from literature and that calculated with 

the DVA method.   
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1.2-20.0 MPa and a temperature range of 328.7-432.3 K. Theoretically, a DVA method 

is proposed to quantify the phase equilibria and phase volume. The height of the entire 

fluid system and the V/L interface are well matched, respectively. The DVA method can 

be used to predict the solvent solubility, phase boundary, and phase volume. Specific 

findings are listed as follows: 

(1) One single S HOBIP   value is accurate enough to quantify the Ht1/Ht2 and HL/HA+L for 

a given temperature and a given feed, indicating the consistency of the DVA method. 

The HL/HA+L calculated with the DVA method is 0.08-0.22 cm lower than the 

measured ones due to the existence of the V/L interfacial curvature. The DVA 

method is much more reliable than the intersection method in determining the 

Pst1/Pst2 after the temperature exceeds the solvent critical temperature.  

(2) The Pst2 yields values very close to the Pst1 for C3H8-heavy oil/water systems, while 

the Pst2 is much lower than the Pst1 for the CO2-heavy oil/water systems. By 

calculating the CO2 solubility in water more accurately, using two sets of 
2CO WBIP 

 is 

more reliable in quantifying the phase behaviour for the CO2-heavy oil-water systems 

than using one set of 
2CO WBIP 

. This indicates that addition of water only exerts a 

minor effect on the C3H8 dissolution in heavy oil for most cases. A large part of CO2 

is found to be dissolved into the water phase, making the Pst2 much lower than the 

Pst1. The effect of water on CO2 dissolution depends on the pressure at a given 

temperature. 

(3) The DVA method is further validated with the previous measured Pst1 from our 

research group. The optimized S HOBIP   has comparable values with those calculated 
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from the solvent solubility data for solvent-bitumen/water systems collected from 

literature (Zirrahi et al., 2017b).   
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CHAPTER 9 QUANTIFICATION OF VISCOSITY FOR SOLVENTS-

HEAVY OIL/BITUMEN SYSTEMS IN THE 

PRESENCE OF WATER AT HIGH PRESSURES AND 

ELEVATED TEMPERATURES 

9.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, 6 widely used mixing rules are evaluated and compared to predict 

the viscosity for light solvents (i.e., methane, ethane, propane, n-butane, n-pentane, N2 

and CO2)-heavy oil/bitumen mixtures as a function of pressure at vapour-liquid 

equilibria in a temperature range of 287.9-463.4 K (Chen et al., 2019). The effective 

density of dissolved gas solvents is for the first time successfully introduced into such 

mixing rules which is in the volume-based form. The PR-EOS with modified alpha 

functions and BIPs is used to calculate the LV and ALV phase equilibria for solvents-

heavy oil/bitumen-water mixtures, while the linear mixing rule is used for solvents-

heavy oil/bitumen mixtures and water. Also, effects of different solvents on reducing the 

viscosity of heavy oil/bitumen systems are thoroughly compared with and without 

consideration of solubility, while effects of water are systematically evaluated under 

different conditions. 

9.2 Experimental Database 

In this chapter, measured viscosities of solvents-heavy oil/bitumen mixtures for 4 

different heavy oils/bitumens and 7 solvents (i.e., methane, ethane, propane, n-butane, n-

pentane, CO2, and N2) are collected from literature, while the physical properties of these 

heavy oils/bitumens are tabulated in Table 9-1 (Mehrotra and Svrcek, 1987; Freitag and 
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Table 9-1 Physical properties of different heavy oils/bitumens 

Heavy oil/bitumen sample Mw SG
a
 Pc, MPa Tc, K ω Source 

Mackay River 513 1.000 1.037 1019.7 2.761 Zirrahi et al., 2017a 

Surmont 539 1.009 1.018 1035.6 2.819 Nourozieh et al., 2015a 

Senlac  419 0.969 1.135 959.2 2.481 Freitag and Kristoff,
 
1998 

Cold Lake 533 1.018 1.057 1040.9 2.803 Mehrotra and Svrcek,
 
1987 

Note: 
a
Specific gravity 
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Kristoff, 1998; Nourozieh et al., 2015b; Zirrahi et al., 2017a). The densities and 

viscosities of such heavy oils/bitumens have been regressed as a function of temperature 

and pressure, yielding AARDs within 1.0% and 8.4%, respectively. Detailed information 

for the 258 measured viscosities for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen/water systems can be 

found in Table 9-2 in a temperature range of 287.9-463.4 K and a pressure range of 0.46-

10.94 MPa, respectively. The range of the measured viscosities for the corresponding 

mixtures is from 0.7 to 16300.0 mPa·s. Vapour phase always exists for the solvent-

containing systems in Table 9-2 where the measured viscosity data are summarized.  

9.3 Mathematical Formulations 

The alpha functions, characterizations of pure substances as well as heavy 

oils/bitumens, and BIPs for the PR-EOS are the same as those in CHAPTER 7. 

9.3.1 Viscosity mixing rules 

(1) Solvents-heavy oil/bitumen systems 

In this chapter, six widely used mixing rules (i.e., Arrhenius’, Cragoe’s, Shu’s, 

Lobe’s, double log, and power law mixing rules) are evaluated and compared to predict 

the liquid phase viscosity for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen mixtures at vapour-liquid 

equilibria. These mixing rules are written respectively as follows: 

1) Arrhenius’ mixing rule (Arrhenius, 1887): 

1s sx x

m s b   
                                                       [9-1a] 
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Table 9-2 Summary of measured and predicted viscosities for solvents-heavy oil/bitumens/water systems 

Heavy 

oil/bitumen Solvents Equilibria type References T, K P, MPa 

Viscosity, 

mPa∙s NPTS
a
 

Power law 

AARD, % 

(Cragoe) 

n (weight- 

based)  

AARD, % 

(weight- based) 

n (volume- 

based) 

AARD, % 

(volume- based) 

Surmont 

bitumen 

 

Methane LV Nourozieh et al., 2016b 323.1-463.4 1.09-8.10 9.2-11900.0 20 -0.300 14.8 -0.182 11.6 53.0 

Propane LV Nourozieh et al., 2015b 323.4-462.9 1.08-8.12 1.93-71.70 17 -0.261 12.1 -0.121 22.9 12.9 

n-butane LV Nourozieh et al., 2017 373.3-463.0 0.83-5.00 1.54-17.00 16 -0.282 22.5 -0.134 19.4 23.5 

n-pentane LV Kariznovi, 2013 422.3-422.6 0.46-1.49 1.73-6.68 4 -0.199 14.0 -0.070 15.7 52.5 

CO2 LV Kariznovi, 2013 323.2-462.9 1.06-6.13 8.32-3663.00 24 -0.222 13.4 -0.198 16.8 21.6 

Mackay River  

bitumen 

Methane LV Zirrahi et al., 2017b 373.2-463.2 1.17-4.76 8.5-167.7 12 -0.369   8.7 -0.178   9.5 17.8 

Methane ALV Zirrahi et al., 2017b 373.2-463.3 1.17-4.76 7.7-154.0 12 -0.369   9.0 -0.178 10.1 17.7 

Ethane LV Zirrahi et al., 2017b 373.2-463.3 1.14-4.28 6.6-146.2 12 -0.299 11.1 -0.149 16.2 21.4 

Ethane ALV Zirrahi et al., 2017b 373.2-463.3 1.14-4.28 6.0-132.7 12 -0.299   7.4 -0.149 11.2 19.5 

Propane LV Zirrahi et al., 2017b 373.2-463.3 1.17-4.38 2.1-70.4 12 -0.275 13.8 -0.111   9.1 10.4 

Propane ALV Zirrahi et al., 2017b 373.2-463.3 1.17-4.38 2.1-81.0 12 -0.275 14.8 -0.111   4.9 11.3 

n-butane LV Zirrahi et al., 2017b 373.2-453.3 0.88-4.21 0.7-9.8 10 -0.291 35.1 -0.181 37.5 37.5 

n-butane ALV Zirrahi et al., 2017b 373.2-453.3 0.88-4.21 1.4-13.5 10 -0.291 30.6 -0.181 34.9 33.6 

Water AL Zirrahi et al., 2017b 373.2-463.2 3.0 11-254.9 4 — — — — — 

Senlac heavy 

oil  

Methane LV Freitag and Kristoff, 1998 298.2-423.2 5.0 5.14-566.00 3 -0.345 30.4 -0.218 17.5 82.1 

Methane ALV Freitag and Kristoff, 1998 298.2-423.2 5.0 5.00-555.00 3 -0.345 20.5 -0.218   8.2 71.9 

CO2 LV Freitag and Kristoff, 1998 298.2-423.2 5.0 4.31-74.60 3 -0.215 23.6 -0.206 14.4 19.0 

CO2 ALV Freitag and Kristoff, 1998 298.2-353.2 5.0 19.4-70.0 2 -0.215 23.6 -0.206   8.9 10.6 

Cold Lake 

bitumen 

Methane LV Mehrotra and Svrcek, 1988 299.8-377.0 2.57-10.08 47-15000 16 -0.316 31.8 -0.172 14.6 89.1 

Ethane LV Mehrotra and Svrcek, 1988 296.1-375.9 1.02-10.07 8.6-3800.0 19 -0.254 24.4 -0.121 15.9 37.1 

N2 LV Mehrotra and Svrcek, 1988 303.9-371.4 2.46-10.66 104-16300 12 -0.244 16.7 — — 17.1 

CO2 LV Mehrotra and Svrcek, 1988 287.9-371.4 2.06-10.94 26-7400 23 -0.189 21.2 -0.178 12.8 25.1 

Overall — — — — — — 258  19.0  15.5 32.6 

Note: 
a
Number of measured data points. 
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where m  is the viscosity of solvents-heavy oil/bitumen mixtures, sx  is the solvent molar 

fraction, s  and
 

b  are the dynamic viscosities of solvent and heavy oil/bitumen, 

respectively. It can also be expressed in the log-format as follows: 

ln ln (1 ) lnm s s s bx x                                                 [9-1b] 

2) Power law mixing rule (Kendall and Monroe, 1917): 

1

(1 )n n n
m s s s bx x                                                         [9-2] 

where n is an adjustable parameter. The power law model is developed based on the 

Kendall model (Kendall and Monroe, 1917), where the mixture viscosity is directly 

dependent on the molar fraction. 

3) Cragoe’s mixing rule (Cragoe, 1933): 

11

ln(2000 ) ln(2000 ) ln(2000 )

s s

m s b

w w

  


                                         [9-3] 

where sw  is the solvent weight fraction. 

4) Lobe’s mixing rule (Lobe, 1973): 

   exp expm s s b b b b s sv v v                                             [9-4a] 

where vm is the kinematic viscosity of solvents-heavy oil/bitumen mixtures, s  and b  

are the solvent and heavy oil/bitumen volume fractions under ambient conditions, sv  and
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bv  are the kinematic viscosities of solvent and heavy oil/bitumen, respectively. b  and 

s  are expressed as follows: 

1

2

0.27 ln 1.3lnb b
b

s s

v v

v v


    
      

    

                                         [9-4b] 

1.7 ln b
s

s

v

v


 
   

 
                                                   [9-4c] 

5) Shu’s mixing rule (Shu, 1984): 

ln 1 ln lnb b
m s b

b s b s

 
  

   

   
     

    
                                   [9-5a] 

where   is an adjustable parameter in the range of 0 to 1, while it is expressed as 

follows: 

 
0.5237 3.2745 1.631617.04

ln

b s b s

b

s

   









 
 
 

                                              [9-5b] 

where b  and s  are the heavy oil/bitumen and solvent densities, respectively.  

6) Double-log mixing rule (Yarranton et al., 2013): 

       ln ln 1 ln ln( 1) 1 ln ln 1m s s s bw w                                          [9-6] 
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(2) Hydrocarbon-water systems 

Glandt and Chapman (1995) recommended that the linear mixing rule be used for 

heavy oil/bitumens-water systems, it is used in this chapter and expressed as follows for 

the systems in this chapter: 

m SHO SHO W wx x                                                    [9-7] 

where m  is the viscosity of solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water mixtures, SHOx
 
and SHO  

are the molar fraction and viscosity of solvents-heavy oil/bitumen mixtures, and Wx  and 

w  are the molar fraction and viscosity of water, respectively. 

All the viscosity and real density data of pure solvents and water under different 

conditions are taken from the NIST Chemistry WebBook (Lemmon et al., 2012).
 

9.3.2 Effective density 

The effective densities of all gas components are calculated using the tangent-line 

method newly proposed in CHAPTER 7. The results have been tabulated in Table 7-3.  

9.4 Results and Discussion  

9.4.1 Prediction accuracy 

Table 9-3 shows the AARDs with different mixing rules for the predicted 

viscosities for solvents-Surmont bitumen mixtures (measured data are taken from 
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Table 9-3 Comparisons among different mixing rules for the predicted viscosities of 

solvents-Surmont bitumen mixtures 

Mixing 

rule 

AARD, % 

Weight-based 
Volume-based 

Molar-based 
Effective density Real density 

Arrhenius 306.5 157.9
a
 86.5

a
 73.4 

Cragoe 29.7 45.9 98.2 94.9 

Power-law 

22.1 

 (n=-0.262) 

27.9  

(n=-0.184) 

74.3 

 (n=0.149) 

49.3 

(n=0.141) 

Double log 40.3 — — — 

Lobe — 72.2 93.4 — 

Shu — 55.6 93.6 — 

Note: 
a
A lower AARD with real density than that with effective density does not mean 

using real density is better because all the predicted viscosity with real density is much 

smaller than the measured one, and thus an overall AARD close to 100% is yielded. On 

the contrary, the high AARD (i.e., 157.9%) with effective density is due to very high 

AARDs (it can be as high as 1800%) for a very small part of measured data (i.e., high 

viscosity data for methane/CO2-bitumen mixtures), while most of the predictions with 

effective density is good. 
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literature (Kariznovi, 2013; Nourozieh et al., 2015b; 2016b; 2017)). Note that the 

weight-based, volume-based, and molar-based format are all evaluated for Arrhenius’s, 

Cragoe’s, and power law mixing rules, respectively. As can be seen from the 

comparison, the weight-based and volume-based power law, and weight-based Cragoe’s 

mixing rules are obviously better than others with AARDs lower than 30.0%. The 

double-log and volume-based Cragoe’s mixing rule are worse than but next to the 

aforementioned mixing rules, while some of the mixing rules such as the Arrhenius’s 

mixing rule yield very large deviations. 

It is worthwhile noting that the volume-based mixing rules with effective density 

for dissolved gas are much more accurate than those with real densities. This is also true 

for density predictions when choosing effective density or real density for dissolved 

gas(es) to predict the density for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen mixtures (Nourozieh et al., 

2016b). This indicates that the dissolved gas in heavy oil/bitumen should be treated as 

liquid to some extent.  

It is shown in the literature that both the weight-based and volume-based power law 

mixing rules perform well for predicting viscosities for n-pentane/n-hexane-bitumen 

mixtures where the solvents lie in the liquid state (Nourozieh et al., 2015d; 2015e; Gao et 

al., 2018). The adjustable parameter n in volume-based power law mixing rule calculated 

by Nourozieh et al. (2015e) and Gao et al. (2018) for n-hexane diluted bitumens is -0.205 

and -0.132, respectively, while the n calculated in this chapter using effective and real 

density is found to be -0.184 and 0.149, respectively. The adjustable parameter with 

effective density in this chapter can be comparable to those in literature (Nourozieh et 
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al., 2015e; Gao et al., 2018), whereas the one with real density is greatly deviated from 

those in literature. This further illustrates that effective density rather than real density of 

dissolved gases should be used in the volume-based mixing rule. Also, the n in weight-

based power law mixing rule calculated by Nourozieh et al. (2015e) and Gao et al. 

(2018) for n-hexane diluted bitumens is -0.337 and -0.189, respectively, each of which is 

also comparable to the calculated one (i.e., -0.262) in this chapter. Regarding the 

Cragoe’s mixing rule, both Nourozieh’s work (Nourozieh et al., 2015d; 2015e) and 

Gao’s work (Gao et al., 2018) indicate that the volume-based Gragoe’s mixing rule is 

accurate for n-pentane/n-hexane/n-octane-bitumen mixtures. Nourozieth’s work shows 

that the weight-based Gragoe’s mixing rule is not accurate, whereas Gao’s work exhibits 

that it is accurate for n-pentane/n-hexane/n-octane-bitumen mixtures. Similar to Gao’s 

work, the weight-based Gragoe’s mixing rule also performs well in this chapter with an 

AARD of 29.7%. 

Table 9-2 shows the detailed comparisons among the weight-based and volume-

based power law mixing rules and weight-based Cragoe’s mixing rule. The adjustable 

parameters in the power law mixing rule are tuned for specific solvents rather than for a 

certain heavy oil/bitumen as indicated in Table 9-3. Overall, the weight-based Cragoe’s 

mixing rule is accurate with an AARD of 32.6% except that it yields a larger AARD of 

up to 80.0% for methane-heavy oil/bitumens mixtures. Both the volume-based and 

weight-based power law mixing rules are much better than the weight-based Cragoe’s 

mixing rule, whereas they are weaker than the weight-based Cragoe’s mixing rule with 

respect to model generalization due to the tunable parameter. The volume-based power 

law mixing rule is better than the weight-based one, illustrating that effective density of 
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dissolved gases should be used not only for density prediction, but also for viscosity 

prediction for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen mixtures. In the subsequent section, the 

volume-based power law mixing rule is used to calculate the viscosity for a solvents-

heavy oil/bitumen-water mixture to examine effects of solvents and water under different 

conditions. 

As shown in Figure 9-1, overall, the adjustable parameter n for weight-based and 

volume-based power law mixing rules are in the range of -0.4‒-0.2 and -0.2‒-0.1, 

respectively. A constant value for n can be used for a specific solvent as they are not 

varied significantly from heavy oil/bitumen to heavy oil/bitumen. In this chapter, the 

average value of the parameter n for a specific solvent is recommended when no 

viscosity data are available to tune it. The parameter n is calculated to be -0.333, -0.268, 

-0.277, -0.287, and -0.209, respectively, for methane, ethane, propane, n-butane, and 

CO2 associated with the weight-based power law mixing rule, while it is calculated to be 

-0.188, -0.116, -0.135, -0.158, and -0.194, respectively, for the volume-based power law 

mixing rule. 

9.4.2 Effects of solvents 

Comparisons are conducted among the effects of different solvents on diluting 

heavy oil/bitumen. As shown in Figure 9-2a, when 20 mol% solvent is dissolved in the 

Surmont bitumen at 4 MPa (It should be noted that, in Figure 9-2a, 20 mol% solvent may 

not be valid in real case (Kariznovi, 2013; Nourozieh et al., 2016b; 2017) as it is an 
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Figure 9-1. Adjustable parameter n in the power law mixing rule in (a) weight-based 

format and (b) volume-based format. 
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Figure 9-2. (a) Viscosities with temperature for Surmont bitumen with dissolution of 20 

mol% different solvents at 4 MPa, (b) Solvent solubility (i.e., the solvent molar fraction 

in a solvents-heavy oil/bitumen mixture) in Surmont bitumen with temperature at 4 MPa, 

and (c) Viscosities with temperature for Surmont bitumen at 4 MPa in real case. It should 

be noted that, in Figure 9-2a, 20 mol% solvent may not be valid in real cases as it is an 

imaginary value for comparison among solvents when solubility is not considered.   
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arbitrary value for comparison among solvents when solubility is not considered. 

Experimentally, asphaltene precipitation has not been identified in these cases due to a 

small amount of the dissolved solvent in the heavy oils/bitumens (e.g., the weight 

fractions of methane, ethane, and propane are only measured to be 0.0074, 0.0137, and 

0.0200, respectively) (Kariznovi, 2013; Yarranton et al., 2013). As such, the mixture of 

solvent(s)-heavy oil/bitumen is in a state of steady single liquid phase. Overall, a heavier 

solvent leads to a lower viscosity for solvent-bitumen mixtures. Water is found to have a 

lower ability than the other solvents to dilute the bitumen, while the difference is 

decreased with temperature. At high temperatures, water is found to outperform methane 

in diluting bitumen without consideration of solubility. As shown in Figure 9-2b, all the 

solvents show decreasing solubility in bitumen with temperature, while a heavier solvent 

exhibits a higher solubility. Contrary to such solvents, water is found to show an obvious 

increasing solubility with respect to an increase in temperature. Thus, in real cases, the 

viscosity of a bitumen-water mixture can be lower than those of methane-bitumen and 

CO2-bitumen mixtures at high temperatures (see Figure 9-2c). It is expected that the 

viscosity of a bitumen-water mixture can be even lower than that of an n-pentane-

bitumen mixture at extremely high temperatures. A heavier solvent has a higher diluting 

ability in the same amount of dissolution, and it also has a higher solubility in bitumen. 

As such, the bitumen diluted with a heavier solvent exhibits a lower viscosity under the 

same conditions. Note that the viscosity of the solvents-bitumen mixture may show an 

increasing trend with temperature under certain conditions due to the fact its solubility is 

decreased with temperature (see Figure 9-2c). In addition, all the calculation procedures 

for the contents in Figure 9-2c have been validated with literature data in Section 9.4.1 
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Physically, effects of different solvents in diluting heavy oil/bitumen can be compared 

by performing experiments at high temperatures with consideration of solvent solubility 

(Kariznovi, 2013; Nourozieh et al., 2016b; 2017). The scientific findings from this 

chapter are consistent with those documented elsewhere (Kariznovi, 2013; Nourozieh et 

al., 2017).  

9.4.3 Effects of water 

As shown in Table 9-4, the viscosities of methane-Mackay River bitumen-water 

mixtures (see the column with 0.50 as the water molar fraction in feed) are lower than 

those of methane-Mackay River bitumen mixtures (see the column with 0.00 as the water 

molar fraction in feed), though the addition of water reduces the methane solubility in 

bitumen (Chen and Yang, 2018c). This is because the water itself has a high ability to 

dilute bitumen without consideration of solubility and also it has high solubility at high 

temperatures. It is found that, at a given temperature and pressure, the viscosity of 

methane-bitumen mixture is decreased with water molar fraction in feed in LV equilibria 

(see the regular fonts in Table 9-4) but keeps unchanged in ALV equilibria (see the italic 

and bold fonts in Table 9-4). This is because at LV equilibria and with an increasing 

water molar fraction in feed, more water is dissolved into bitumen to dilute it as its 

partial pressure is also increased. At ALV equilibria, the water molar fraction in feed 

exerts no effects on the phase equilibria, and thus it does not impose an impact on the 

mixture viscosity (Chen and Yang, 2018c). 
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Table 9-4 Calculated viscosities of methane-Mackay River bitumen-water systems with water molar fraction in feed 

Temperature, 

K 

System 

pressure, 

MPa 

Viscosity, mPa·s 

Molar fraction of water in feed 

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.50 

373.15 

1.69 189.7  187.2 185.8 184.0 184.0 184.0 184.0 184.0 

2.48 175.9  172.3 169.9 169.6 169.6 169.6 169.6 169.6 

3.17 157.3  154.2 151.3 151.3 151.3 151.3 151.3 151.3 

4.41 135.3  133.8 129.5 129.5 129.5 129.5 129.5 129.5 

423.15 

1.17 24.7  24.6 24.5 24.4 24.3 24.2 24.0 23.3 

1.93 23.7  23.5 23.4 23.3 23.2 22.9 22.7 22.2 

2.66 22.7  22.5 22.3 22.1 22.0 21.6 21.3 21.2 

3.93 21.2  20.9 20.6 20.4 20.1 19.6 19.6 19.6 

463.15 

1.86 9.2  9.2 9.1 9.1 9.0 9.0 8.9 8.3 

2.69 8.9  8.9 8.8 8.7 8.7 8.6 8.5 8.0 

3.72 8.5  8.5 8.4 8.3 8.3 8.1 8.0 7.6 

4.76 8.3  8.3 8.2 8.1 8.0 7.9 7.7 7.3 

Note: The italic and bold fonts represent ALV equilibria; and the regular fonts denote LV equilibria. 
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As shown in Table 9-5, the viscosities of propane-Mackay River bitumen-water 

mixtures (see the column with 0.50 as the water molar fraction in feed) are higher than 

those of propane-Mackay River bitumen mixtures (see the column with 0.00 as the water 

molar fraction in feed). This is because the addition of water can significantly reduce the 

propane dissolution in bitumen and water has a lower ability to dilute bitumen compared 

with propane without consideration of solubility. At a given temperature and pressure, 

the viscosity of propane-bitumen mixture is increased with water molar fraction in feed 

in LV equilibria (see the regular fonts in Table 9-5) but keeps unchanged in ALV 

equilibria (see the italic and bold fonts in Table 9-5). This is because, at LV equilibria 

and with an increasing water molar fraction in feed, less propane is dissolved into 

bitumen to dilute it as its partial pressure is also decreased. Similar to methane-bitumen 

mixtures, at ALV equilibria, the water molar fraction in feed exerts no effects on the 

phase equilibria, and thus it does not impose an impact on the mixture viscosity.  

As shown in Figure 9-3, the viscosity of n-pentane-Surmont bitumen mixture 

overall exhibits a decreasing trend with pressure at a given temperature, while more 

solvents are dissolved into the bitumen with pressure. The decrease of viscosity becomes 

slower with pressure at LV equilibria. The decreasing trend of the mixture viscosity is 

steeper at ALV equilibria than at LV equilibria due to the fact n-pentane dissolution in 

bitumen is quicker with pressure at ALV equilibria than at LV equilibria (Chen and 

Yang, 2018c). The mixture viscosity is increased with pressure in a single liquid phase 

(i.e., L phase), while this pattern is also observed for pure heavy oils (Mehrotra and 

Svrcek, 1987). The mixture viscosity is increased with water molar fraction in feed at LV 

equilibria under the same temperatures and pressures. This is because the addition of 
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Table 9-5 Calculated viscosities of propane-Mackay River bitumen-water systems with water molar fraction in feed 

Temperature, 

K 

System 

pressure, 

MPa 

Viscosity, mPa·s 

Molar fraction of water in feed 

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.50 

373.15 

1.17 77.8  78.6 79.4 80.4 81.5 81.5 81.5 81.5 

2.14 32.2  33.3 33.4 33.6 33.6 33.6 33.6 33.6 

3.17 5.6  5.8 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 

4.21 1.7  1.8 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 

423.15 

1.24 15.4  15.5 15.6 15.7 15.9 16.1 16.3 17.4 

2.14 11.4  11.5 11.5 11.7 11.8 12.0 12.2 12.4 

3.31 7.3  7.3 7.4 7.4 7.5 7.7 7.7 7.7 

4.21 4.9  4.9 4.9 5.0 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 

463.15 

1.69 6.3  6.4 6.4 6.4 6.4 6.5 6.6 7.5 

2.52 5.1  5.1 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.4 6.0 

3.41 4.1  4.1 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.8 

4.38 3.2  3.2 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.6 

Note: The italic and bold fonts represent ALV equilibria; and the regular fonts denote LV equilibria. 
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Figure 9-3. Viscosities of three different feeds ( bx : sx =1:3 in molar fraction, while 

solvent used is n-pentane) at temperatures of (a) 373 K, (b) 473 K, and (c) 523 K, 

respectively.   
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water reduces the n-pentane dissolution in bitumen significantly at LV equilibria, while 

water has a lower capacity to dilute bitumen than n-pentane without consideration of 

solubility. At ALV equilibria, however, the water molar fraction in feed exerts no effects 

on the phase equilibria, and thus it does not impose an impact on the mixture viscosity 

(see Figure 9-3a). Although the viscosity decreasing pattern is varied with water molar 

fraction in feed, different feeds can achieve viscosities close to each other at a certain 

point. 

9.5 Summary 

In this chapter, a new and pragmatic technique has been developed to accurately 

quantify the viscosity for light solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water systems as a function of 

pressure in a temperature range of 287.9-463.4 K. Effective density for dissolved gas is 

for the first time successfully introduced into the volume-based viscosity mixing rules, 

while effects of solvents, especially water on the mixture viscosity under different 

conditions are examined. Detailed findings are summarized as follows: 

(1) Among the six viscosity mixing rules for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen mixtures 

examined in this chapter, the volume-based power law takes the first place with an 

AARD of 15.5%, the weight-based power law ranks the second with an AARD of 

19.0%, while the weight-based Cragoe’s mixing rule takes the third place with an 

AARD of 32.6%. It is found that the effective density rather than real density of 

dissolved gas should be used for all the volume-based mixing rules. Overall, the 

adjustable parameter n for weight-based and volume-based power law mixing rule 
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are in the range of -0.4‒-0.2 and -0.2‒-0.1, respectively. The recommended 

parameter n is found to be -0.333, -0.268, -0.277, -0.287, and -0.209, respectively, 

for methane, ethane, propane, n-butane, and CO2 for the weight-based power law, 

while it takes -0.188, -0.116, -0.135, -0.158, and -0.194, respectively, for the volume-

based power law mixing rule. 

(2) It is found that a heavier solvent generally exhibits a higher ability to dilute heavy 

oil/ bitumen in the same amount of solvent dissolution, while water can have a 

similar ability at high temperatures. The ability of water to dilute heavy oil/bitumen 

can outperform methane and CO2 at higher temperatures (around 500 K) due to its 

much higher dissolution. 

(3) Addition of water can either reduce or enhance the viscosity of a solvents-heavy 

oil/bitumen mixture, depending on the ability of solvent and water to dilute heavy 

oil/bitumen without consideration of solubility and effects of water on the solvent 

dissolution. Water molar fraction in feed can exert an effect on the mixture viscosity 

at LV equilibria through influencing the solvent dissolution but it cannot impose an 

impact on the mixture viscosity at ALV equilibria. The mixture viscosity decreases 

more quickly at ALV equilibria than at LV equilibria with pressure because the 

solvent dissolution is quicker at ALV equilibria. 
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CHAPTER 10 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

10.1 Conclusions 

The major contributions of this research are summarized as follows: 

(1) The optimum reduced temperature for acentric factor associated with both PR- EOS 

and SRK-EOS have been determined to be 0.59 and recommended to be 0.60, 

respectively, by minimizing the deviation between the measured and calculated 

vapour pressures for non-hydrocarbon compounds and hydrocarbon compounds 

(especially heavy hydrocarbon compounds). Using the acentric factor redefined at 

reduced temperature of 0.60, two new alpha functions have been developed with 

AARDS of 4.08% and 4.12% for predicted vapour pressure for the PR-EOS and 

SRK-EOS, respectively. These two alpha functions have also been validated with 

more accurate predictions of vaporization enthalpy compared to the existing ones. In 

addition, effects of different of components on the optimum reduced temperature for 

acentric factor have been examined, while sensitivity analysis has been conducted to 

examine effects of different factors on predicted alpha function. 

(2) New BIP correlations have been developed to predict the mutual solubility for n-

alkanes (i.e., C3-C20)/n-alkylbenzenes (i.e., C6-C12)-water pairs by using the PR- EOS 

together with modified alpha functions with prediction accuracy higher than existing 

models. The BIP correlations have been developed for both aqueous phase and non-

aqueous phase respectively. Such new BIP correlations have been further validated 

with the experimentally measured heat of solution, solubility minimum temperature, 
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and heat capacity of solution, while sensitivity analysis has been performed to 

examine the effects of different parameters on the predicted mutual solubility. 

(3) The modified alpha functions and newly developed BIP correlations for n-alkanes-

water pairs have been successfully applied to accurately predict two-phase 

compositions for methane-CO2-water mixtures and three-phase compositions and 

three-phase critical pressures for propane/n-heptane/n-decane-CO2-water mixtures at 

temperatures and pressures up to 423 K and 100 MPa. By comparing the molar 

fractions between binary mixtures and ternary mixtures, effects of addition of a third 

component on the mutual solubility of a given pair are analyzed. Sensitivity analysis 

has also been performed to examine the effects of different BIPs on the three-phase 

UCEPs. 

(4) New BIP correlations for both toluene-water pair and heavy oil/bitumen-water pair 

have been developed to predict phase boundaries together with their types as well as 

solvent solubility for solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water systems in a temperature 

range of 298-573 K using the PR-EOS together with the modified alpha functions. 

The BIP correlation for heavy oil/bitumen pairs have also been validated by the fact 

that through extrapolating the BIP correlation for heavy oil/bitumen-water pair to 

0.0% mass of resin plus asphaltene, the BIP value is close to those of decane-water 

pair, paraffinic oil-water pair, and kerosene-water pair in which there is almost no 

resin and asphaltene. A new correlation has been developed to calculate the new 

acentric factor for pseudocomponents of heavy oil/bitumen for application of the 

modified alpha function. The newly developed model is found to accurately predict 

the measured ALV/AL and LV/L boundaries with an overall AARD of 4.50% and 
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solvent solubility in the oleic phase with an overall AARD of 9.40%, respectively. In 

addition, effects of water on the phase behaviour of solvents-heavy oil/bitumen-water 

systems in different phase equilibria are systematically examined. 

(5) A new VT strategy is proposed for the PR-EOS, i.e., the correction factor of each 

component is obtained/calculated to approach its measured density. Such a VT 

strategy yields an AARD of 1.98%. The existing VT correlations are not reliable for 

heavy oil/bitumen-containing systems. For comparison, a tangent-line approach is 

proposed to calculate effective density for a pure substance to be used in the ideal 

mixing rule. The tangent-line pressures for a given substance are the same at 

different temperatures. It is more general and more flexible than the extrapolation 

method proposed by Saryazdi (2012). Thus, the IM-E2 model (i.e., ideal mixing rule 

with effective density calculated with the newly developed tangent-line method) can 

improve the density predictions over the IM-E1 model (i.e., ideal mixing rule with 

effective density calculated with the methods proposed by Saryazdi (2012) and 

Saryazdi et al. (2013)) with their AARDs of 0.73% and 1.05%, respectively. IM-E is 

found to outperform the VT EOS. 

(6) A dynamic volume analysis (DVA) method is proposed to quantify the phase 

equilibria and density for the C3H8/CO2-Lloydminsiter heavy oil/water systems based 

on the newly measured volume data. This method involves the accurate calculation 

of densities for different phases. Combined with the new PR-EOS model and 

optimized S HOBIP  , the total volume and phase volumes can be predicted accurately. 

The DVA method allows for accurate prediction of solvent solubility, phase 

boundary, and phase density. It is much more reliable for determining the Pst1/Pst2 
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than the exisiting intersection method when the temperature exceeds the solvent 

critical temperature. One set of BIP is sufficient for the C3H8-water pair, while it is 

necessary to use two sets of BIPs for the CO2-water pair. 

(7) Mixing rules together with the modified PR-EOS are used to predict the viscosity of 

solvents-bitumen/heavy oil/water systems at high pressures and elevated 

temperatures. Effective density is introduced into the volume-based mixing rule for 

the first time, while effects of water on the mixture viscosity are examined.   

 

The major conclusions of this research can be drawn as follows: 

(1) All the compounds are divided into four categories, i.e., light-saturated hydrocarbons, 

heavy-saturated hydrocarbons, aromatic compounds, and other compounds, among 

which the first three categories are used to examine their effects on the optimum 

reduced temperature for the entire database. Among the three subdivided categories, 

the heavy-saturated hydrocarbons impose the largest effect on the optimum reduced 

temperature for the entire database, while the aromatic compounds take the second 

place and the light-saturated hydrocarbons have the smallest effect. The sensitivity of 

the calculated alpha functions reduces with an increase in the reduced temperature, 

while it remains no change as acentric factor varies. 

(2) Compared with those for n-alkane-water pairs, the optimum BIPs for n-alkylbenzene-

water pairs show a similar trend with reduced temperature in a more regular pattern, 

i.e., 1) the BIP in aqueous phase is increased with an increase of reduced temperature 

of hydrocarbons, while it is reduced with an increase of carbon number; and 2) the 
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BIP in non-aqueous phase is first increased and then decreased with reduced 

temperature. Overall, the models developed in this chapter yield much more accurate 

predictions of heat of solution, solubility minimum temperature, and heat capacity of 

solution in aqueous phase than the existing models. The predicted heat of solution in 

liquid hydrocarbon phase yields close results to the recommended values from 288 K 

to 308 K, while it is found to be a temperature-dependent function. Sensitivity 

analysis indicates that both pressure and BIP in liquid hydrocarbon phase impose 

non-negligible impacts on the predicted water solubility in liquid hydrocarbon phase, 

while the BIP in aqueous phase exerts a large effect on the predicted hydrocarbon 

solubility in aqueous phase. 

(3) By comparing the molar fractions between binary mixtures and ternary mixtures, the 

addition of CO2 can significantly is found to reduce the methane solubility but 

enhance the propane/n-heptane/n-decane solubility in aqueous phase, while addition 

of methane can greatly reduce the CO2 dissolution in aqueous phase. Such an effect 

for methane-CO2-water mixtures is closely related to the molar fraction of methane. 

The addition of CO2 can significantly enhance the water dissolution in alkane-rich 

phase. Overall, for the predicted three-phase critical pressures, 
2HC COBIP  imposes the 

largest effect, non aq

HC WBIP 

  ranks the second, and 
2

non aq

CO WBIP 


 takes the third place. 

aq

HC WBIP   and 
2

aq

CO WBIP 
 exert no effects on the predicted three-phase critical 

pressures.  

(4) It is found that addition of water may dramatically affect the phase boundaries of 

solvents-heavy oil/bitumen mixtures, and thus leads to a significant reduction of 

solvent solubility in heavy oil/bitumen, depending on solvent type, temperature, and 
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pressure. The water molar fraction in feed plays an important role in influencing the 

solvent dissolution in heavy oil/bitumen in LV equilibria due to the fact that it affects 

the partial pressure of the solvent greatly. After adding a certain amount of water for 

which ALV equilibria is established, solvent dissolution in heavy oil/bitumen will 

not be affected by water because its subsequent addition in feed does not impose an 

impact on the partial pressure of the solvent. Since solvent dissolution rate in heavy 

oil/bitumen can be much higher in ALV equilibria than LV equilibria and a large 

portion of solvents can be dissolved in heavy oil/bitumen in ALV equilibria in a very 

narrow pressure range, effects of water must be considered at given conditions. 

Addition of solvents can enhance the water dissolution in heavy oil, while the 

enhancement is increased with carbon number of alkanes. 

(5) Addition of water is found to hardly change the saturation pressure of the C3H8-

heavy oil mixture, but largely reduce that of the CO2-heavy oil mixture. Similarly, 

addition of water is found to only slightly alter the C3H8 dissolution in heavy oil, 

while its effects on CO2 dissolution in heavy oil is much larger, depending on the 

pressure at a given temperature. Also, the DVA method is further validated with the 

previous measured Pst1 in our research group. The optimized S HOBIP   has 

comparable values with those calculated from the solvent solubility data for solvent-

bitumen/water systems collected from literature. 

(6) Water has the lowest ability to swell heavy oil/bitumen among the solvents involved 

when the solvent solubility in heavy oil/bitumen is not considered. Since water 

solubility in heavy oil/bitumen can be very high at elevated temperatures, the 

swelling effects of water are higher than those of methane and CO2 in such cases. 
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Addition of water can enhance or at least keep the swelling factor unchanged at high 

temperatures while increasing the density due to its significant dissolution in heavy 

oil/bitumen. The water molar fraction in feed imposes a large impact on the 

density/swelling behaviour of the aforementioned systems at the LV equilibria region 

but no impacts at the ALV equilibria region. The effects of pressure on the 

density/swelling behaviour are much larger at ALV equilibria region than at LV 

region.  

(7) Among the six widely used viscosity mixing rules, the volume-based power law 

takes the first place with an AARD of 15.50%, the weight-based power law ranks the 

second with an AARD of 19.00%, while the weight-based Cragoe’s mixing rule 

takes the third place with an AARD of 32.60%. The effective density rather than real 

density of dissolved gas should be used for all the volume-based mixing rules. 

Overall, the adjustable parameter n for weight-based and volume-based power law 

mixing rule are in the range of -0.4‒-0.2 and -0.2‒-0.1, respectively. These mixing 

rules exhibit high capacity to achieve generalization. 

(8) A heavier solvent shows a higher capacity to dilute heavy oil/ bitumen in the same 

amount of solvent dissolution, while water can have a similar diluting ability at high 

temperatures. The diluting ability of water can outperform methane and CO2 at 

higher temperatures due to its much higher dissolution. Addition of water can either 

reduce or enhance the viscosity of a solvents-heavy oil/bitumen mixture, depending 

on the ability of solvent and/or water to dilute heavy oil/bitumen and effects of water 

on the solvent dissolution. Water molar fraction in feed can impose an impact on the 

mixture viscosity at LV equilibria by affecting the solvent dissolution but no impact 
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on the mixture viscosity at ALV equilibria. The mixture viscosity decreases more 

quickly at ALV equilibria than at LV equilibria with pressure because the solvent 

dissolution is quicker at ALV equilibria. 

10.2 Recommendations 

The phase behaviour and physical properties of solvents-heavy oil/bitumen/water 

systems at high pressures and elevated temperatures have been well quantified in this 

work. The PR-EOS together with the new alpha functions and BIP correlations are 

applied successfully to predict the phase composition/phase boundary/UCEP. Two newly 

proposed methods, i.e., the new VT strategy for PR-EOS and the tangent-line method for 

effective density in IM-E are used to accurately quantify the mixture density, 

respectively. Weight and volume-based mixing rules are used to accurately quantify the 

mixture viscosity, while this work leads to an improved understanding of the effects of 

solvents and/or water on the phase behaviour and physical properties of solvents-heavy 

oil/bitumen/water mixtures under different conditions. The recommendations for the 

future work are listed as follows: 

(1) Phase behaviour of composite solvents (e.g., C3H8 + CO2)-heavy oil/water systems at 

high pressures and elevated temperatures shall be experimentally investigated to 

further validate the DVA method. The interactions among different solvents shall be 

further evaluated.  

(2) Association models such as CPA-EOS and SAFT are recommended to compare with 

the PR-EOS for different solvents-heavy oil/bitumen/water mixtures under different 
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conditions. The advantage of each of these EOS models should be thoroughly 

analyzed and compared. Another point is that the association models may solve the 

problem (by considering different association effects) that the VT PR-EOS cannot 

accurately predict the density of toluene-bitumen/water mixtures at temperatures 

higher than 450 K.  

(3) Effects of other parameters on the multiphase modeling should be tackled, such as 

critical properties, acentric factors, and number of pseudo-components. How to tune 

them in a reasonable manner still needs to be studied.  

(4) Asphaltene precipitation should be considered in the future for an improvement in 

modeling. The asphaltene precipitation may not be easily observed in the PVT 

experiments, which may exert a large effect on the multiphase behaviour modeling. 

Also, the interaction between water and asphaltene/resin should be considered, 

especially at elevated temperatures. In addition, the effects of asphaltene 

precipitation on the A/L/V equilibria under different conditions should be well 

understood and quantified. 

(5) Treating the heavy oil/bitumen as one single PC is applicable to solvents-heavy 

oil/bitumen/water systems without substantial extraction of light components from 

heavy oil and without asphaltene precipitation. It is recommended that multi-PCs be 

used to systems with substantial extraction (e.g., distillation or emergence of a 

solvent-rich liquid phase) and asphaltene precipitation (i.e., emergence of an 

asphaltene-rich heavy liquid phase). 
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